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Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee
Columbus, Ohio
August 16, 2021
The Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee met in Columbus, OH, Aug. 16, 2021. The following Committee
members participated: Barbara D. Richardson, Chair (NV); Sharon P. Clark, Vice Chair (KY); Alan McClain (AR); Evan G.
Daniels (AZ); Trinidad Navarro (DE); Dana Popish Severinghaus represented by Erica Weyhenmeyer (IL); Chlora LindleyMyers and Cynthia Amann (MO); Chris Nicolopoulos (NH); Jon Godfread (ND); Carter Lawrence (TN); Jonathan T. Pike
(UT); and Michael S. Pieciak (VT). Also participating were: Damion Hughes (CO); Elizabeth Kelleher Dwyer (RI); Mike
Kreidler and John Haworth (WA); and Rebecca Rebholz (WI).
1.

Adopted its July 27 Minutes

The Committee met July 27 and took the following action: 1) adopted it Spring National Meeting minutes; 2) adopted revised
charges for the Antifraud (D) Task Force; 3) adopted the short-term, limited-duration Market Conduct Annual Statement
(MCAS) data call and definitions; 4) adopted the Travel Insurance MCAS data call and definitions; 5) adopted digital claims
data in the private passenger auto and homeowners data call and definitions; and 6) heard presentations from a state insurance
regulator, an NAIC funded consumer representative, and an industry trade representative on the benefits and challenges of
collecting market conduct data annually on a transactional level.
Commissioner Clark made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Godfread, to adopt the Committee’s July 27 minutes
(Attachment One). The motion passed unanimously.
2.

Heard a Presentation from the UConn School of Law on Claim Optimization and the Insurance Promise

Peter Kochenburger (UConn School of Law) said the insurance promise includes insurers paying the full value of covered
claims without exceeding the policy limits. He noted there are disparities in knowledge and economic power between insurers
and most insureds. He said the insurance company cannot use the claim process to rewrite the policy to leverage lower payments
than the value of what the claim is worth.
Mr. Kochenburger said artificial intelligence (AI) has provided insurers with the potential to evaluate the willingness of insureds
or claimants to accept values less than the fair and equitable amount. He said this would violate the Unfair Claims Settlement
Practices Act (#900). While Mr. Kochenburger admitted that it is unknown if claim optimization is occurring, he said it is used
in other consumer transactions; it has been used in underwriting for price optimization; and the marketing by InsurTech vendors
suggests this is being built into InsurTech tools. Mr. Kochenburger encouraged state insurance regulators to determine the
extent of use of predictive analytics in claim settlements and require insurers to report on the algorithmic models used in claim
handling.
Angela Gleason (American Property Casualty Insurance Association—APCIA) said the term “claim optimization” is
leveraging the negative connotations of price optimization to imply consumers are being harmed. She said insurance companies
go above and beyond to treat their insureds and claimants fairly. She said consumers are always encouraged to question how
claims are valued by the insurance company and always have the recourse to shop for other insurance.
Birny Birnbaum (Center for Economic Justice—CEJ) said shopping for other insurance is not an option after filing a claim. He
asked if the implication of claim optimization is that insureds in similar situations are being treated differently according to
factors unrelated to the claim. Mr. Kochenburger said that is correct. Mr. Birnbaum also asked if a publicly owned insurance
company would be failing its investors if it did not use claim optimization. Mr. Kochenburger said that was the case because
the company would be operating illegally if it did do so and that was not in the best interest of investors. Finally, Mr. Birnbaum
asked if the collection of more granular data would assist state insurance regulators in monitoring and assessing the use of
claim settlement models in claim settlements. Mr. Kochenburger said it would. He noted that it is not easy to evaluate whether
a claim is settled fairly and that there are always good faith disputes, so the more granular data that is available, the better.
Erica Eversman (Automotive Education & Policy Institute—AEPI) also said the ability to shop around for other insurance
coverage is not an option for a consumer after the claim. She noted that the three major claim evaluation vendors are beholden
to the insurance companies.
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3.

Adopted its Task Force and Working Group Reports

Commissioner Richardson said the Market Information Systems (D) Task Force adopted a proposal for coding changes to the
Regulatory Information Retrieval System (RIRS). She said when the Committee votes to approve the Working Group and Task
Force reports, it will also be voting to adopt the RIRS coding changes proposal. She also noted that the Market Actions (D)
Working Group and the Advisory Organization Examination Oversight (D) Working Group met in regulator-to-regulator
session due to the nature of their discussions focusing on specific company practices. She said there are no written or verbal
reports for these two working groups.
a.

Antifraud (D) Task Force

Commissioner Navarro said the Antifraud (D) Task Force met July 26 and took the following action: 1) heard an update from
the Antifraud Education Enhancement (D) Working Group. He said the Working Group held a webinar on Feb. 11 regarding
the mobile capabilities CARCO can provide state departments of insurance (DOIs) to assist in fighting insurance fraud. He said
the Working Group also conducted an insurance fraud investigator safety course on June 2.
Commissioner Navarro said Task Force also received a report from the Antifraud Technology (D) Working Group. He said the
Working Group advised that the adopted revisions to the Antifraud Plan Guideline (#1690) was the first step in its charge to
create an antifraud plan repository that will be used by insurers to create and store an electronic fraud plan for distribution to
states. He said the Working Group formed a subject matter expert (SME) group to create a template for industry to use when
creating their antifraud plans. The SME group expects to complete its work by October.
Commissioner Navarro said the Task Force received an update on the NAIC Online Fraud Reporting System (OFRS) redesign.
He said beta testing began with a small group of state insurance fraud directors. The beta testing will be opened to additional
state insurance regulators and industry representatives to finalize the testing period.
Commissioner Navarro said the Task Force also received reports from the National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB) and the
Coalition Against Insurance Fraud (CAIF).
b.

Market Information Systems (D) Task Force

Commissioner Kreidler said the Market Information Systems Task Force met July 28 and took the following action: 1) adopted
its Spring National Meeting minutes; and 2) reviewed the status of outstanding User System Enhancement Requests (USER).
Commissioner Kreidler said the Task Force also heard the report of the Market Information Systems Research and Development
(D)Working Group. He said the Working Group is researching the potential of incorporating AI into the NAIC Market
Information Systems (MIS). The Working Group heard a presentation from NAIC financial regulation staff regarding their
testing of the use of AI to construct predictive models of insolvency risk, and it also heard from CEJ regarding how AI can be
used in market analysis. Commissioner Kreidler said the Working Group’s next step is to form an SME group to develop
recommendations for incorporating AI into the MIS.
Commissioner Kreidler said that prior to the Spring National Meeting, the Market Information Systems Research and
Development (D) Working Group adopted RIRS coding changes proposal. He said the RIRS coding changes include: 1) a new
field to distinguish routine administrative actions from actions that are a result of an infraction or financial impairment; 2) a
new field to link related to RIRS records; 3) a new Line of Business field; and 4) revisions to the Origin of Action, Reason for
Action, and Disposition for Action codes to create a more logical data structure. Commissioner Kreidler said the Task Force
adopted the proposal.
c.

Producer Licensing (D) Task Force

Superintendent Dwyer said the Producer Licensing (D) Task Force met Aug. 4 and adopted its March 21 minutes. She also
said the Task Force discussed state implementation of online examinations with 40 jurisdictions offering online examinations
for producer licensing. She said this is a significant change as only Washington offered online examinations prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic. She said states are reporting similar pass rates for online and in-person examinations and that
approximately 35% to 40% of examinations are now taken through the online format. Notably, she said Washington reported
that 80% of its examinations are administered through the online format. Superintendent Dwyer said the Task Force also
discussed security concerns with online examinations and will be obtaining additional information from the examination
vendors on what percentage of online examinations had security concerns.
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Superintendent Dwyer said the Task Force discussed the pending referral from the Special (EX) Committee on Race and
Insurance regarding the elimination of bias in producer licensing examinations. She said examination vendors have been
solicited on the processes they follow to eliminate bias in examinations. She said the Task Force is also reaching out to
continuing education (CE) providers and will have additional discussions on this topic at its next meeting.
Superintendent Dwyer said the Task Force discussed the review of the NAIC’s Guidelines for State Insurance Regulators to
the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 and the need to revise the guidelines to make them more useful
in the state’s day-to-day review of 1033 waiver requests.
Superintendent Dwyer said the Task Force also heard an update on a new program in Pennsylvania for prospective insurance
agents with criminal records and how their specific convictions, history, and background may affect their ability to successfully
obtain a producer license. He said the Pennsylvania program allows a person with a criminal conviction to provide this
information to the Pennsylvania DOI through an electronic portal. The DOI then reviews the information and provides nonbinding feedback to the prospective applicant on how the criminal conviction might affect their ability to obtain an insurance
producer license before the applicant spends the time and effort with pre-licensing education and taking a producer licensing
exam.
Superintendent Dwyer said the Task Force briefly discussed the draft procedure for amending NAIC Uniform Producer
Licensing Applications. He said the procedures are being developed to ensure the consideration of changes to the uniform
applications support the NAIC members’ goal of providing stable applications and encourage the use of electronic technology
for licensing. She said the Task Force is seeking comments on the procedures through Sept. 3.
Finally, Superintendent Dwyer said the Task Force discussed the status of the Producer Licensing Uniformity (D) Working
Group and the Uniform Education (D) Working Group. She noted that the chair position for the Producer Licensing Uniformity
(D) Working Group remains open and that the leadership for both Working Groups continues to be in a state of flux.
d.

Market Conduct Examination Guidelines (D) Working Group

Mr. Hughes said the Market Conduct Examination Guidelines (D) Working Group met June 10 and took the following action:
1) reviewed and discussed its 2021 charges; 2) prioritized potential Working Group tasks; and 3) identified NAIC models acts
and model laws adopted in 2020. Mr. Hughes said the Working Group also asked for state insurance regulators to volunteer to
review the adopted model laws and model acts to determine whether revisions to the corresponding sections of the NAIC
Market Regulation Handbook are warranted.
Finally, Mr. Hughes said the Working Group discussed a new title insurance in-force policy standardized data request (SDR)
for inclusion in the Market Regulation Handbook.
e.

Market Analysis Procedures (D) Working Group

Mr. Haworth said the Market Analysis Procedures (D) Working Group met July 1 and took the following action: 1) adopted its
Spring National Meeting minutes; and 2) continued its discussion on the training needs for market analysts. He said ideas
include: 1) having monthly analysis groups to share techniques and tips; 2) leveraging the materials from the NAIC’s Market
Analysis Techniques online course and adapt them for new analysts; 3) creating more and better tutorials and help in i-Site+;
4) incorporating Tableau visuals into the Market Analysis Review System (MARS) and other market analysis tools; and 5)
providing more training on analyzing financial information and MCAS ratios.
Mr. Haworth said the Working Group also opened discussions on the next line of business to add to the MCAS and is asking
for written and verbal suggestions. Additionally, Mr. Haworth said the Working Group began discussions on its members’
initial impressions of the current MCAS submissions. He said the conversations are on a high-level aggregated level.
Finally, Mr. Haworth said the Working Group considered whether MCAS submissions should be required to be reported by
the residency of the policyholder or by where the policy was issued. He said the current MCAS instructions specify the data
should be reported in the same manner as the company reports its financial annual statement. He the Working Group agreed to
continue with these instructions without amendment.
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f.

Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group

Ms. Rebholz that since the Spring National Meeting, the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group met
five times.
Ms. Rebholz said that during these meetings, the Working Group adopted the travel MCAS data call and definitions and the
short-term, limited-duration (STLD) MCAS data call and definitions on May 25—prior to the June 1 deadline. She said the
first MCAS due date for the travel MCAS blank will be on April 30, 2023, and the STLD MCAS blank will be June 30, 2023.
She said both will cover the 2022 data year.
Ms. Rebholz said the Working Group also adopted the addition of digital claim data to the auto and homeowners (HO) MCAS
blanks. She said these were adopted on June 30. The first due date for the data will be April 30, 2024, covering the 2023 data
year.
Ms. Rebholz said the Working Group is continuing its development of accelerated underwriting data elements to the life and
annuity MCAS blanks. She said the Working Group is monitoring the work of the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working
Group so it can coordinate the MCAS definition of accelerated underwriting with the definition they adopt.
Ms. Rebholz said the Working Group has spent considerable time drafting revisions to the definition of “lawsuit” in the various
MCAS blanks. She said this includes adding non-claims-related lawsuits to the auto and HO MCAS blanks and editing the
definition to conform to the type of product being reported on. She said that due to the continued discussions, the Working
Group postponed collection of non-claims-related lawsuit information to the 2023 data year. Ms. Rebholz also said that due to
the complexity of the lawsuit reporting issues, the Working Group formed an SME drafting group to consider options to present
to the Working Group. She said the SME group is also tasked with considering the best way to collect vendor information on
the digital claims data elements.
Finally, Ms. Rebholz said that because the STLD MCAS blank was adopted by the Committee in July, the Working Group will
continue the development of MCAS blanks for other health products not covered in the current health or STLD MCAS data
call and definitions.
g.

Privacy Protections (D) Working Group

Ms. Amann said that since the Spring National Meeting the Privacy Protections (D) Working Group met July 12, June 14, and
May 10.
Ms. Amann said that during its May 10 meeting, the Working Group took the following action: 1) adopted its Spring National
Meeting minutes; 2) reviewed the 2021 NAIC strategy for consumer data privacy protections; 3) discussed the verbal gap
analysis of consumer issues; 4) discussed the draft of the initial privacy policy statement; and 5) requested comments in the
form of parameters and examples on the privacy policy statement.
Ms. Amann said that during its June 14 meeting, the Working Group took the following action: 1) adopted it May 10 minutes;
and 2) discussed the comments received from America’s Health Insurance Plans (AHIP), the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Association (BCBSA), and the Coalition of Health Companies on the privacy policy statement.
Ms. Amann said that during its July 12 meeting, the Working Group took the following action: 1) adopted its June 14 minutes;
2) received comments from the American Council of Life Insurers (ACLI) about the six consumer privacy rights identified in
the NAIC strategy for consumer data privacy protections; 3) heard a presentation from NAIC funded consumer representatives
on the consumer perspective on consumer data privacy rights; 4) requested comments on the private policy statement.
Ms. Amann said the privacy policy statement template located on the Working Group web page is being combined with the
received comments into a draft for exposure. She said there will be an accelerated review by the Working Group.
Mr. Birnbaum asked how the Working Group will be addressing the data ownership issue referred to the Working Group by
the Innovation and Technology (EX) Task Force. Ms. Amann said the Working Group first needs to receive permission from
the Committee before it can act on the referral.
Commissioner Godfread made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Navarro, to adopt the following reports, including the
proposal for coding changes to the RIRS (Attachment Two) adopted by the Market Information Systems (D) Task Force:
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1) Antifraud (D) Task Force; 2) Market Information Systems (D) Task Force; 3) Producer Licensing (D) Task Force; 4) Market
Conduct Examination Guidelines (D) Working Group (Attachment Three); 5) Market Analysis Procedures (D) Working Group
(Attachment Four); 6) Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group (Attachment Five); and 8) Privacy
Protections (D) Working Group (Attachment Six). The motion passed unanimously.
Having no further business, the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee adjourned.
W:\National Meetings\2021\Summer\Cmte\D\Draft 8-D Cmte.dotx
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Draft: 8/23/21

Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee
Virtual Meeting
July 27, 2021
The Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee met July 27, 2021. The following Committee members
participated: Barbara D. Richardson, Chair (NV); Sharon P. Clark, Vice Chair (KY); Alan McClain represented by Russ
Galbraith (AR); Evan G. Daniels represented by Maria Ailor (AZ); Trinidad Navarro (DE); Dana Popish Severinghaus
represented by Erica Weyhenmeyer (IL); Chlora Lindley-Myers represented by Jo LeDuc (MO); Chris Nicolopoulos
represented by Edwin Pugsley (NH); Carter Lawrence represented by Vickie Trice (TN); and Jonathan T. Pike represented by
Tanji J. Northrup (UT). Also participating were: Hermoliva Abejar (NV); Matt Gendron (RI); and Rebecca Rebholz (WI).
1.

Adopted its Spring National Meeting Minutes

Mr. Pugsley made a motion, seconded by Ms. Trice, to adopt the Committee’s April 13 minutes (see NAIC Proceedings –
Spring 2021, Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee). The motion passed unanimously.
2.

Adopted Revised Charges for the Antifraud (D) Task Force

Commissioner Richardson said at the Spring National Meeting, Commissioner Navarro discussed the issue of the improper
marketing of health insurance plans and reported that the Antifraud (D) Task Force was considering a proposal to form a
working group under the Task Force. She asked Commissioner Navarro for an update.
Commissioner Navarro said the Task Force met May 25 to consider a motion for the creation of an Improper Marketing of
Health Plans (D) Working Group with two charges:
1) Coordinate with regulators, both on a state and federal level, to provide assistance and guidance monitoring the
improper marketing of health plans, and coordinate appropriate enforcement actions, as needed, with other NAIC
Committees, task forces, and working groups; and
2) Review existing NAIC Models and Guidelines that address the use of lead generators for sales of health insurance
products and identify models and guidelines that need to be updated or developed to address current marketplace
activities.
Commissioner Navarro said the Task Force unanimously adopted the creation of the new Working Group with the two charges.
Commissioner Navarro made a motion, seconded by Ms. Northrup, to create the Improper Marketing of Health Plans (D)
Working Group reporting to the Antifraud (D) Task Force with the two charges adopted by the Task Force. The motion passed
unanimously.
3.

Adopted the STLD MCAS Data Call and Definitions

Ms. Rebholz said the Short-Term Limited-Duration (STLD) data call and definitions (Attachment One-A) were adopted by the
Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group on May 26.
Ms. Rebholz said the drafting group’s original intent was to develop a blank to cover all other health products that were not
currently part of the Market Conduct Annual Statement (MCAS) Health blank; but because of interest in obtaining data on the
STLD line of business in each state, the drafting group decided to focus only on STLD insurance to meet the June 1 deadline
for adoption. She said the drafting group used the 2019 STLD data call as its jumping off point, but it significantly expanded
the information to be collected.
Ms. Rebholz said the STLD MCAS is divided into six sections: 1) interrogatories; 2) policy/certificate administration; 3) prior
authorizations; 4) claims administration; 5) consumer complaints and lawsuits; and 6) marketing and sales. She said the data
in each section will be reported in three categories: 1) STLD insurance products sold through associations used in the state; 2)
STLD insurance products sold through associations not used in the state; and 3) STLD insurance products not sold through an
association. Each of these categories are divided into: 1) products with a term of less than or equal to 90 days; 2) products with
a term of less than or equal to 180 days; and 3) products with a term of 181 to 364 days.
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Ms. Rebholz said the instructions specify that the threshold is $50,000 in premium within each jurisdiction, and the STLD
products should be reported by the residency of the individual insured.
Ms. Rebholz noted that the STLD MCAS blank is the product of a large group of state insurance regulators, industry, and
consumer representatives who put in many hours of work. She thanked Katie Dzurec (PA) for chairing the drafting group.
Ms. LeDuc recognized the need for the STLD blank and supported its creation, but she noted that there was not enough time
between its exposure to the Working Group and its adoption on May 26. She said some of the information is confusing, and
she said it could result in data that is not useful. Ms. Rebholz said the draft blanks were exposed as the work of the drafting
group. Commissioner Richardson said if the blank was not adopted at this meeting, the initial collection of data would be
delayed another year, and she suggested that any possible data issues that arise could be fixed in subsequent years.
Commissioner Clark said the data collected is pertinent and should not be delayed.
Commissioner Clark made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Navarro, to adopt the STLD MCAS data call and definitions.
The motion passed unanimously with Missouri abstaining.
4.

Adopted the Travel Insurance MCAS Data Call and Definitions

Ms. Rebholz said the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group adopted the Travel Insurance MCAS data
call and definitions (Attachment One-B) on May 26.
Ms. Rebholz said the Working Group identified trip cancellation, trip interruption, trip delay, baggage loss or delay, emergency
medical and dental, emergency transportation and repatriation, and other as the coverage breakouts for this MCAS blank, with
additional breakouts for domestic and international coverages. She noted that emergency medical is broken out by primary and
excess coverage.
Ms. Rebholz said the claims, underwriting, lawsuit, and complaint data elements are like other MCAS lines of business and,
where possible, definitions from the Travel Insurance Model Act (#632) were used for consistency purposes.
Ms. Rebholz said since travel insurance is represented by a small number of companies and the policies are generally small in
amount, there is no premium threshold for reporting. She said the Working Group decided to require reporting for all companies
licensed and reporting for any travel insurance within any of the participating MCAS jurisdictions.
Commissioner Clark made a motion, seconded by Mr. Pugsley, to adopt the Travel Insurance MCAS data call and definitions.
The motion passed unanimously.
5.

Adopted Digital Claims Data in the PPA and Homeowners MCAS

Commissioner Richardson said she is asking the Committee to consider adoption of the digital claims data elements
(Attachment One-C) and the effective date of the digital claims data elements.
Commissioner Richardson said the MCAS Data Element Revision Process states that for any revisions to be effective for the
following calendar year, the revisions must be adopted by the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group
by June 1 and the Committee by Aug. 1. She said the purpose of the deadlines is to allow companies time to make systems
adjustments prior to the need to track the data elements beginning the following calendar year.
Commissioner Richardson said in the case of the digital claims data, the Working Group was ready to adopt the changes prior
to June 1, but a late series of questions and suggested revisions were received just before its May 27 conference call. She said
the chair of the Working Group correctly decided that it was more important to fully address all the questions and suggestions
rather than push through the adoption on May 27. The changes were adopted by the Working Group on June 30.
Commissioner Richardson noted that the data elements themselves were developed with contributions by industry, have been
posted on the Working Group web page since May, and did not change significantly since they were considered for adoption
by the Working Group in May. She said if the Committee adopted the changes, it would meet its Aug. 1 deadline, and she
would ask the Committee to consider an exception to the MCAS Data Element Process to adopt the changes to be effective for
the 2022 data year.
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Ms. Rebholz said in the Private Passenger Auto (PPA) and Homeowners blanks, the claims related data elements are broken
out into types of claims, such as collision, comprehensive, property damage, and uninsured motorists and underinsured
motorists (UMPD) for the PPA blank and dwelling and personal property for the Homeowners blank. She said on June 30, the
Working Group adopted new claims data elements to identify digital claims, hybrid claims, and non-digital claims.
Ms. Rebholz said the definitions of digital, hybrid, and non-digital claims are in the data call and definitions. She said a digital
claim is defined as a claim involving a claim settlement determination, which was accepted by the insured or claimant without
adjustment, whereby the entire claim was handled without human intervention on the part of the insurance company in the loss
appraisal process, settlement determination, and/or the production of the initial loss settlement offer.
Ms. Rebholz said on June 30, two revisions were made to the digital claims data elements. She said the first change was to the
interrogatories. She said the interrogatories originally asked the company to identify digital claim vendors. This was revised to
add, “and for each vendor, identify the vendor’s specific role in the digital claims process” at the end of the interrogatory
language. The Working Group decided it would later determine how to implement the reporting within this interrogatory. Ms.
Rebholz said there was interest in receiving information for this interrogatory separately for each vendor being reported, but
this poses an issue at the NAIC, since the MCAS data collection tool does not currently allow for a variable number of entries
for a particular data element. She said the second change was to clarify the types of claims to be broken out between digital
and traditional claims handling.
Ms. Abejar said there were discussions regarding the value of having vendor information and the value of the information. She
noted that if the Working Group decides to ask for algorithms used in the digital claim settlement process, it should recognize
that algorithms are code that are connected to insurance company databases and cybersecurity, and they would need to be
protected.
Lisa Brown (American Property Casualty Insurance Association—APCIA) said she participated in the drafting of the digital
claims data elements and definitions, and she commended the collaborative process. She said she disagreed with setting aside
the June 1 deadline for the Working Group adoption of the new data elements. She said industry focused on the definitions of
“lawsuit” because the digital claims data elements were not passed prior to June 1. She noted that the changes recommended
to the digital claims data elements were proposed by the state insurance regulators.
Birny Birnbaum (Center for Economic Justice—CEJ) supported the new digital claims data elements. He said the additions are
critical because of the significant increase in digital claims settlements since the COVID-19 pandemic. He said without the
data, the MCAS claims ratios for the PPA and Homeowners blanks will be skewed if digital claims are not broken out.
Regarding the effective date, he said the changes made by the Working Group after June 1 were editorial. The date that is relied
on the most is the Aug. 1 date for the Committee adoption. He said there is no harm to industry, and they are not deprived of
due process.
Ms. Brown agreed that there is an increase in digital claim settlements, but the defined due dates in the revision process do
matter. She said after the June 1 deadline passed, industry turned its attention to other MCAS data discussions.
Commissioner Clark made a motion, seconded by Mr. Pugsley, to adopt the digital claims data elements for the PPA and
Homeowners MCAS blanks. The motion passed unanimously.
Commissioner Richardson said the options for the effective date of the digital claims elements are to: 1) make an exception to
the June 1 deadline of the Working Group and have the addition of the digital claims elements be effective for the 2022 data
year; or 2) have the effective date be for the 2023 data year, in which case the data would not be reported until the following
year on April 30, 2024.
Commissioner Clark made a motion to make an exception to the June 1 deadline of the Working Group and have the addition
of the digital claims elements be effective for the 2022 data year. There was no second.
Commissioner Richardson said the effective date for the digital claims data elements will be the 2023 data year.
6.

Discussed State Insurance Regulator, Consumer, and Industry Perspectives of Collecting Transaction-Level Market
Conduct Data from Insurers

Commissioner Richardson said in 2020, the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group considered options
for the collection of transaction-level data. She said although the Working Group members expressed an interest in collecting
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transaction-level data, the Working Group determined that the collection of this type of data did not fit into the current structure
of MCAS reporting, and review of this type of data at the state level would put a strain on available resources. Commissioner
Richardson said the Working Group concluded its discussions on the topic and deferred further discussion to the Committee
during the Committee’s 2020 Fall National Meeting conference call.
Commissioner Richardson said there was a brief discussion by the Committee during the 2020 Fall National Meeting, and it
decided to defer the discussion on transaction-level data collection. She said that is the reason for this meeting’s discussion of
the three perspectives on this issue. She said the Committee will hear from Ms. Brown, Mr. Gendron, and Mr. Birnbaum.
Ms. Brown said when the issue of transactional-level reporting was discussed at the Market Analysis Procedures (D) Working
Group and the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group, state insurance regulators decided they were not
interested in pursuing data collection at that level of granularity.
Ms. Brown said market analysis is the beginning of the market regulation process. The current market analysis process allows
market analysts to identify companies without deploying significant resources. In addition to the MCAS, she said market
analysts also considers data from other sources such as complaints. She said the MCAS was created as a summary data tool,
recognizing that if additional information was needed, more granular data could be requested. Asking for granular data at the
beginning of the process is too burdensome. Ms. Brown said Mr. Birnbaum had spoken with NAIC staff, who assured him they
were willing and able to collect transaction-level data, but the data is for the use of state insurance regulators, and they have
concerns about their ability to use data at that granularity. She noted, as an example, the large amount of data generated by the
addition and deletion of autos to all an insurer’s policies. She questioned its utility for state insurance regulators.
Ms. Brown said the burden on insurers to provide transactional data would be enormous. Currently, there are hundreds and
thousands of MCAS filings prepared by companies. In addition to being a burden on companies, state insurance regulators say
they do not have the resources to cull through the data. She said the costs outweigh the benefits.
Ms. Brown said data at the transaction level is usually done at the examination phase, where more protections are available for
proprietary information. She said the reverse engineering of transactional data is a valid concern of companies.
Mr. Gendron said transactional data is valuable and has its place in market analysis and examinations, but this occurs after the
initial baseline analysis to determine which companies need more in-depth analysis. He said after the baseline analysis is done,
more detailed analysis is done on about 100 companies. This detailed analysis begins with summary-level data to see if the
concerns can be identified without the need for more granular-level data. Mr. Gendron said MCAS data is a main source of the
summary-level data. He said about half of those companies will have follow-ups, including records testing.
Mr. Gendron said market conduct teams have competing priorities, including doing baseline analysis, summary-level analysis,
market conduct examinations, inquiries along the continuum of market actions, special projects, participating in NAIC working
groups, continuing education (CE), and lending expert assistance to other departments.
Mr. Gendron identified the benefits of requesting transactional data as: 1) having that level of data ready when needed; 2)
having consistent and comparable data by creating industry standards for data elements, definitions, and formats; 3) more
opportunities to monitor MCAS data quality; and 4) more opportunities for novel data analysis by state insurance regulators.
Mr. Gendron also cited concerns with requesting transactional data as: 1) additional information to filter; 2) the protection of
the data; 3) the cost to companies being passed on to consumers; 4) the opportunity cost for states as they learn how to manage
and analyze transactional data; 5) uncertainty about what analysis would warrant the increase in data collection; and 6) it being
unclear what additional quality control steps would need to be undertaken.
Mr. Birnbaum defined transactional data as separate records for each sales transaction and each claims transaction. He noted
that new data elements can always be added with disturbing existing data elements. He said for market analysis, transactionlevel data is more effective for market analysis by: 1) providing more granular data enabling analysts to discover issues rather
than confirm issues; 2) providing more timely analysis in contrast to MCAS data, which is often stale when received; 3)
providing opportunities for predictive analytics; 4) allowing the ability to identify proxy discrimination and disparate impact;
5) being more consistent; and 6) being more efficient for market analysis.
Mr. Birnbaum said providing transactional data is less costly for insurance companies and state insurance regulators. For
companies, it is less costly because it has simpler data reports and is consistent with other insurers. It is also less costly to revise
data elements. Mr. Birnbaum also noted that providing transaction-level data will result in fewer special data call and regulatory
inquiries. For the state insurance regulators, Mr. Birnbaum said transaction-level data collection is less costly because the data
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is more reliable, and less time needs to be spent on data validation. It also allows for more refined analysis that allows for better
deployment of resources. Mr. Birnbaum said there is less need for planning and executing special data calls. Finally, he said
state insurance regulators can utilize an existing statistical agent framework instead of a new data infrastructure.
Mr. Birnbaum said since 2004, industry has increasingly used third-party data, predictive models, and generalized linear
models. Currently, industry utilizes dozens of non-insurance sources and has enhanced, real-time consumer insurance data. Mr.
Birnbaum said companies have real-time data access available for decision making. With the increase in data companies can
apply micro-segmentation to marketing, pricing, claims settlements, and anti-fraud efforts. Mr. Birnbaum said today,
companies are routinely using advanced data analytics, such as data mining, generalized additive models, neural networks,
machine learning (ML), and artificial intelligence (AI).
Mr. Birnbaum said in contrast, the market analysis of today is essentially the same as the market analysis of 2004. It still utilizes
complaints, enforcement actions, new reports, lawsuits, and summary-level MCAS data on a limited number of lines of
business.
Mr. Birnbaum said in 2000, the NAIC said market analysis would move market regulation from the auditing model to a more
data-driven, analytical approach; but by not incorporating more transaction-level data, it cannot fulfill that goal. He concluded
by saying transaction data collection on consumer market outcomes is the most important action needed to fulfill the promise
of market analysis.
Having no further business, the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee adjourned.
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
Line of Business: Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance
Reporting Period: January 1, 2022 through December 31, 2022
Filing Deadline: June 30, 2023
Contact Information
MCAS Administrator
MCAS Contact
MCAS Attestor

The person responsible for assigning who may view and input
company data.
The person most knowledgeable about the submitted MCAS data.
This person can be the same as the MCAS Administrator.
The person who attests to the completeness and accuracy of the
MCAS data.

Schedule 1 - Interrogatories
1-01
1-02
1-03
1-04
1-05
1-06
1-07
1-08
1-09

1-10
1-11
1-12
1-13
1-14
1-15
1-16

List the states where your STLDI products are marketed
Does the company offer STLDI policies/certificates with up to a 90-day
duration?
Does the company offer STLDI policies/certificates with 91- to 180-day
duration?
Does the company offer STLDI policies/certificates with 181- to 364-day
duration?
Number of STLDI forms offered to residents in this state
Number of STLDI forms offered in all states
Number of STLDI forms filed in this state
Number of STLDI forms filed in all states
List the states where your STLDI products are filed (provide SERFF
tracking number and form number, if applicable). If a company issues
the product in a state that does not require a filing, please identify the
product and describe the basis for not filing
How many policy forms have waiting periods that apply to the entire
policy/certificate?
How many policy forms have waiting periods that apply per specific
benefits?
Do any waiting periods exceed the policy/certificate term?
If the answer to #12 is yes, please explain
Does the company issue STLDI products through associations? If yes,
list the associations
If #14 is yes, list the associations
If #14 is yes, do you have a contractual relationship with each
Association?

© 2020-2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Comment
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment

Number
Number
Y/N
Comment
Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
1-17
1-18
1-19
1-20
1-21
1-22
1-23
1-24
1-25
1-26
1-27
1-28
1-29
1-30
1-31
1-32
1-33
1-34
1-35
1-36
1-37
1-38
1-39
1-40
1-41
1-42
1-43
1-44

If #14 is yes, does the contract cover the marketing of your product?
If #14 is yes, does the contract cover the collection of dues and fees?
If #14 is yes, does the contract cover commissions?
If #14 is yes, what other operational areas are covered in the contract?
Does the company issue STLDI products through trusts?
If #21 is yes, how many?
Does the company issue STLDI products through administrators?
If #23 is yes, how many?
Does the company contract with third-party administrators for
administrative services related to STLDI products?
If yes, does your delegation structure include claims related to STLDI
products?
If yes, does your delegation structure include claims related to STLDI
products?
If yes, does your delegation structure include complaints related to
STLDI products?
If yes, does your delegation structure include medical underwriting
related to STLDI products?
If yes, does your delegation structure include pricing related to STLDI
products?
If yes, does your delegation structure include producer appointments
related to STLDI products?
If yes, does your delegation structure include marketing, advertisement,
lead generation, or enrollment related to STLDI products?
Does your company audit Third parties to whom you have delegated
responsibilities?
If # 33 is yes, please provide frequency of audits
Does the company offer renewals/reissues?
Are any renewals/reissues subject to optional or mandatory
underwriting?
If the response to 1-36 is Yes, identify the products or plans subject to
underwriting upon renewal/reissue
Are there limitations on the number renewals per individual?
Does your company offer renewal(s) without underwriting for an
additional charge?
If the response to 1-39 is Yes, identify the products or plans subject to
underwriting for an additional charge
Are the limitations on renewals based on state, federal, or company
rules?
Does your company distribute its product through independent agents?
Does your company distribute its products through captive agents?
Does your company distribute its products through its employees?
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Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No
Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No
Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
1-45

What triggers a pre-existing exclusion review (dollar, diagnosis,
prescription, other)
Additional State Specific Comments (optional)

1-46

Comment
Comment

Products
Product Identifiers
STLDI <=90
STLDI < 180
STLDI 181 - 364
STLDI Not Sitused
<=90
STLDI Not Sitused
< 180
STLDI Not Sitused
181 - 364
STLDI Sitused
<=90
STLDI Sitused
< 180
STLDI Sitused
>181 - 364

Explanation of Product Identifiers
Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance not sold through an
Association with a term less than or equal to 90 days
Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance not sold through an
Association with a term greater than 90 and less than or equal
to 180 days
Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance not sold through an
Association with a term greater than 180 days and less than
364 days
Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance sold through an
Association not sitused in this state with a term less than or
equal to 90 days
Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance sold through an
Association not sitused in this state with a term greater than
90 and less than or equal to 180 days
Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance sold through an
Association not sitused in this state with a term greater than
180 days and less than 364 days
Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance sold through an
Association sitused in this state with a term less than or equal
to 90 days
Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance sold through an
Association sitused in this state with a term greater than 90
and less than or equal to 180 days
Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance sold through an
Association sitused in this state with a term greater than 180
days and less than 364 days

Schedule 2 – Policy/Certificate Administration
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
2-11
2-12
2-13
2-14
2-15
2-16
2-17
2-18
2-19
2-20
2-21
2-22
2-23
2-24
2-25

Net Written Premium
Earned premiums for Reporting Year
Number of Policies/Certificates in Force at the Beginning of the Period
Number of Covered Lives on Policies/Certificates In Force at the Beginning of the
Period
Number of new policy/certificate applications received during the period
Number of new policy/certificates issued during the period
Number of new policies/certificates denied during the period
Number of Covered Lives on New Policies/Certificates Issued During the Period
Member months for policies/certificates newly issued during the period
Number of policy/certificate renewal/reissue applications received during the period
Number of policies/certificates renewed/reissued during the period
Number of policies/certificates non-renewed or denied at the option of insurer
during the period
Number of Covered Lives on Renewed/Reissued Policies/Certificates During the
Period
Number of renewals/reissues allowed?
Member months for policies/certificates renewed/reissued during the period
Member months for policies/certificates renewed/reissued which had an option to
renew/reissue without underwriting
Number of Member Months of on Other Than New Policies/Certificates or
Renewal/Reissued Policies/Certificates During the Period
Number of policy/certificate terminations and cancellations initiated by the
policyholder/certificateholder
Number of Covered Lives on Policies/Certificates Cancelled at the Initiation of the
policyholder/certificateholder During the Period
Number of policies/certificates cancelled during the free look period
Number of Policies/Certificates Cancelled at the Initiation of the
policyholder/certificateholder During the Free Look Period During the Period
Number of Covered Lives on Policies/Certificates Cancelled at the Initiation of the
policyholder/certificateholder During the Free Look Period During the Period
Number of policy/certificate terminations and cancellations due to non-payment of
premium
Number of Lives on Policies/Certificates Cancelled Due to Non-Payment of Premium
During the Period
Number of Policies/Certificates Cancelled by Insurer for Any Reason Other Than
Non-Payment of Premium During the Period
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
2-26
2-27
2-28
2-29
2-30
2-31
2-32
2-33

Number of Policies/Certificates Cancelled by Insurer Following Filing of a Claim or
Prior Authorization Request by the policyholder/certificateholder During the Period
Number of Lives on Policies/Certificates Cancelled by Insurer Following Filing of a
Claim or Prior Authorization Request by the policyholder/certificateholder During
the Period
Number of rescissions
Number of insured lives impacted on terminations and cancellations initiated by the
policyholder/certificateholder
Number of insured lives impacted on terminations and cancellations due to
nonpayment
Number of insured lives impacted by rescissions
Number of Policies/Certificates in Force at the End of the Period
Number of Covered Lives on Policies/Certificates in Force at the End of the Period

Schedule 3 – Prior Authorizations
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6
3-7
3-8

Number of Prior Authorization Requests Pending at the Beginning of the Period
Number of prior authorizations requested during period
Number of prior authorizations approved during period
Number of prior authorizations denied during period
Number of claims where prior authorization penalties were assessed
Number of Prior Authorization Requests Pending at the End of the Period
Median Number of Days from Receipt of Prior Authorization Request to Decision
Average Number of Days from Receipt of Prior Authorization to Decision

Schedule 4 – Claims Administration (Including Pharmacy)
4-1
4-2
4-3
4-4
4-5
4-6
4-7
4-8

Number of Claims Pending at the Beginning of the Period
Number of claims received
Total number of claims denied, rejected or returned
Number of denied, rejected, or returned due to claims submission coding error(s)
Number of denied, rejected, or returned for lack of Prior Authorization
Number of denied, rejected, or returned as Non-Covered or beyond benefit
limitation
Number of denied, rejected, or returned as Not medically necessary
Number of denied, rejected, or returned as Subject to pre-existing condition
exclusion
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
4-9
4-10
4-11
4-12
4-13
4-14
4-15
4-16
4-17
4-18
4-19
4-20
4-21
4-22
4-23
4-24
4-25

Number denied, rejected, or returned due to failure to provide adequate
documentation
Number denied, rejected, or returned due to being within the waiting period
Number of denied, rejected, or returned (in whole or in part) because maximum $
limit exceeded
Number of denied, rejected, or returned for Out-of-Network provider
Number of Claims Pending at End of Period
Median Number of Days from Receipt of Claim to Decision for Denied Claims
Average Number of Days from Receipt of Claim to Decision for Denied Claims
Median Number of Days from Receipt of Claim to Decision for Approved Claims
Average Number of Days from Receipt of Claim to Decision for Approved Claims
Number of Claim Decisions Appeals Pending At Beginning of Period
Number of Claim Decision Appeals Received During the Period
Number of Claim Decision Appeals Resulting in Decisions Upheld During the Period
Number of Claim Decision Appeals Resulting in Decisions Overturned or Modified
During the Period
Number of Claim Decision Appeals Rejected and Not Considered for Any Reason
Number of Claim Decision Appeals Pending at End of Period
Average Number of Days from Receipt of Appeal to Decision
Number of claims paid

Schedule 5 – Consumer Complaints and Lawsuits
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4
5-5
5-6
5-7
5-8

Number of complaints received by Company (other than through the DOI)
Number of complaints received through DOI
Number of complaints resulting in claims reprocessing
Number of Lawsuits Open at Beginning of the Period
Number of Lawsuits Opened During the Period
Number of Lawsuits Closed During the Period
Number of Lawsuits Closed During the Period with Consideration for the Consumer
Number of Lawsuits Open at End of Period

Schedule 6 – Marketing and Sales
6-1

Number of Individual Applications Pending at the Beginning of the Period
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
6-2
6-3
6-4
6-5
6-6
6-7
6-8
6-9
6-10
6-11
6-12
6-13
6-14
6-15
6-16
6-17
6-18
6-19
6-20
6-21
6-22
6-23

Number of applications received
Number of Renewal/Reissue Individual Applications Received During the Period
Number of New Individual Applications Denied During the Period for Any Reason
Number of New Individual Applications Denied During the Period - Health Status or
Condition
Number of Renewal/Reissue Individual Applications Denied During the Period for
Any Reason
Number of Renewal/Reissue Individual Applications Denied During the Period Health Status or Condition
Number of New Individual Applications Approved During the Period
Number of Renewal/Reissue Individual Applications Approved During the Period
Number of Individual Applications Pending at the End of the Period
Number of applications initiated via phone
Number of applications completed via phone
Number of applications initiated face-to-face
Number of applications completed face-to-face
Number of applications initiated online (Electronically)
Number of applications completed online (Electronically)
Number of New Individual Applications initiated by Mail During the Period
Number of New Individual Applications completed by Mail During the Period
Number of New Individual Applications initiated by Any Other Method During the
Period
Number of New Individual Applications completed by Any Other Method During the
Period
Commissions paid during reporting period (Dollar Amount of Commissions Incurred
During the Period)
Unearned Commissions returned to company on policies/certificates sold during the
period?
Other remunerations collected during the period (Dollar Amount of Fees Charged to
Applicants and Policyholders During the Period)

Participation Requirements: All companies licensed and reporting at least $50,000 of ShortTerm Limited Duration Insurance (STLDI) premium for all coverages reportable in MCAS within
any of the participating MCAS jurisdictions. (This threshold is subject to individual jurisdiction
requirements.)
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
Report by Residency: This MCAS blank is designed to collect data from the perspective of
individual insureds in each state that the form is marketed in. When reporting for forms issued to
discretionary groups, associations, or trusts – data should be provided on each state of residence
of the insureds, rather than only where the discretionary group, association or trust is sitused.
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
General Definitions:
Short-Term Limited-Duration Insurance - Health coverage provided pursuant to a contract
with an issuer that has an expiration date specified in the contract that is less than 12 months
after the original effective date of the contract. (state and federal government guidelines may
have renewal duration limitations)
Association – For purposes of this MCAS blank, a non-employer group that secures benefits for
its members.
Individual STLDI Product – Policies marketed, sold, and issued to individual consumers,
regardless of whether or not the policy forms have been filed with any State’s department of
insurance. An individual STLDI policy is not issued to a trust, association, or administrator.
Group STLDI Product/Coverage - Policies issued to a trust, association, or administrator for
the purpose of marketing, selling, and issuing certificates to individual consumers, regardless of
whether or not the policy forms have been filed with any State’s department of insurance and
regardless of where the association, trust, or administrator is sitused.
New Policies/Certificates Issued - STLDI policy/certificate issued to an individual or family
for whom no prior short-term coverage has been placed with the same insurer within the previous
63 days
Policies / Certificates - Refers to the coverage documents provided to individuals or families
(i.e., state residents) who are enrolled in coverage (not the association)
Policyholder / Certificateholder – Refers to the individual who is afforded benefits of the
coverage according to the laws of the state in which they reside (i.e., not the association).
Policyholder is the individual when purchased in the individual market. Certificateholder is the
individual when purchased through an Association, which is the policyholder.
Renewal / Reissue - STLDI policy/certificate issued to an individual or family for whom prior
short-term coverage has been placed with the same insurer within 63 days of the prior coverage.
If a policy is re-underwritten based on health factors or provides different benefits, it should be
reported as a new policy/certificate issued.
Schedule 2 Definitions (Policy/Certificate Administration):
Rescission – A rescission is a cancellation or discontinuance of coverage that is retroactive to
the issue date. (Does not include cancellations for non-payment.)
Written Premium - Provide the total annual written premium for all policies and/or certificates
issued to insureds residing in the state for which reporting is being completed
© 2020-2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
Version 2021.0.0
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
Earned Premium – Total premium earned from all policies/certificates written by the insurer
during the specified period.
Free Look – A set number of days provided in an insurance policy/certificate that allows time for
the purchaser to review the contract provisions with the right to return the policy/certificate for
a full refund of all premium paid. Report the number of policies/certificates that were returned
by the insured under the free look provision during the period, regardless of the original issuance
date.
Member months– The sum of total number of lives insured on policies/certificates issued on a
pre-specified day of each month of the reported year. Reasonable approximations are allowed
when exact information is not administratively available to the reporting entity.
Schedule 3 and 4 Definitions (Prior Authorization and Claims Administration):
Prior Authorization – A decision by a carrier or its designee in advance of the provision of a
health care service that the service (including specialist care, habilitation and rehabilitation
services, and mental health and substance use disorder services), treatment plan, or medical
device and equipment is medically necessary or a covered service. Sometimes called
preauthorization, prior approval or precertification, this includes any provision requiring the
insured to notify the company prior to treatment.
Claim – For the purposes of this data call a claim means any individual line of service within a
bill for services.
Claim Clarifications:
• Claims received, paid and denied should be reported according to the data year of the
receipt, payment or denial.
• Claims are to be reported at the service line level.
• Capitated claims are to be reported if an Explanation of Benefits (EOB) is generated.
• Duplicate claims should not be reported.
Claims Received - provide the total number of claims received during the reporting period for
individual policyholders and/or group certificate holders residing in the state for which reporting
is being completed
Claims Denied - provide the total number of claims denied during the reporting period for
individual policyholders and/or group certificate holders residing in the state for which reporting
is being completed; includes rejected and returned claims, whether in whole or in part
Clarification:
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
•

The nine claim denial reporting categories are not exhaustive. Claim denials reported in
the categories should be a subset of the reported total denials.

Claims Paid - provide the total number of claims paid during the reporting period for individual
policyholders and/or group certificateholders residing in the state for which reporting is being
completed.
Waiting Period: Period of time a covered person who is entitled to receive benefits for
sicknesses must wait before coverage is provided. This applies to waiting periods that are per
policy or per condition.
Schedules 5 Definitions (Consumer Requested Reviews/Grievance/Complaints):
Lawsuit—An action brought in a court of law in which one party, the plaintiff, claims to have
incurred a loss as a result of the action of another party, the defendant.
For purposes of reporting lawsuits for Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance products:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Include only lawsuits brought by an applicant for insurance, a policyholder or a
claimant/beneficiary as a plaintiff against the reporting insurer or its agent as a
defendant;
Include all lawsuits, whether or not a hearing or proceeding before the court occurred;
Do not include arbitrations of any sort;
If one lawsuit seeks damages under two or more policies or contracts, count the number
of policies or contracts involved as the number of lawsuits. For example, if one lawsuit
seeks damages under three policies or contracts, count the action as three lawsuits;
If one lawsuit has two or more complainants, report the number of complainants as the
number of lawsuits. For example, if one lawsuit has two complainants, report two
lawsuits. If the lawsuit is a class action, see instructions for treatment of class action
lawsuits;
Report a lawsuit in the jurisdiction in which the policy was issued with the exception of
class action lawsuits;
Treatment of class action lawsuits: Report the opening and closing of a class action lawsuit
once in each state in which a potential class member resides. Include an explanatory note
with your submission stating the number of class action lawsuits included in the data and
the general cause of action.

Lawsuits Closed During the Period with Consideration for the Consumer—A lawsuit
closed during the reporting period in which a court order, jury verdict, or settlement resulted in
payment, benefits, or other thing of value, i.e., consideration, to the applicant, policyholder, or
beneficiary in an amount greater than offered by the reporting insurer before the lawsuit was
brought.
© 2020-2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Short-Term Limited Duration Insurance Market Conduct Annual Statement
Data Call & Definitions
Schedule 6 Definitions (Marketing and Sales)
Commissions - The total amount of compensation paid to any individual or entity for their
consideration in marketing, selling, and attracting potential insureds, by whatever means this
compensation is provided. Do not include monetary valuables paid to any individual or entity that
is generally not able to be converted into actual money. NOTE: For products not related to the
actual sale of a contract, do not include any amounts paid for the specific purpose of marketing,
encouraging or promoting.
Other Remuneration - Any monetary consideration provided by the insurer through the course
of the insurance transaction. This is not commissions and are separate amounts paid for as a
result of the insurance transaction.
W:\National Meetings\2021\Summer\Cmte\D\Conference Call\STLD MCAS 5.26.21.docx
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Property & Casualty Market Conduct Annual Statement
Travel Insurance Data Call & Definitions
Line of Business: Travel
Reporting Period: January 1, 2022 through December 31, 2022
Filing Deadline: April 30, 2023
Contact Information
MCAS Administrator
MCAS Contact
MCAS Attestor

The person responsible for assigning who may view and input
company data.
The person most knowledgeable about the submitted MCAS data.
This person can be the same as the MCAS Administrator.
The person who attests to the completeness and accuracy of the
MCAS data.

Schedule 1 – Interrogatories
ID
1-01

Description
Were there policies/certificates in force during the reporting period that
provide travel insurance coverage?

Comment
Yes/No

1-02

Has the company had a significant event/business strategy that would
affect data for this reporting period?

Yes/No

1-03
1-04
1-05

If yes, add additional comments

Comment

Has this block of business or part of this block of business been sold, closed Yes/No
or moved to another company during the reporting period?
If yes, add additional comments

Comment

1-06

How does the company treat subsequent supplemental or additional
payments on previously closed claims?

Comment

1-07

Does the company use third party administrators (TPAs) for purposes of
supporting the travel insurance business being reported?

Yes/No

1-08
1-09
1-10
1-11
1-12
1-13

If yes, provide the names and functions of each TPA.
Does the company use managing general agents (MGAs) for purposes of
supporting the travel insurance business being reported?
If yes, provide the names and functions of each MGA.
Does the company use travel administrators for purposes of supporting
the travel insurance business being reported?

Comment
Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No

If yes, provide the names and functions of each travel administrator. Comment
Number of Travel Retailers offering and disseminating Travel Insurance on

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Property & Casualty Market Conduct Annual Statement
Travel Insurance Data Call & Definitions
behalf of the Company at the end of the reporting period.
1-14

Additional state specific Claims comments (optional)

Comment

1-15

Additional state specific Lawsuit and Complaints comments (optional)

Comment

1-16

Additional state specific Underwriting comments (optional)

Comment

Coverages
Trip Cancellation
Trip Interruption
Trip Delay
Baggage Loss/Delay
Emergency Medical/Dental
Emergency Transportation/Repatriation
Other
Other Breakouts:
1) Each coverage listed is also broken out by Domestic vs. International coverage
2) Emergency Medical/Dental coverage is also broken out by Primary vs.
Excess/Secondary coverage

Schedule 2––Travel Claims Activity, Counts Reported by Claimant, by Coverage
Report the number of reserves/lines/features opened for each coverage part per claim.
ID

Description

2-17

Number of claims open at the beginning of the period

2-18

Number of claims opened during the period

2-19

Number of claims closed during the period, with payment

2-20

Number of claims closed during the period, without payment

2-21

Number of claims open at the end of the period

2-22

Median days to final payment

2-23

Number of claims closed with payment within 0-30 days

2-24

Number of claims closed with payment within 31-90 days

2-25

Number of claims closed with payment beyond 90 days

2-26

Number of claims closed without payment within 0-30 days

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Property & Casualty Market Conduct Annual Statement
Travel Insurance Data Call & Definitions
2-27

Number of claims closed without payment within 31-90 days

2-28

Number of claims closed without payment beyond 90 days

2-29

Dollar amount of claims closed with payment

Schedule 3 – Lawsuits and Complaints
ID

Description

3-30

Number of lawsuits open at the beginning of the period

3-31

Number of lawsuits opened during the period

3-32

Number of lawsuits closed during the period

3-33

Number of lawsuits open at the end of the period

3-34

Number of lawsuits closed with consideration for the consumer

3-35

Number of complaints received directly from the DOI

3-36

Number of complaints received directly from any person or entity other than the DOI

Schedule 4 – Underwriting
ID

Description

4-37

Number of individual policies in force at the beginning of the period

4-38

Number of group policies (other than blanket policies) in force at the beginning of the
period

4-39

Number of blanket policies in force at the beginning of the period

4-40

Number of individuals insured under all policies at the beginning of the period

4-41

Number of individual policies and certificates from group policies cancelled by the
consumer during the period

4-42

Number of individual policies and certificates from group policies expired during the
period

4-43

Number of individual policies and certificates from group policies in force at end of the
period

4-44

Dollar amount of direct premium written during the period for individual policies

4-45

Dollar amount of direct premium written during the period for group policies (other
than blanket)

4-46

Dollar amount of direct premium written during the period for blanket policies

In determining what business to report for a particular jurisdiction, unless otherwise indicated
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Property & Casualty Market Conduct Annual Statement
Travel Insurance Data Call & Definitions
in these instructions, all companies should follow the same methodology/definitions used to file
the Financial Annual Statement (FAS) and its corresponding state pages. Specifically, the
business to be reported is the direct business of the reporting company. Reinsurance
ceded is not deducted and reinsurance assumed is not included.
Participation Requirements: All companies licensed and reporting any travel insurance within
any of the participating MCAS jurisdictions. (This threshold is subject to individual jurisdiction
requirements.)

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Property & Casualty Market Conduct Annual Statement
Travel Insurance Data Call & Definitions
Definitions:
Travel Insurance means insurance coverage for personal risks incident to planned travel.
Include:
• Interruption or cancellation of trip or event;
• Loss of baggage or personal effects;
• Damages to accommodations or rental vehicles;
• Sickness, accident, disability or death occurring during travel;
• Emergency evacuation;
• Repatriation of remains; or
• Any other contractual obligations to indemnify or pay a specified amount to the traveler
upon determinable contingencies related to travel as approved by the Commissioner.
Exclude:
• major medical plans that provide comprehensive medical protection for travelers with trips
lasting longer than six (6) months, including for example, those working or residing
overseas as an expatriate, or any other product that requires a specific insurance producer
license.
Blanket Travel Insurance means a policy of Travel Insurance issued to any Eligible Group
providing coverage for specific classes of persons defined in the policy with coverage provided to
all members of the Eligible Group without a separate charge to individual members of the Eligible
Group.
Coverages
For the following terms, the NAIC asks that the insurer use definitions that meet industry
standards. To the extent the insurer’s definitions differ from industry standards, the NAIC asks
that the insurer provide those definitions.
Trip Cancellation
Trip Interruption
Trip Delay
Baggage Loss/Delay
Emergency Medical / Dental
Emergency Transportation/Repatriation
Primary Coverage
Excess/Secondary Coverage
Cancellations – Includes all cancellations of the policies/certificates where the cancellation was
executed during the reporting year regardless of the date of placement of the coverage.
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Property & Casualty Market Conduct Annual Statement
Travel Insurance Data Call & Definitions
Claim – A request or demand for payment of a loss that may be included within the terms of
coverage of an insurance policy/certificate. Each claimant/insured reporting a loss is counted
separately.
Exclude:
• An event reported for “information only.”
• An inquiry of coverage if a claim has not actually been presented (opened) for payment.

•

A potential claimant if that individual has not made a claim nor had a claim made on his
or her behalf.

Claims Closed With Payment – Claims closed with payment where the claim was closed
during the reporting period regardless of the date of loss or when the claim was received. The
number of days to closure, however, should be measured as the difference between the date
of the final payment and the date the claim was reported or between the date of the final
payment and the date the request for supplemental payment was received. See also “Date of

Final Payment.”

Exclude:
• Claims where payment was made for company loss adjustment expenses if no payment
was made to an insured/claimant.
• Claims that are closed because the amount claimed is below the insured’s deductible.
Clarifications:
• If a claim is reopened for the sole purpose of refunding the insured’s deductible, do not
count it as a paid claim.
• For claims where the net payment is $0 due to subrogation recoveries, report the number
of claims in which any amount was paid to the insured; do not net the payment with
subrogation recoveries when counting the number of paid claims.
Calculation Clarification:
• For each coverage identifier, the sum of the claims settled with payment across each
closing time interval should equal the total number of claims closed with payment during
the reporting period.
Handling additional payment on previously reported claim/subsequent supplemental payment for
claims closed with payment during the reporting period:
• If a claim is reopened for a subsequent supplemental payment, count the reopened
claim as a new claim. Calculate a separate aging on the supplemental payment from
the time the request for supplemental payment was received to the date the final
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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payment was made.
Claims Closed Without Payment – Claims closed with no payment made to an insured
or third party. The number of days to closure is the difference between the date the claim was
closed and the date the claim was reported and/or reopened. See also “Date of Final Payment.”
Include:
• All claims that were closed during the reporting period regardless of the date of loss or
when the claim was received.
• Claims where no payment was made to an insured/claimant even though payment was
made for company loss adjustment expenses.
• A demand for payment for which it was determined that no relevant policy/certificate was
in-force at the time of the loss if a claim file was set up and the loss was investigated.
• Claims that are closed because the amount claimed is below the insured’s deductible.
• Claims closed because primary coverage was available elsewhere.
Complaints Received Directly from any Person or Entity Other than the Department
of Insurance – any written communication that expresses dissatisfaction with a specific person
or entity subject to regulation under the jurisdiction’s insurance laws. An oral communication,
which is subsequently converted to a written form in order to be analyzed and acted
upon, will meet the definition of a complaint for this purpose.
Include:
• Any complaint regardless of the subject of the complaint (claims, underwriting, marketing,
etc.)
• Complaints received from third parties
Complaints Received Directly from the Department of Insurance – All complaints:
• As identified by the DOI as a complaint.
• Sent or otherwise forwarded by the DOI to the reporting company.
Date of Final Payment – The date final payment was issued to the insured/claimant.
Calculation Clarification:
• If partial payments were made on the claim, the claim would be considered closed
with payment if the final payment was made during the reporting period regardless of
the date of loss or when the claim was received.
• Report a claim as “closed with payment” or “closed without payment” if it is closed
in the company’s claims system during the reporting period (even if the final payment
was issued in a prior reporting period.)
• If a claim remains open at the end of the reporting period (even though a final payment
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Property & Casualty Market Conduct Annual Statement
Travel Insurance Data Call & Definitions
has been issued) it should be reported as open. Only when the claim is closed in the
company’s claims system, would you report the days to final payment.
Example:
• A claim is open on 11/1/00 and final payment is made on 12/1/00. The claim is left
open until 2/1/01 to allow time for supplemental requests.
o The claim would be reported as open in the “00” MCAS submission and closed
in the “01” MCAS submission.
o The number of days to final payment would be calculated as 30 days and
reported in the “01” MCAS submission.
Date the Claim was Reported – The date an insured or claimant first reported his or her claim
to either the company or insurance agent.
Domestic Coverage: Coverage for travel originating and contained within the United States
including travel directly to and from mainland United States to Hawaii, Alaska and United States
territories.
Group Travel Insurance means Travel Insurance issued to any Eligible Group as defined by
state law.
International Coverage: Coverage for any travel other than Domestic.
Premium Written During Period – The total premium written before any reductions for
refunds for travel insurance during the reporting period.
In-force – A master policy, individual policy, or certificate in effect during the reporting period.
Lawsuit – An action brought in a court of law in which one party, the plaintiff, claims to have
incurred a loss as a result of the action of another party, the defendant.
For purposes of reporting lawsuits in the Travel MCAS blank:
• Include only lawsuits brought by an applicant for insurance or a policyholder or a
claimant/beneficiary as a plaintiff against the reporting insurer or its agent as a defendant;
• Include all lawsuits, whether or not a hearing or proceeding before the court occurred;
• Do not include arbitrations of any sort;
• If one lawsuit seeks damages under two or more policies, count the number of policies
involved as the number of lawsuits. For example, if one lawsuit seeks damages under
three policies, count the action as three lawsuits;

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Property & Casualty Market Conduct Annual Statement
Travel Insurance Data Call & Definitions
•

•
•

If one lawsuit has two or more complainants, report the number of complainants as the
number of lawsuits. For example, if one lawsuit has two complainants, report two lawsuits.
If the lawsuit is a class action, see instructions for treatment of class action lawsuits;
Report a lawsuit in the jurisdiction in which the policy was issued with the exception of
class action lawsuits;
Treatment of class action lawsuits: Report the opening and closing of a class action lawsuit
once in each jurisdiction in which a potential class member resides. Include an explanatory
note with your submission stating the number of class action lawsuits included in the data
and the general cause of action.

Lawsuits Closed During the Period with Consideration for the Consumer – A lawsuit
closed during the reporting period in which a court order, jury verdict, or settlement resulted in
payment, benefits, or other thing of value, i.e., consideration, to the applicant or policyholder in
an amount greater than offered by the reporting company before the lawsuit was brought.
Median Days to Final Payment – The median value for all claims closed with payment during
the period.
Calculation for losses with one final payment date during the reporting period:
• Date the loss was reported to the company to the date of final payment.
Calculation for losses with multiple final payment dates during the reporting period:
• Date the request for supplemental payment received to the date of final payment (for
each different final payment date.)
Exclude:
• Subrogation payments.
Calculation Clarification / Example:
• To determine the Median Days to Final Payment you must first determine the number of
days it took to settle each claim. This is the difference between the date the loss was
reported to the company, or the date the request for supplemental payment was
received, to the date of final payment. The Median Days to Final Payment is the median
value of the number of days it took to settle all claims closed with payment during the
period.
Median - A median is the middle value in a distribution arranged in numerical order (either lowest
to highest or highest to lowest). If the distribution contains an odd number of elements, the
median is the value above and below which lie an equal number of values. If the distribution
contains an even number of elements, the median is the average of the two middle values. It is
not the arithmetic mean (average) of all of the values.
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Consider the following simple example of the number of days it took to settle each of the
following seven claims:
Claim Nbr 1 Nbr 2 Nbr 3 Nbr 4 Nbr 5 Nbr 6 Nbr 7
Days to Settle

2

4

4

5

6

8

20

In this situation, the Median Days to Final Payment would be 5 because it is the middle value.
There are exactly 3 values below the median (2, 4, & 4) and 3 values above the median (6, 8, &
20). If the data set had included an even number of values, then the median would be the average
of the two middle values as demonstrated below.
Claim Nbr 1 Nbr 2 Nbr 3 Nbr 4 Nbr 5 Nbr 6
Days to Settle

2

4

5

6

8

20

Median Days to Final Payment = (5 + 6)/2 = 5.5
The median should be consistent with the paid claim counts reported in the closing
time intervals.
Example: A carrier reports the following closing times for paid claims.
Closing Time # of Claims
< 30
31-60
61-90
91-180
181-365
>365

_

__

22
13
18
11
12
15

The sum of the claims reported across each closing time interval is 91, so that the median is the
46th claim. This claim falls into the closing time interval “61-90 days.” Any reported median that
falls outside of this range (i.e. less than 61 or greater than 90) will indicate a data error.
NAIC Company Code – The five-digit code assigned by the NAIC to all U.S. domiciled
companies which filed a Financial Annual Statement with the NAIC.
NAIC Group Code – The code assigned by the NAIC to identify those companies that are a part
of a given holding company structure. A zero indicates that the company is not part of a holding
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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company.
Travel Retailer means a business entity that makes, arranges or offers planned travel and may
offer and disseminate Travel Insurance as a service to its customers on behalf of and under the
direction of a Limited Lines Travel Insurance Producer.
W:\National Meetings\2021\Summer\Cmte\D\Conference Call\Travel MCAS 5.26.21.docx
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Line of Business: Homeowners
Reporting Period: January 1, 20XX through December 31, 20XX
Filing Deadline: April 30, 20XX
Contact Information
MCAS Administrator
MCAS Contact
MCAS Attestor

The person responsible for assigning who may view and input
company data.
The person most knowledgeable about the submitted MCAS data.
This person can be the same as the MCAS Administrator.
The person who attests to the completeness and accuracy of the
MCAS data.

Schedule 1––Interrogatories
ID
1-01
1-02
1-03
1-04
1-05
1-06
1-07
1-08
1-09
1-10
1-11
1-12
1-13
1-14

Description
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Dwelling coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Personal Property coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Liability coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Medical Payments coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Loss of Use coverage?
Was the Company still actively writing policies in the state at year
end?
Does the Company write in the non-standard market?
If yes, what percentage of your business is non-standard?
If yes, how is non-standard defined?
Has the company had a significant event/business strategy that
would affect data for this reporting period? Yes/No
If yes, add additional comments
Has this block of business or part of this block of business been
sold, closed or moved to another company during the reporting
period?
If yes, add additional comments
How does company treat subsequent supplemental payments on
previously closed claims (or additional payments on a previously
reported claim)? Re-open original claim/open new claim

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners

Comment
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Comment
Comment
Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No
Comment
Comment
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1-15
1-16
1-17
1-18
1-19
1-20

1-21
1-22

Does the company use Managing General Agents (MGAs)?
If yes, list the names of the MGAs.
Does the company use Third Party Administrators (TPAs)?
If yes, list the names of the TPAs.
Does the company use digital claim settlement?
If yes, list the vendors providing third-party data and
algorithms used in the digital claim settlement process,
and for each vendor identify the vendor’s role in the digital
claims process.
Claims Comments
Underwriting Comments

Coverages
Dwelling (includes – Other Structures)

Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No
Comment
Yes/No
Comment

Comment
Comment

Reported also at the Digital Claim
Handling Process Level of Detail *
X

Personal Property

X

Liability
Medical Payments
Loss of Use
* Includes Digital Claims, Hybrid Claims and Non-Digital Claims (Applies only to
claims related data elements)
Additionally, an “All” breakout will be included for the reporting of Median Days to
Final Payment.
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Schedule 2––Homeowners Claims Activity, Counts Reported by Claimant and by
Coverage
Report the number of reserves/lines/features opened for each coverage part per claim. For
example, if one claim results in a reserve/line/feature opened for two liability claimants, two
medical payment claims, one dwelling claim for the insured, and one personal property claim for
the insured, you would report as follows: Dwelling – 1; Personal Property – 1; Liability – 2;
Medical Payments – 2. The number of days to final payment (if payment is made) would be
calculated separately for each claimant.
ID
2-23
2-24
2-25
2-26
2-27
2-28
2-29
2-30
2-31

Description
Number of claims open at the beginning of the period
Number of claims opened during the period
Number of claims closed during the period, with payment
Number of claims closed during the period, without payment
Number of claims open at the end of the period
Median days to final payment
Number of claims closed with payment within 0-30 days
Number of claims closed with payment within 31-60 days
Number of claims closed with payment within 61-90 days

2-32

Number of claims closed with payment within 91-180 days

2-33

Number of claims closed with payment within 181-365 days

2-34
2-35
2-36
2-36
2-37
2-38
2-39
2-40
2-41
2-42
2-43
2-44

Number of claims closed with payment beyond 365 days
Number of claims closed without payment within 0-30 days
Number of claims closed without payment within 31-60 days
Number of claims closed without payment within 61-90 days
Number of claims closed without payment within 91-180 days
Number of claims closed without payment within 181-365 days
Number of claims closed without payment beyond 365 days
Number of lawsuits open at beginning of the period
Number of lawsuits opened during the period
Number of lawsuits closed during the period
Number of lawsuits open at end of period
Number of lawsuits closed with consideration for the consumer.
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Schedule 3––Homeowners Underwriting Activity
ID
3-46
3-47
3-48
3-49
3-50
3-51
3-52
3-53
3-54
3-55
3-56
3-57
3-58
3-59

Description
Number of dwellings which have policies in-force at the end of the period
Number of dwelling fire policies in force at the end of the period.
Number of homeowner policies in force at the end of the period.
Number of tenant/renter/condo policies in force at the end of the period.
Number of all other residential property policies in force at the end of the period.
Number of new business policies written during the period
Dollar amount of direct premium written during the period
Number of Company-Initiated non-renewals during the period
Number of cancellations for non-pay or non-sufficient funds
Number of cancellations at the insured’s request
Number of Company-Initiated cancellations that occur in the first 59 days after
effective date, excluding rewrites to an affiliated company
Number of Company-Initiated cancellations that occur 60 to 90 days after effective
date, excluding rewrites to an affiliated company
Number of Company-Initiated cancellations that occur greater than 90 days after
effective date, excluding rewrites to an affiliated company
Number Of Complaints Received Directly From Any Person or Entity Other than the
DOI
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Property & Casualty Market Conduct Annual Statement
Homeowner Data Call & Definitions
Definitions:
In determining what business to report for a particular state, unless otherwise indicated in
these instructions, all companies should follow the same methodology/definitions used to file
the Financial Annual Statement (FAS) and its corresponding state pages. Exclude lender-placed
or creditor-placed policies.
Please note: In the Underwriting Section there are questions asking for policies inforce by type of policy. These are asking for a count of the policies in-force that
meet the specifications to be included on the MCAS. Please use the following as a
guide to determine which policy types should be reported for each question:
(3-45) Number of dwelling fire policies in force at the end of the period.
Include dwelling policies that meet the definition of a dwelling policy as defined within
this document. This would typically include policies written on forms DP-1, DP-2 and DP3.
(3-46) Number of homeowner policies in force at the end of the period.
Include homeowner policies that meet the definition of a homeowner policy as defined
within this document. This would typically include policies written on forms HO-1, HO-2,
HO-3, HO-5, HO-7 and HO-8.
(3-47) Number of tenant/renter/condo policies in force at the end of the period.
Include tenant/renter/condo policies that meet the definition of a tenant/renter/condo
policy as defined within this document. This would typically include policies written on
forms HO-4 and HO-6.
(3-48) Number of all other residential property policies in force at the end of the period.
Include other policies that meet the specifics of MCAS reporting, but that do not fall into
one of the categories requested in questions 3-45, 3-46 and 3-47. If your company only
write policies that fall into the forms specified for questions 3-45, 3-46 and 3-47, this
number will be 0.
Cancellations – Includes all cancellations of the policies where the cancellation effective date
is during the reporting year. The number of cancellations should be reported on a policy basis
regardless of the number of dwellings insured under the policy.
Report cancellations separately for:
• Policies cancelled for non-payment of premium or non-sufficient funds.
o These should be reported every time a policy cancels for the above reasons. (i.e.,
if a policy cancels for non-pay three times in a policy period, and is reinstated each
time; each cancellation should be counted.)
• Policies cancelled at the insured’s request.
• Policies cancelled for underwriting reasons.
Exclude:
• Policies cancelled for ‘re-write’ purposes where there is no lapse in coverage.
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Cancellations within the first 59 days – Company-initiated cancellations for new business
where the notice of cancellation was issued within the first 59 days after the original effective
date of the policy.
• The calculation of the number of days is from the original inception date of the policy,
not the renewal date.
• This time frame should be used regardless of individual state requirements related to
the ‘underwriting’ period for new business.
• The notice of cancellation is the date the cancellation notice was mailed to the insured.
Cancellations from 60 to 90 days – Company-initiated cancellations where the notice of
cancellation was issued 60 to 90 days after the original effective date of the policy.
• The calculation of the number of days is from the original inception date of the policy,
not the renewal date.
• This time frame should be used regardless of individual state requirements related to
the ‘underwriting’ period for new business.
• The notice of cancellation is the date the cancellation notice was mailed to the insured.
Cancellations greater than 90 days – Company-initiated cancellations where the notice of
cancellation was issued more than 90 days after the original effective date of the policy.
• The calculation of the number of days is from the original inception date of the policy,
not the renewal date.
• This time frame should be used regardless of individual state requirements related to
the ‘underwriting’ period for new business.
• The notice of cancellation is the date the cancellation notice was mailed to the insured.
Claim - A request or demand for payment of a loss that may be included within the terms of
coverage of an insurance policy. Each claimant/insured reporting a loss is counted separately.
Include:
• Both first and third party claims.
Exclude:
• An event reported for “information only”.
• An inquiry of coverage if a claim has not actually been presented (opened) for payment.
• A potential claimant if that individual has not made a claim nor had a claim made on his
or her behalf.
Claims Closed With Payment – Claims closed with payment where the claim was closed during
the reporting period regardless of the date of loss or when the claim was received. The number
of days to closure, however, should be measured as the difference between the date ofthe final
payment and the date the claim was reported or between the date of the final
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Homeowner Data Call & Definitions
payment and the date the request for supplemental payment was received. See also “Date of
Final Payment”.

Exclude:
• Claims where payment was made for company loss adjustment expenses if no payment
was made to an insured/claimant.
• Claims that are closed because the amount claimed is below the insured’s deductible.
Clarification:
• If a claim is reopened for the sole purpose of refunding the insured’s deductible, do not
count it as a paid claim.
• For claims where the net payment is $0 due to subrogation recoveries, report the
number of claims in which any amount was paid to the insured; do not net the payment
with subrogation recoveries when counting the number of paid claims
Calculation Clarification:
• For each coverage identifier, the sum of the claims closed with payment across each
closing time interval should equal the total number of claims closed with payment during
the reporting period.
Handling Additional Payment on Previously Reported Claim / Subsequent Supplemental Payment
for claims closed with payment during the reporting period:
• If a claim is reopened for a subsequent supplemental payment, count the reopened
claim as a new claim. Calculate a separate aging on that supplemental payment from
the time the request for supplemental payment was received to the date of the final
payment was made.
Claims Closed Without Payment – Claims closed with no payment made to an insured or third
party. The number of days to closure is the difference between the date the claim was closed and
the date the claim was reported and/or reopened. See also “Date of Final Payment”.
Include:
• All claims that were closed during the reporting period regardless of the date of loss or
when the claim was received.
• Claims where no payment was made to an insured/claimant even though payment was
made for company loss adjustment expenses.
• A demand for payment for which it was determined that no relevant policy was in-force
at the time of the loss if a claim file was set up and the loss was investigated.
• Claims that are closed because the amount claimed is below the insured’s deductible.
Calculation Clarification:
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•

For each coverage identifier, the sum of the claims closed without payment across each
closing time interval should equal the total number of claims closed without payment
during the reporting period.

Complaint – any written communication that expresses dissatisfaction with a specific person
or entity subject to regulation under the state's insurance laws. An oral communication, which is
subsequently converted to a written form in order to be analyzed and acted upon, will meet the
definition of a complaint for this purpose.
Include:
• Any complaint regardless of the subject of the complaint (claims, underwriting,
marketing, etc.)
• Complaints received from third parties.
Coverage - Dwelling (includes – Other Structures) – Coverage for dwellings under
Homeowners Policies and Dwelling Fire and Dwelling Liability Policies. It includes coverage for
Other Structures.
Coverage - Loss of Use – Loss of Use provided under Homeowners Policies.
Coverage - Personal Property – Personal Property provided under Homeowners Policies.
Coverage - Liability – Liability insurance provided under Homeowners Policies.
Coverage - Medical Payments – Medical Payments provided under Homeowners Policies.
Date of Final Payment – The date final payment was issued to the insured/claimant.
Calculation Clarification:
• If partial payments were made on the claim, the claim would be considered closed with
payment if the final payment date was made during the reporting period regardless of the
date of loss or when the claims was received.
• Report a claim as “closed with payment” or “closed without payment” if it is closed in the
company’s claims system during the reporting period (even if the final payment was issued
in a prior reporting period.
• If a claim remains open at the end of the reporting period (even though a final payment
has been issued) it should be reported as open. Only when the claim is closed in the
company’s claims system, would you report the days to final payment.
Example:
• A claim is open on 11/1/00 and final payment is made on 12/1/00. The claim is left open
until 2/1/01 to allow time for supplemental requests.
• The claim would be reported as open in the “00” MCAS submission and closed in
the “01” MCAS submission.
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•

The number of days to final payment would be calculated as 30 days and
reported in the “01” MCAS submission.

Date the Claim was Reported – The date an insured or claimant first reported his or her loss
to either the company or insurance agent.
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Digital Claim Handling Process Level of Detail Breakdown:
Digital Claim – A claim involving a claim settlement determination which was
accepted by the insured/claimant without adjustment whereby the entire claim
was handled without human intervention on the part of the insurance company
in the loss appraisal process, settlement determination, and/or in the production
of the initial loss settlement offer. Digital claims utilize only digital information to
establish the extent of damage and to produce a loss settlement determination
through the application of one or more automated loss algorithms applied to
digital information. No human inspection or appraisal of the damaged property is
conducted by the insurance company, independent adjuster, or other person
relied upon by the insurance company during the life cycle of the claim.
Examples of digital claim information include, but are not limited to, photos
taken by a claimant or insured, photos taken by a plane or drone, and/or data
provided by in-vehicle or in-property sensors.
Hybrid Claim – A claim whereby the initial loss settlement determination began
as a digital claim, however, at some point in the claim life cycle required the use
of human resources in the loss appraisal process, settlement determination,
and/or in the production of the initial or subsequent loss settlement offer.
Non-Digital Claim – means any claim other than a Digital Claim or Hybrid
Claim.
Direct Written Premium - The total amount of direct written premium for all polices covered
by the market conduct annual statement (new and renewal) written during the reporting period.
Calculation Clarification:
• Premium amounts should be determined in the same manner as used for the financial
annual statement.
• If premium is refunded or additional premium is written during the reporting period
(regardless of the applicable policy effective date), the net effect should be reported.
• If there is a difference of 20% or more between the Direct Written Premium reported for
market conduct annual statement and the Direct Written Premium reported on the
financial annual statement, provide an explanation for the difference when filing the
market conduct annual statement in order to avoid inquiries from the regulator receiving
the market conduct annual statement filing.
• Reporting shall not include premiums received from or losses paid to other carriers on
account of reinsurance assumed by the reporting carrier, nor, shall any deductions be
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made by the reporting carrier for premiums added to or for losses recovered from other
carriers on account of reinsurance ceded.
Dwelling – A personally occupied residential dwelling.
Calculation Clarification:
• A 2 or 3 family home covered under one policy would be considered 1 dwelling.
Dwelling Fire Policies – Coverage for dwellings and their contents. It may also provide liability
coverage and is usually written when a residential property does not qualify according tothe
minimum requirements of a homeowner’s policy, or because of a requirement for the
insured to select several different kinds of coverage and limits on this protection.
Include:
• Dwelling Fire and Dwelling Liability policies should be included ONLY IF the policies written
under these programs are for personally occupied residential dwellings, not policies written
under a commercial program and/or on a commercial lines policy form.
Homeowners Policies – Policies that combine liability insurance with one or more other types
of insurance such as property damage, personal property damage, medical payments and
additional living expenses.
Include:
• Mobile/Manufactured homes intended for use as a dwelling regardless of where [or what
line] on the Statutory Annual Statement state page associated premium is reported.
• Renters insurance, Policies covering log homes, land homes, and site built homes are
included.
• Inland Marine or Personal Articles endorsements.
• Include policies written on the HO-1, HO-2, HO-3, HO-5, HO-7 and HO-8 policy forms.
Exclude:
• Farmowners is not included as it is considered to be Commercial Lines for purposes of
this project.
• Umbrella policies.
• Lender-placed or creditor-placed policies.
Inland Marine or Personal Articles Endorsements – Provides coverage via endorsementto
a homeowners policy for direct physical loss to personal property as described in the
endorsement.
Exclude:
• Stand-alone Inland Marine Policies.
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Note: Revisions to the 2021 data year Lawsuits definitions w ere adopted by the
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee and NAI C EX/ Plenary
during the 2020 NAI C Fall National Meeting.
Lawsuit – A court proceeding to recover a right to a claim, including lawsuits for arbitration
cases.
Exclude:
• Subrogation claims where lawsuit is filed by the company against the tortfeasor.
• Non-lawsuit legal activity or litigation filed by an insurer, including, but not limited to:
request to compel an independent medical examination, an examination under oath, and
declaratory judgment actions filed by an insurer.
Calculation Clarification:
• Lawsuits should be reported on the same basis as claims. One lawsuit should be
reported for each / claimant / coverage combination, regardless of the number of actual
suits filed.
• One lawsuit with two claimants would be reported as two lawsuits as any
awards/payments made would be made to the claimants individually.
• One lawsuit filed seeking damages for multiple coverages should be reported as one
lawsuit for each applicable coverage.
• Lawsuits should be reported in the state in which the claim was reported on this
statement.
• Treatment of class action lawsuits: Report the opening and closing of a class action
lawsuit once in each state in which a potential class member resides. Include an
explanatory note with your submission state the number of class action lawsuits
included in the data and the general cause of the action.
Lawsuits Closed During the Period with Consideration for the Consumer—A lawsuit
closed during the reporting period in which a court order, jury verdict, or settlement resulted in
payment, benefits, or other thing of value, i.e., consideration, to the claimant in an amount
greater than offered by the reporting insurer before the lawsuit was brought.
Liability Insurance – Coverage for all sums that the insured becomes legally obligated to pay
because of bodily injury or property damage, and sometimes other torts to which an insurance
policy applies.
Loss Of Use – Coverage for additional living expenses incurred by the insured or fair rental value
when the insured dwelling becomes uninhabitable as the result of an insured loss or whenaccess
to the dwelling is barred by civil authority.
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Median Days to Final Payment – The median value for all claims closed with payment
during the period.
Calculation for losses with one final payment date during the reporting period:
• Date the loss was reported to the company to the date of final payment.
Calculation for losses with multiple final payment dates during the reporting period:
• Date the request for supplemental payment received to the date of final payment (for
each different final payment date.)
Exclude:
• Subrogation payments.
Calculation Clarification / Example:
• To determine the Median Days to Final Payment you must first determine the number of
days it took to settle each claim. This is the difference between the date the loss was
reported to the company, or the date the request for supplemental payment was
received, to the date of final payment. The Median Days to Final Payment is the median
value of the number of days it took to settle all claims closed with payment during the
period.
Median - A median is the middle value in a distribution arranged in numerical order (either lowest
to highest or highest to lowest). If the distribution contains an odd number of elements, the
median is the value above and below which lie an equal number of values. If thedistribution
contains an even number of elements, the median is the average of the two middle values. It is
not the arithmetic mean (average) of all of the values.
Consider the following simple example of the number of days it took to settle each of the
following seven claims:
Claim Nbr 1 Nbr 2 Nbr 3 Nbr 4 Nbr 5 Nbr 6 Nbr 7
Days to Settle

2

4

4

5

6

8

20

In this situation, the Median Days to Final Payment would be 5 because it is the middle value.
There are exactly 3 values below the median (2, 4, & 4) and 3 values above the median (6, 8,
& 20). If the data set had included an even number of values, then the median would be the
average of the two middle values as demonstrated below.
Nbr 1 Nbr 2 Nbr 3 Nbr 4 Nbr 5 Nbr 6
Days to Settle

2

4

5
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Median Days to Final Payment = (5 + 6)/2 = 5.5
The median should be consistent with the paid claim counts reported in the closing
time intervals.
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Example: A carrier reports the following closing times for paid claims.
Closing Time # of Claims
< 30
31-60
61-90
91-180
181-365
>365

_

22
13
18
11
12
15

The sum of the claims reported across each closing time interval is 91, so that the median is the
46th claim. This claim falls into the closing time interval “61-90 days.” Any reported median that
falls outside of this range (i.e. less than 61 or greater than 90) will indicate a data error.
Medical Payments Coverage – Provides coverage for medical expenses resulting frominjuries
sustained by a claimant regardless of liability.
NAIC Company Code – The five-digit code assigned by the NAIC to all U.S. domiciled companies
which filed a Financial Annual Statement with the NAIC.
NAIC Group Code – The code assigned by the NAIC to identify those companies that are a part
of a given holding company structure. A zero indicates that the company is not part of a holding
company.
New Business Policy Written – A newly written agreement that puts insurance coverage into
effect during the reporting period.
Exclude:
• ‘Re-written’ policies unless there was a lapse in coverage.
Non-Renewals – A policy for which the insurer elected not to renew the coverage for
circumstances allowed under the “non-renewal” clause of the policy.
Include:
• All company-initiated non-renewals of the policies where the non-renewal effective date
is during the reporting period.
Exclude:
• Policies where a renewal offer was made and the policyholder did not accept the offer.
• Instances where the policyholder requested that the policy not be renewed.
Calculation Clarification:
• The number of nonrenewals should be reported on a policy basis regardless of the
number of dwellings insured under the policy.
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Other Structures – Structures on the residence premises (1) separated from the dwelling by a
clear space or (2) connect to the dwelling by a fence, wall, wire, or other form of connectionbut
not otherwise attached.
Personal Property Damage Coverage – Provides coverage for damage to dwelling contents
or other covered personal property caused by an insured peril.
Personally Occupied – A dwelling in which the person owning the policy personally occupies
the dwelling and lives there.
Property Damage Coverage – Provides coverage for damage to the dwelling and/or other
insured structures caused by an insured peril.
Policy In-force – A policy in which the coverage is in effect as of the end of the reporting
period.
Tenant/Renters/Condo Policies – Policies that provide coverage for the personal property
of tenants, renters, condominium and cooperative unit owners. Include policies typically written
on the HO-4 and HO-6 policy forms.
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Line of Business: Private Passenger Auto
Reporting Period: January 1, 20XX through December 31, 20XX
Filing Deadline: April 30, 20XX
Contact Information
MCAS Administrator
MCAS Contact
MCAS Attestor

The person responsible for assigning who may view and input
company data.
The person most knowledgeable about the submitted MCAS data.
This person can be the same as the MCAS Administrator.
The person who attests to the completeness and accuracy of the
MCAS data.

Schedule 1––Interrogatories
ID
1-01
1-02
1-03
1-04
1-05
1-06
1-07
1-08
1-09
1-10
1-11
1-12

Description
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Collision coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Comprehensive/Other Than Collision coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Bodily Injury coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Property Damage coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Uninsured Motorists and Underinsured Motorists
(UMBI) coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Uninsured Motorists and Underinsured Motorists
(UMPD) coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Medical Payments coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Combined Single Limits coverage?
Were there policies in-force during the reporting period that
provided Personal Injury Protection coverage?
Was the Company still actively writing policies in the state at
year end?
Does the Company write in the non-standard market?
If yes, what percentage of your business is non-
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Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
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Yes/No
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1-13
1-14
1-15
1-16
1-17
1-18

1-19
1-20
1-21
1-22
1-23
1-24
1-25

1-26
1-27

standard?
If yes, how is non-standard defined?
Has the company had a significant event/business strategy that
would affect data for this reporting period?
If yes, add additional comments
Has this block of business or part of this block of business been
sold, closed or moved to another company during the reporting
period?
If yes, add additional comments
How does company treat subsequent supplemental payments
on previously closed claims (or additional payments on a
previously reported claim)? Re-open original claim/open new
claim
Does the company use Managing General Agents (MGAs)?
If yes, list the names of the MGAs.
Does the company use Third Party Administrators (TPAs)?
If yes, list the names of the TPAs.
Does the company use telematics or usage-based data?
Does the company use digital claim settlement?
If yes, list the vendors providing third-party data and
algorithms used in the digital claim settlement process, and for
each vendor identify the vendor’s role in the digital claims
process.
Claims Comments
Underwriting Comments
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Coverages
Collision
Comprehensive/Other Than
Collision
Bodily Injury

Reported also at the Digital Claim
Handling Process Level of Detail *
X

Property Damage
Uninsured Motorists and
Underinsured Motorists (UMBI)
Uninsured Motorists and
Underinsured Motorists (UMPD)
Medical Payments

X

X

X

Combined Single Limits
Personal Injury Protection
* Includes Digital Claims, Hybrid Claims and Non-Digital Claims (Applies only to
claims related data elements)
Additionally, an “All” breakout will be included for the reporting of Median Days to
Final Payment.
Schedule 2––Private Passenger Auto Claims Activity, Counts Reported by Claimant,
by Coverage
Report the number of reserves/lines/features opened for each coverage part per claim. For
example, if one claim results in a reserve/line/feature opened for two bodily injury claimants
(one property damage claimant, one collision claim for the insured, and one medical payment
claim for the insured), it would be reported as follows: Collision – 1, Bodily Injury – 2; Property
Damage – 1; and Medical Payments – 1. The number of days to final payment (if payment is
made) would be calculated separately for each claimant.
ID

Description

2-28

Number of claims open at the beginning of the period

2-29

Number of claims opened during the period

2-30
2-31
2-32

Number of claims closed during the period, with payment
Number of claims closed during the period, without payment.
Number of claims closed during the period, without payment, because the amount
claimed is below the insured’s deductible.
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2-33

Number of claims remaining open at the end of the period

2-34

Median days to final payment

2-35
2-36
2-37
2-38
2-39
2-40
2-41
2-42
2-43
2-44
2-45
2-46
2-47
2-48

Number of claims closed with payment within 0-30 days
Number of claims closed with payment within 31-60 days
Number of claims closed with payment within 61-90 days
Number of claims closed with payment within 91-180 days
Number of claims closed with payment within 181-365 days
Number of claims closed with payment beyond 365 days
Number of claims closed without payment within 0-30 days
Number of claims closed without payment within 31-60 days
Number of claims closed without payment within 61-90 days
Number of claims closed without payment within 91-180 days
Number of claims closed without payment within 181-365 days
Number of claims closed without payment beyond 365 days
Number of lawsuits open at beginning of the period
Number of lawsuits opened during the period

2-49

Number of lawsuits closed during the period

2-50

Number of lawsuits open at end of period

2-51

Number of lawsuits closed with consideration for the consumer.

Schedule 3––Private Passenger Auto Underwriting
ID

Description

3-52

Number of autos which have policies in-force at the end of the period

3-53

Number of policies in-force at the end of the period

3-54

Number of new business policies written during the period

3-55

Dollar amount of direct premium written during the period

3-56

Number of Company-Initiated non-renewals during the period

3-57

Number of cancellations for non-pay or non-sufficient funds

3-58

Number of cancellations at the insured’s request

3-59

Number of Company-Initiated cancellations that occur in the first 59 days after
effective date, excluding rewrites to an affiliated company
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3-60

Number of Company-Initiated cancellations that occur 60 to 90 days after effective
date, excluding rewrites to an affiliated company

3-61

Number of Company-Initiated cancellations that occur greater than 90 days after
effective date, excluding rewrites to an affiliated company

3-62

Number of complaints received directly from any person or entity other than the DOI

Definitions:
In determining what business to report for a particular state, unless otherwise
indicated in these instructions, all companies should follow the same
methodology/definitions used to file the Financial Annual Statement (FAS) and its
corresponding state pages. Exclude lender-placed or creditor-placed policies.
Data should be reported for both private passenger automobiles and motorcycles.
Exclude antique vehicles and primarily off-road vehicles such as dune buggies or
three-wheel ATVs.
Cancellations – Includes all cancellations of the policies where the cancellation
effective date is during the reporting year. The number of cancellations should be
reported on a policy basis regardless of the number of automobiles insured under
the policy.
Report cancellations separately for:
• Policies cancelled for non-payment of premium or non-sufficient funds
o These should be reported every time a policy cancels for the above reasons
(i.e., if a policy cancels for non-pay three times in a policy period,and is
reinstated each time; each cancellation should be counted).
• Policies cancelled at the insured’s request
• Policies cancelled for underwriting reasons.
Exclude:
• Policies cancelled for ‘re-write’ purposes where there is no lapse in coverage.
Cancellations within the first 59 days – Company-initiated cancellations for
new business where the notice of cancellation was issued within the first 59 days
after the original effective date of the policy.
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•
•
•

The calculation of the number of days is from the original inception date of
the policy, not the renewal date.
This time frame should be used regardless of individual state requirements
related to the ‘underwriting’ period for new business.
The notice of cancellation is the date the cancellation notice was mailed to
the insured.

Cancellations from 60 to 90 days – Company-initiated cancellations where the
notice of cancellation was issued 60 to 90 days after the original effective date of
the policy.
•
•
•

The calculation of the number of days is from the original inception date of
the policy, not the renewal date.
This time frame should be used regardless of individual state requirements
related to the ‘underwriting’ period for new business.
The notice of cancellation is the date the cancellation notice was mailed to
the insured.

Cancellations greater than 90 days – Company-initiated cancellations where
the notice of cancellation was issued more than 90 days after the original
effective date of the policy.
•
•
•

The calculation of the number of days is from the original inception date of
the policy, not the renewal date.
This time frame should be used regardless of individual state requirements
related to the ‘underwriting’ period for new business.
The notice of cancellation is the date the cancellation notice was mailed to
the insured.

Claim - A request or demand for payment of a loss that may be included within
the terms of coverage of an insurance policy. Each claimant/insured reporting a
loss is counted separately.
Include:
• Both first- and third-party claims.
Exclude:
• An event reported for “information only”.
• An inquiry of coverage if a claim has not actually been presented (opened) for
payment.
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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•

A potential claimant if that individual has not made a claim nor had a claim made
on his or her behalf.

Claims Closed With Payment – Claims closed with payment where the claim was
closed during the reporting period regardless of the date of loss or when the claim was
received. The number of days to closure, however, should be measured as the difference
between the date of the final payment and the date the claim was reportedor between
the date of the final payment and the date the request for supplemental payment was
received. See also “Date of Final Payment”.

Exclude:
• Claims where payment was made for company loss adjustment expenses if no
payment was made to an insured/claimant.
• Claims that are closed because the amount claimed is below the insured’s
deductible.
Clarifications:
• If a claim is reopened for the sole purpose of refunding the insured’s deductible,
do not count it as a paid claim.
• For claims where the net payment is $0 due to subrogation recoveries, report the
number of claims in which any amount was paid to the insured; do not net the
payment with subrogation recoveries when counting the number of paid claims.
Calculation Clarification:
• For each coverage identifier, the sum of the claims settled with payment across
each closing time interval should equal the total number of claims closed with
payment during the reporting period.
Handling Additional Payment on Previously Reported Claim/Subsequent Supplemental
Payment for claims closed with payment during the reporting period:
• If a claim is reopened for a subsequent supplemental payment, count thereopened
claim as a new claim. Calculate a separate aging on the supplemental payment
from the time the request for supplemental payment was received to the date the
final payment was made.
Claims Closed Without Payment – Claims closed with no payment made to an insured
or third party. The number of days to closure is the difference between the date
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the claim was closed and the date the claim was reported and/or reopened. See also
“Date of Final Payment”.
Include:
• All claims that were closed during the reporting period regardless of the date of
loss or when the claim was received.
• Claims where no payment was made to an insured/claimant even though
payment was made for company loss adjustment expenses.
• A demand for payment for which it was determined that no relevant policy was
in-force at the time of the loss if a claim file was set up and the loss was
investigated.
• Claims that are closed because the amount claimed is below the insured’s
deductible.
Complaint – any written communication that expresses dissatisfaction with a specific
person or entity subject to regulation under the state's insurance laws. An oral
communication, which is subsequently converted to a written form in order to be analyzed
and acted upon, will meet the definition of a complaint for this purpose.
Include:
• Any complaint regardless of the subject of the complaint (claims, underwriting,
marketing, etc.)
• Complaints received from third parties.
Coverage - Collision Insurance – Coverage to provide protection against physical
contact of an automobile with another inanimate object resulting in damage to the insured
automobile.
Clarification:
• Rental/transportation/tow expenses which are paid as a result or part of a
collision claim should not be counted as separate claims.
Coverage - Comprehensive/Other than Collision Insurance – Coverage providing
protection in the event of physical damage (other than collision), including theft of the
insured automobile.
Clarification:
• Rental/transportation/tow expenses which are paid as a result or part of a
comprehensive/other than collision claim should not be counted as separate
claims.
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Coverage - Bodily Injury – Physical damage to one’s person. The purpose of
liability (casualty) insurance is to cover bodily injury to a third party resulting from
the negligent acts and omissions of an insured.
Coverage - Property Damage Liability Insurance – Coverage in the event that the
negligent acts or omissions of an insured result in damage or destruction to another’s
property.
Include:
• ‘Property Damage Rental’ coverage (i.e. amounts paid for a third party claimant’s
rental car).
Coverage - UMBI – Includes both Uninsured Motorist Coverage and Underinsured
Motorists Coverage for bodily injury claims.
• Underinsured Motorist Coverage (UIM) – Provides coverage for bodily injury
sustained by an insured who is involved in an accident caused by an at- fault driver
who does not have sufficient liability insurance to pay for thedamages.
•

Uninsured Motorist Coverage (UM) – Provides coverage for bodily injury
sustained by an insured involved in an accident caused by an at-fault driver who
does not have liability insurance.

Coverage - UMPD – Includes both Uninsured Motorist Property Damage Coverage and
Underinsured Motorist Property Damage Coverage.
•

Underinsured Motorist Property Damage Coverage – Provides coverage for
property damage to covered property caused by an at-fault driver who does not
have sufficient liability insurance to pay for the damages.

•

Uninsured Motorist Property Damage Coverage – Provides coverage for
property damage to covered property caused by an at-fault driver who does not
have liability insurance.

Coverage - Medical Payments Coverage – First party coverage for injuries incurred
in a motor vehicle accident.
Coverage - Combined Single Limit – Bodily injury liability and property damage
liability expressed as a single sum of coverage.
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Coverage - Personal Injury Protection (PIP) – A first party benefit. coverage to pay
basic expenses for an insured and his/her family in states with no fault automobile
insurance laws. No-fault laws generally require drivers to carry personal injury protection
coverage to pay for basic medical needs of the insured, such as medical expenses, in the
event of an accident. For the purposes of this project, all PIPcoverages (wage, funeral,
death, medical, etc) that would correspond to first party coverages in the applicable
participating states should be included.
Date of Final Payment – The date final payment was issued to the insured/claimant.
Calculation Clarification:
• If partial payments were made on the claim, the claim would be considered
closed with payment if the final payment was made during the reporting period
regardless of the date of loss or when the claims was received.
• Report a claim as “closed with payment” or “closed without payment” if it is closed
in the company’s claims system during the reporting period (even if the final
payment was issued in a prior reporting period.)
• If a claim remains open at the end of the reporting period (even though a final
payment has been issued) it should be reported as open. Only when the claim is
closed in the company’s claims system, would you report the days to final payment.
Example:
• A claim is open on 11/1/00 and final payment is made on 12/1/00. The claim is
left open until 2/1/01 to allow time for supplemental requests.
o The claim would be reported as open in the “00” MCAS submission and
closed in the “01” MCAS submission.
o The number of days to final payment would be calculated as 30 days and
reported in the “01” MCAS submission.
Date the Claim was Reported – The date an insured or claimant first reported his or
her loss to either the company or insurance agent.
Digital Claim Handling Process Level of Detail Breakdown:
Digital Claim – A claim involving a claim settlement determination which was
accepted by the insured/claimant without adjustment whereby the entire claim
was handled without human intervention on the part of the insurance company
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in the loss appraisal process, settlement determination, and/or in the production
of the initial loss settlement offer. Digital claims utilize only digital information to
establish the extent of damage and to produce a loss settlement determination
through the application of one or more automated loss algorithms applied to
digital information. No human inspection or appraisal of the damaged property is
conducted by the insurance company, independent adjuster, or other person
relied upon by the insurance company during the life cycle of the claim.
Examples of digital claim information include, but are not limited to, photos
taken by a claimant or insured, photos taken by a plane or drone, and/or data
provided by in-vehicle or in-property sensors.
Hybrid Claim – A claim whereby the initial loss settlement determination began
as a digital claim, however, at some point in the claim life cycle required the use
of human resources in the loss appraisal process, settlement determination,
and/or in the production of the initial or subsequent loss settlement offer.
Non-Digital Claim – means any claim other than a Digital Claim or Hybrid
Claim.
Direct Written Premium - The total amount of direct written premium for all polices
covered by the market conduct annual statement (new and renewal) written during the
reporting period.
Calculation Clarification:
• Premium amounts should be determined in the same manner as used for the
financial annual statement.
• If premium is refunded or additional premium is written during the reporting period
(regardless of the applicable policy effective date), the net effect should be
reported.
• If there is a difference of 20% or more between the Direct Written Premium
reported for market conduct annual statement and the Direct Written Premium
reported on the financial annual statement, provide an explanation for the
difference when filing the market conduct annual statement in order to avoid
inquiries from the regulator receiving the market conduct annual statement filing.
• Reporting shall not include premiums received from or losses paid to other carriers
on account of reinsurance assumed by the reporting carrier, nor, shall any
deductions be made by the reporting carrier for premiums added to or for losses
recovered from other carriers on account of reinsurance ceded.
© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Note: Revisions to the 2021 data year Lawsuits definitions w ere adopted by the
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee and NAI C EX/ Plenary
during the 2020 NAI C Fall National Meeting.
Lawsuit – A court proceeding to recover a right to a claim, including lawsuits for
arbitration cases.
Exclude:
• Subrogation claims where lawsuit is filed by the company against the tortfeasor.
• Non-lawsuit legal activity or litigation filed by an insurer, including, but not limited
to: request to compel an independent medical examination, an examination under
oath, and declaratory judgment actions filed by an insurer.
Calculation Clarification:
• Lawsuits should be reported on the same basis as claims. One lawsuit should be
reported for each claimant / coverage combination, regardless of the number of
actual lawsuits filed.
• One lawsuit with two claimants would be reported as two lawsuits as any
awards/payments made would be made to the claimants individually.
• One lawsuit filed seeking damages for multiple coverages should be reported as
one lawsuit for each applicable coverage. If the lawsuit is seeking damages for
bodily injury and property damage, one lawsuit should be reported for each of
the two coverages.
• Lawsuits should be reported in the state in which the claim is reported on this
statement.
• Treatment of class action lawsuits: Report the opening and closing of a class
action lawsuit once in each state in which a potential class member resides.
Include an explanatory note with your submission stating the number of class
action lawsuits included in the data and the general cause of action.
Lawsuits Closed During the Period with Consideration for the Consumer—A
lawsuit closed during the reporting period in which a court order, jury verdict, or
settlement resulted in payment, benefits, or other thing of value, i.e., consideration, to
the claimant in an amount greater than offered by the reporting insurer before the
lawsuit was brought.
Median Days to Final Payment – The median value for all claims closed with payment
during the period.
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Calculation for losses with one final payment date during the reporting period:
• Date the loss was reported to the company to the date of final payment.
Calculation for losses with multiple final payment dates during the reporting period:
• Date the request for supplemental payment received to the date of final payment
(for each different final payment date.)
Exclude:
• Subrogation payments should not be included.
Calculation Clarification / Example:
• To determine the Median Days to Final Payment you must first determine the
number of days it took to settle each claim. This is the difference between the date
the loss was reported to the company, or the date the request for supplemental
payment was received, to the date of final payment. The Median Days to Final
Payment is the median value of the number of days it took to settleall claims closed
with payment during the period.
Median - A median is the middle value in a distribution arranged in numerical order
(either lowest to highest or highest to lowest). If the distribution contains an odd number
of elements, the median is the value above and below which lie an equal number of
values. If the distribution contains an even number of elements, the median is the
average of the two middle values. It is not the arithmetic mean (average) of all ofthe
values.
•

Consider the following simple example of the number of days it took to settle
each of the following seven claims:
Claim Nbr 1 Nbr 2 Nbr 3 Nbr 4 Nbr 5 Nbr 6 Nbr 7
Days to Settle
2
4
4
5
6
8
20
In this situation, the Median Days to Final Payment would be 5 because it is the
middle value. There are exactly 3 values below the median (2, 4, & 4) and 3 values
above the median (6, 8, & 20). If the data set had included an even number of
values, then the median would be the average of the two middle values as
demonstrated below.
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Claim Nbr 1 Nbr 2 Nbr 3 Nbr 4 Nbr 5 Nbr 6
Days to Settle
2
4
5
6
8
20
Median Days to Final Payment = (5 + 6)/2 = 5.5
The median should be consistent with the paid claim counts reported in the
closing time intervals.
Example: A carrier reports the following closing times for paid claims.
Closing Time
< 30
31-60
61-90
91-180
181-365
>365

# of Claims
22
13
18
11
12
15

The sum of the claims reported across each closing time interval is 91, so that the median
is the 46th claim. This claim falls into the closing time interval “61-90 days.” Any reported
median that falls outside of this range (i.e., less than 61 or greater than 90) will indicate
a data error.
NAIC Company Code – The five-digit code assigned by the NAIC to all U.S. domiciled
companies which filed a Financial Annual Statement with the NAIC.
NAIC Group Code – The code assigned by the NAIC to identify those companies that
are a part of a given holding company structure. A zero indicates that the company is not
part of a holding company.
New Business Policy Written – A newly written agreement that puts insurance
coverage into effect during the reporting period.
Exclude:
• Renewals or ‘re-written’ policies unless there was a lapse in coverage.
Non-Renewals – A policy for which the insurer elected not to renew the coverage for
circumstances allowed under the “non-renewal” clause of the policy.
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Include:
•

All company-initiated non-renewals of the policies where the non-renewal
effective date is during the reporting period.

Exclude:
• Policies where a renewal offer was made and the policyholder did not accept the
offer.
• Instances where the policyholder requested that the policy not be renewed.
Calculation Clarification:
• The number of non-renewals should be reported on a policy basis regardless of
the number of autos insured under the policy.
Policy In-force – A policy in which the coverage is in effect as of the end of the
reporting period.
Private Passenger Auto Insurance – Those policies issued on automobiles owned or
leased by an individual or by husband and wife resident in the same household that are
reported on lines 19.1, 19.2, and 21.1 of the state page of the financial annual statement.
Include:
• This covers four-wheel vehicles including station wagons, vans, or pick-up trucks
with a gross vehicle weight up to 10,000 pounds or less and not customarily
used in the occupation, profession, or business of the insured.
• Vehicles as defined above that are reported on Lines 19.1, 19.2, and 21.1 of the
state page of the financial annual statement which meet the definition of private
passenger automobiles.
• Motorcycles
• Policies where the insured’s vehicle is titled privately to the insured but is used
by the insured for work should be included, unless the coverage is written on a
commercial auto form.
• Policies written on a volunteer basis and those written through a residual market
mechanism such as assigned risk pools should be included.
• Policies written on RV’s and motor homes are included as they are licensed
vehicles that fall under the various states’ Motor Vehicle Responsibility laws.
Exclude:
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Policies written on antiques, collectibles, all-terrain vehicles, snowmobiles,
trailers, dune buggies.
Miscellaneous vehicles written on Inland Marine policies.
Other vehicles classified by ISO as miscellaneous that do not fall under the
various states’ Motor Vehicle Responsibility laws.
‘Fleet’ policies are generally considered to be a commercial policy and would not
be included unless the premium for these policies is being reported as ‘private
passenger auto’ insurance on lines 19.1, 19.2 or 21.1 of the state page of the
financial annual statement.
Non-owned vehicle insurance policies.
Lender-placed or creditor-placed policies.
Mobile/Manufactured homes intended for use as a dwelling regardless of where
[or what line] on the Statutory Annual Statement state page associated premium
is reported.

Telematics and Usage-Based Data – Data which is collected through devices
installed in a vehicle, through mobile applications, or other method. These devices then
transmit the data in real time back to insurers. Examples of usage-based data collected
via telematics includes - but is not limited to - miles driven, time of day, where the
vehicle is driven (Global Positioning System or GPS), rapid acceleration, hard braking,
hard cornering and air bag deployment.
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Regulatory Information Retrieval System (RIRS)
Proposed Coding Structure Changes
Overview

Outlined below are the Market Information Systems Research and Development (D) Working Group proposed revisions to the
Regulatory Information Retrieval System (RIRS) coding structure. These revisions address the serious deficiencies of the current coding
structure. They are designed to render greater coherency to the data structure and make the system more compatible with other
market information systems.
In brief, this proposal consists of:
1) New Record Type field to distinguish routine administrative actions from actions that are a result of an infraction or financial
impairment. This distinction is important for market analysis purposes.
2) New Modification Indicator field to link related RIRS records. Some RIRS records represent a termination, modification, or
extension of a previous RIRS record. This new field can be used to eliminate duplicate records when counting unique actions.
3) New Line of Business field to reflect infractions that arise out of activity specific to a line of business.
4) Significant Revisions to the Origin of Action, Reason for Action, and Disposition for Action codes to provide a more logical overall
data structure.

Record Type (New)
Code

Code Name

Definition

XXX

Financial Impairment

XXX

Violation

XXX

Administrative Action Only (no
violation)

XXX

Other

Action was taken by the state regulatory
authority with respect to the financial condition
of an insurer or other regulated entity.
Action was taken regarding a violation of statute New
or regulation. Excludes routine or
administrative actions that do not involve such a
violation.
A formal action taken by the state regulatory
New
authority in which no violation of statute or
regulation has occurred related to the
action. Could include such actions as rate filing
review or transfer from a state’s wind pool.
New
Any formal action that is not adequately
described by any of the above three record
types.

Modification Indicator (New)

Code
Status
New

Notes

Code
Status
New

Notes

Code

Code Name

Definition

Y

Yes

Action is a Modification to Existing RIRS Record

N

No

Action is Not a Modification to Existing RIRS
Record

New

Code
Status
New

Line of Business (New)
Code

Code Name

Definition

XXX

Accident and Health - Group

Corresponds to financial annual statement

As of 8/24/2021
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Code

Code Name

Definition

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

Accident and Health - Individual
Annuity – Group
Annuity – Individual
Auto – Commercial
Auto – Private Passenger
Bail Bonds
Commercial Liability
Commercial Property
Credit
Fidelity and Surety
Homeowner
Life - Group
Life - Individual
Long Term Care
Medical Malpractice
Medicare Supplement
Title
Workers Compensation
None
Other

Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
Corresponds to financial annual statement
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Code
Status
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Notes

Origin of Action (Revised)
The Origin of Action field is meant to provide information about the origin (source) of the regulatory action. The code(s) used should be
reflective of the source of information or activity that resulted in the regulatory action. Information about the reason (allegations)
and/or disposition (outcome) of the action should be reported in those respective fields. (max 4)
Code

Code Name

1002

FINRA

1003

Market Analysis

1005

Complaint Investigation

1007

Field Investigation

1008

Public Inquiry

1010

Routine Dept. Action

As of 8/24/2021

Definition

Code
Status
Reporting by a state insurance department of an Keep
action taken by FINRA associated with a domicile
or resident entity or individual subject to the
jurisdiction of said state insurance department.
Action resulting from market analysis, including Keep
but not limited to actions resulting from
Baseline, Level 1, or Level 2 market analysis
reviews.
Action resulting from an investigation of one or Keep
more complaints against the entity or individual.
Action resulting from a regulatory investigation Keep
and verification of circumstances through direct
communication with an entity or individual.
These investigations often involve on-site work
and would include investigations completed by
those in fraud and/or investigation units of the
department.
Concern resulting from close examination of a
Delete
matter to determine information or truth
provided by an outside party (other than the
Insurance Department, insurer, or producer).
Action resulting from recurring insurance
Keep
departmental activity not triggered by a
regulatory issue contemplated in other origin
codes. Examples of actions included in this code

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Code

Code Name

Attachment Two
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee
8/16/21

Definition
include, but are not limited to, instances where
the entity fails to file a report timely.
Action resulting from activity associated with or
related to financial aspects of the entity,
including, but not be limited to, actions taken as
result of financial filings (e.g., Risk Based Capital
(RBC) filings), financially hazardous conditions,
suspensions, rehabilitation, liquidations,
mergers, domestications, etc.
Action resulting from information or an action
taken against the Entity or individual by another
state’s Department of Insurance or other state
agency.
Action resulting from the review of an insurers
financial annual statement or market conduct
annual statement.
Action resulting from information or referral
from another state agency within the entering
state.
Action taken as the result of any type of report
filed with the Department of Insurance not
explicitly contemplated by another origin code.
This would include, but not be limited to
Statistical Filings and other state mandated
filings.
Action resulting from litigation or other legal
proceeding. This would include, but not be
limited to, actions resulting from class actions
lawsuits and other legal proceedings.
Action resulting from litigation or other legal
proceeding. This would include, but not be
limited to, actions resulting from class actions
lawsuits and other legal proceedings.
Action resulting from a market conduct
examination, including but not limited actions
resulting from targeted, comprehensive, or desk
examinations.
Action resulting from a financial examination of a
regulated entity, including but not limited to
actions taken because of routine examinations
and premium tax audits.
Concern resulting from examination of a workers
compensation insurer’s business practices and
operations in order to determine its compliance
with state insurance laws and regulations.

Code
Status

1013

Financial

1015

Information/Action by Other
State(s)

1016

Annual Statement Filing

1018

Information/Referral from
Another State Agency

1020

Insurer Report

1023

Statistical Filing

1025

Legal

1030

Market Conduct Exam

1035

Financial Exam

1040

Workers Comp Exam

1045

Combined Exam

Concern resulting from a combined Financial and Delete
Market Conduct Examination.

1050

Bankruptcy Notices

1055

Third Party Information

Concern resulting from a notice that an insurer
Delete
or producer has filed for legal insolvency,
indicating that the insurer is unable to meet
financial obligations to customers and
stockholders, or that a producer or agency has
financial issues that may impact compliance with
state insurance laws and regulations.
Action resulting from information obtained from Keep
an outside source that is not explicitly
contemplated by another origin code. This would

As of 8/24/2021

Notes

Keep

Code
Previous Code Name “Other
Name
States Action”
Change
Code
Previous Code Name “Annual
Name
Statement”
Change
Keep
Keep

May also consider Code 1010

Delete

Used by 10 states, 59 times.
Proposed alternative: (1020)
“Insurer Report”

Keep

Keep

Keep

Delete

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Code

Code Name

1060

Licensing / Company
Administration

1063

Background Check

1065

Other*

XXXX

Form/Rate/Rule Filing

XXXX

Information/Referral from
Federal Agency
Market Conduct Initiative

XXXX

XXXX

Multi-state Regulatory
Action/Settlement

XXXX

Prior Dept. Action

XXXX

Self-reported Information

Attachment Two
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee
8/16/21

Definition
include, but not be limited to actions resulting
from information contained in media coverage
and other sources of public information.
Action resulting from a regulated entity’s
licensing status. This would include but not be
limited to actions resulting from the submission
of applications by the regulatory entity, failure of
the entity to provide information in response to
an application.
Action resulting from the review of a background
check of a producer or employee of a regulated
entity. This would include but not be limited to
actions stemming from a review of criminal,
financial, or disciplinary events regardless of the
source that are not explicitly contemplated by
another origin code.
Action taken that was prompted by information,
an activity or event not contemplated by another
origin code.
Action taken as a result of a review/analysis of a
regulated entity’s policy form, rate, and/or rule
filing. This would include a review/analysis of
underwriting guidelines where such filings are
required to be made.
Action resulting from information or referral
from a Federal agency.
Action resulting from a market conduct initiative
along the continuum of regulatory responses,
including but not limited actions resulting from
interrogatories, targeted information gathering
(i.e. surveys, data calls, etc.), and policy &
procedure reviews.
Action resulting from a multi-state regulatory
action and/or settlement of a regulated entity.
This would include, but not be limited to, actions
resulting from a multi-state examination,
settlement or other coordinated activity along
the continuum or regulatory responses.
An action taken as the direct result of a prior
action taken against the entity or individual. This
would include but not be limited to failure to
comply with a previous order, lifting of prior
orders, suspensions, or restrictions.
Action taken as the result of information
voluntarily reported by the entity or individual.

Code
Status

Notes

Code
Previous Code Name “Licensing
Name
Administration”
Change

Keep

Code
Previous Code Name “Other if
Name
checked you must enter
Change description, up to 100 characters”
New

New
New

New

New

New

*If checked, you must enter a description of up to 100 characters.

Reason for Action (Revised)
The Reason for Action field is meant to provide information about the reason (allegations) for the regulatory action. The code(s) used
should be reflective of allegations associated with the action (i.e. the nature of the violation found). Information about the origin
(source) and/or disposition (outcome) of the action should be reported in those respective fields. (max 20)

As of 8/24/2021

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Claims
Code

Code Name

2015

Claim Handling

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

XXXX

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

XXXX

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

Attachment Two
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee
8/16/21

Definition

Finding of cause resulting from the process of
dealing with demands for payment of
contract/policy benefits by the insured or the
insured’s beneficiary or representative.
Claim Denials Due to Improper Improper rescission of a policy subsequent to the
Rescission
presentation of a claim.
Failure to Pay Mandated
Improper denial or reduction of coverages that
Coverages
are mandated by statute or regulation.
Failure to Provide Appropriate
Failure to provide required claim forms,
Claims Materials or Other
notifications of coverage, coinsurance,
Reasonable Assistance
deductibles, or other items necessary to properly
process a claim.
Failure to Resolve Timely /
Failure to resolve and if appropriate pay claims
Prompt Pay
within statutory timeframes. This would include
failure to comply with ‘prompt pay’ statutes
and/or regulations.
Files Not Adequately
Inadequate documentation of claims and/or
Documented
retention of claims records.
Improperly Compelling Claimant Delay or inadequate settlement offer made after
to Litigate
claim liability has become reasonably clear, thus
compelling a claimant to litigate.
Inadequate Explanations of
Deficient correspondence with a claimant or
Claims Denied / Closed Without policyholder regarding the reasons for a claim
Payment
denial, including failure to explain the policy
basis for a denial and appeal rights or other
related issue in violation of statute or regulation.
Inadequate Loss Valuation
Improper damage estimates, total loss valuations
Practices / Procedures
or other claim valuation procedures and
practices.
Inadequate / Untimely
Inadequate or untimely investigation to
Investigation
determine available coverage or liability.
Inappropriate Subrogation
Inappropriate recoupment of a loss from a liable
Practices / Procedures
third party, improper distribution of such a
recoupment, and/or other inadequate
subrogation practice and/or procedure.
Initial Contact Not Timely / Not Failure to make initial contact or failure to make
Made
initial contact with an insured or claimant within
timeframes established by statute and/or
regulation.
Misrepresentation of Coverage Available coverage was not adequately
communicated to a policyholder or claimant.
Other Claims Handling Issue*
Any other claims handling issue not described by
any other reason code and/or combination of
reason codes.
Other Improper Claims
All other improper claim handling procedures or
Settlement Practice*
practices not described by any other reason code
and/or combination of reason codes.
Other Improper Denial of Claim* All claim denial violations not included in an
above category not described by any other
reason code and/or combination of reason
codes.

Complaint Handling
Code

Code Name

Definition

XXXX

Failure to Maintain Complaint
Log

Improper documentation of consumer
complaints, both those received directly from a
consumer and via insurance departments.

As of 8/24/2021

Code
Status
Delete

Notes
Proposed alternative: use new,
more specific code(s) related to
claim handling issues

New
New
New

New

New
New
New

New
New
New

New

New
New
New
New

Code
Status
New

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Code

Code Name

XXXX

Failure to Provide Adequate
Response / Resolution to
Complaints
Failure to Timely Respond /
Manage Complaints

XXXX

XXXX

Other Complaint Handling
Issue*

Attachment Two
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee
8/16/21

Definition

Code
Status
Failure to address issues that rose in a complaint New
and take appropriate remedial actions, as
necessary.
Failure to respond to consumer complaints
New
within required time frames. This would include
but not be limited to the failure to respond to
the insurance department and/or the
complainant.
Other deficiency in complaint handling practices New
and/or procedures (including the failure to have
complaint handling procedures.) not described
by any other reason code and/or combination of
reason codes.

Escrow/Settlement, Closing or Security Deposit Funds
Code

Code Name

Definition

XXXX

Funds Submitted for Collection /
Deposited in Non-qualified
Institution
Inappropriate Disbursement
Procedures / Practices

Failure to collect and deposit funds in an
appropriate institution, such as an institution
insured by the FDIC.
Failure to disburse funds in conformity with all
New
applicable statutes and regulations. This would
include, but not be limited to escrow funds that
are applied in a way that is not in accordance
with statutes and/or regulations regarding the
handling of funds, escrow shortages, failure to
provide good funds, or Improper or Inadequate
Escrow Accounting Procedures or Controls.
Failure to pay appropriate interest in accordance New
with statute or regulation.
Any other issue not described by any other
New
reason code and/or combination of reason
codes.

XXXX

XXXX

Inappropriate Interest Paid

XXXX

Other Escrow / Settlement,
Closing or Security Deposit
Funds Issue*

Marketing & Sales
Code

Code Name

Definition

2010

Marketing & Sales

2012

Unsuitable / Inappropriate
Replacement

Finding of cause resulting from an entity’s
activities involving the marketing, advertising
and sales of products that are regulated by the
Department of Insurance.
Failure to comply with mandated replacement
and/or suitability statutes and/or regulations.

2014
2025

Misrepresentation of Insurance
Produce / Policy
Misleading Advertising

2045

Rebating

2111

Inappropriate Sales or
Solicitation to a Military Service
Member

As of 8/24/2021

Deceptive representations regarding the nature
of an insurance product.
Use of advertising that does not comply with
applicable state statutes and/or regulations,
including but not limited to false and/or
misleading advertising.
Improperly providing monetary inducements to
purchase coverage.
Inappropriate sales and/or solicitation of
insurance products to military service member,
including but not limited to violations of the
Military Sales Practices Model Regulation or

Code
Status
New

Notes

Notes

Code
Notes
Status
Delete Proposed alternative: use new,
more specific code(s) related to
marketing and sales
Code Previous Code Name “Life
Name Insurance Replacement Violation”
Change
Typically related to life insurance
or annuities
Keep
Code Previous Code Name “Advertising”
Name
Change
Keep
Keep

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Code

Code Name

2112

Inappropriate Sales or
Solicitation on a Military
Installation**

XXXX

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

Attachment Two
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee
8/16/21

Definition

similar state statute and/or regulation.
Inappropriate sales or solicitation of insurance
products on a military installation, including but
not limited to violations of the Military Sales
Practices Model Regulation or similar state
statute and/or regulation.
Disclosure / Outline of Coverage Inadequate procedures to provide full disclosure
Inadequate / Not Timely / Not
or appropriate outline of coverage to consumers
Provided
in connection with the sale of an insurance
product.
Failure to Provide Adequate
Training materials and communications with
Producer Training, Education,
producers fail to comply with statute or
Compliance Oversight
regulation.
Illustrations Inadequate / Not
Sales materials and exhibits fail to contain all
Timely / Not Provided
required information, disclaimers, or are
otherwise misleading.
Other Marketing & Sales Issue* Any of marketing and sales violation not
described by any other reason code and/or
combination of reason codes.
Other Unfair Marketing & Sales Any other unfair marketing and sales practice
Practice*
not described by any other reason code and/or
combination of reason codes.

Operations & Management
Code

Code Name

Definition

2028

TPA Violation

Finding of cause resulting from non-compliance
with a state’s Third Party Administrator (TPA)
laws and regulations.

2039

Failure to Maintain Adequate
Books & Records

2065
2070

Notice of Financial Impairment
from Another State
Financial Impairment

2072

Cure of Financial Impairment

2080

Dissolution

2100

No Certificate of Authority

2101

Exceeded Certificate of
Authority

Records are incomplete, inaccessible,
inconsistent, or disordered, or fail to conform to
state record retention laws.
Notification from another state of financial
impairment.
Finding of cause resulting from an insurer having
insufficient assets, capital, policyholder surplus,
or reserves to meet financial obligations to
customers and stockholders and is therefore
ineligible to transact insurance business in the
state.
Used when Financial Impairment was reported,
where an insurer was found to be ineligible to
transact insurance business, has remedied the
problem; is now considered solvent and eligible
to transact insurance business.
Finding of cause resulting from notification that a
producer firm or insurer has been dissolved,
disbanded, or liquidated as a corporation.
Finding of cause resulting from an insurer
engaging in the business of insurance in a state
without authorization from the Department of
Insurance.
Engaging in activities not contemplated within
the scope of authority of an existing certificate of
authority. This could include, but not be limited
to, writing lines of business not covered by the
existing certificate of authority and/or exceeding

As of 8/24/2021

Code
Status

Notes

Keep

New

New
New
New
New

Code
Notes
Status
Delete Proposed alternative: (XXXX)
“Failure to Adequately Supervise
MGAs, TPAs, or Other 3rd Party
Contractor”
Code Previous Code Name “Failure to
Name Maintain Books & Records”
Change
Keep
Keep

Keep

Keep
Keep

Code Previous Code Name “Certification
Name Violation”
Change

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Code

Code Name

2102

Unauthorized Insurance
Business

XXXX

Failure to Adequately Supervise
MGAs, TPAs, or Other 3rd Party
Contractor

XXXX

Inadequate Appeals Practices /
Procedures

XXXX

Inadequate External /
Independent Review Practices /
Procedures

XXXX

Inadequate Grievance Practices
/ Procedures

XXXX

Inadequate Internal / External
Audit Practices / Procedures

XXXX

Inadequate Network

XXXX

Inadequate Provider
Credentialing / Monitoring

XXXX

Inadequate Safeguards for
Security of Data & Information

XXXX

Inadequate Utilization Review
Practices / Procedures

As of 8/24/2021

Definition

Attachment Two
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee
8/16/21

Code
Status

Notes

geographical boundaries associated with the
existing certificate of authority.
Finding of cause resulting from an entity
Delete Proposed alternative: (2100) “No
engaging in actions that are regulated as the
Certificate of Authority” and/or
business of insurance without authorization from
(2101) “Exceeded Certificate of
the Department of Insurance in the state.
Authority”
New
Failure to exercise an appropriate level of
oversight of third parties that assume a business
function and act on behalf of an insurer.
Example: An MGA that is not operating in
accordance with statutes and/or regulations
regarding the supervisory responsibility for the
local and field operations of an insurer.
Improper or inadequate procedures to appeal
New
unsatisfactory claim outcomes.
Examples: First-level appeals are reviewed by a
qualified medical practitioner. Second-level
review processes conform to applicable statute
and/or regulation.
Failure to provide appropriate cost-free access to New
an independent external body to review medical
determinations in relations to the terms of a
policy or applicable statute and/or regulation.
Failure to adhere to policy provisions regarding
New
the handling of complaints or appeals by
consumers or health care providers.
Company failed to implement proper
New
surveillance procedures to ensure the absence of
significant structural or systemic problems with
core functions.
New
Failure to provide timely and local access to
healthcare providers in accordance with policy
provisions or state and/or federal requirements.
Example: A health plan network that is not in
accordance with requirements mandated by
statute and/or regulation related to a network
adequacy.
Failure to ensure that contracted providers are
New
properly licensed and practicing within the scope
of their license and at the contracted location.
New
Failure to adequately preserve the privacy of
confidential or sensitive information. This would
include but not be limited to, improper
disclosure within a regulated entity, failure of
procedures to maintain the integrity of company
information stored in electronic or other media,
failure to provide appropriate privacy disclosures
to consumers, or to notify consumers of security
breaches.
Example: Failure to maintain adequate
information controls, data backup and recovery
systems, or to restrict access to sensitive
information.
Improper procedures or practices associated
New
with monitoring the use, delivery, or efficiency of
medical services by insureds.

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Code

Code Name

Definition

XXXX

Quality Assurance Violation

XXXX

Other Operations &
Management Issue*

Inappropriate or inadequate procedures or
practices associated with conducting quality
assessments and improving health outcomes,
including adequately communicating such
procedures to health care providers.
Any other management and operations issue not New
described by any other reason code and/or
combination of reason codes.

Policyholder Service
Code

Code Name

2020

Policyholder Service

XXXX

COBRA Non-compliance

XXXX

HIPPA Non-compliance

XXXX

Improper Processing of Free
Looks

XXXX

Improper Processing of
Nonforfeitures

XXXX

Improper Processing of
Reinstatements

XXXX

Premium / Billing Notices
Inadequate / Not Timely / Not
Provided

XXXX

Other Required Notification /
Correspondence Inadequate /
Not Timely / Not Provided

XXXX

Reasonable Attempts to Locate
Policyholder Not Made
Other Policy Holder Service
Issue*

XXXX

Code
Status
New

Notes

Definition

Code
Notes
Status
Finding of cause resulting from a company’s
Delete Proposed alternative: use new,
service to owners of insurance policies, including
more specific code(s) related to
complaints, customer service, claims or any
policyholder service
other service.
Improper documentation of eligibility for group New
health insurance coverage.
Improper handling of private electronic claims
New
records or other patient information.
Failure to remit a full refund if a policy is
New
returned with required timeframes; or to adhere
to any other free-look provisions prescribed by
the policy or by statute or regulation.
Failure to secure a policyholder’s interest in a
New
policy in the event the policy lapses, in
accordance with policy provisions or statute
and/or regulation.
Differential treatment of similarly situated
New
individuals with respect to reinstatement rights
provided under the policy or as required by state
law or regulation.
Failure to provide billing notices and/or notify
New
consumers of premiums due within timeframes
established by statute and/or regulation. This
would include instances where billing notices are
inadequate and/or did not contain information
required by statutes and/or regulations.
Failure to make any other required notification
New
and/or made the notification in a timely manner.
This would include instances where notices are
inadequate and/or did not contain information
required by statutes and/or regulations.
No reasonable attempt was made to locate
New
policyholders or beneficiaries.
Any other policyholder service issue not
New
described by any other reason code and/or
combination of reason codes, including but not
limited to a failure to provide notification of
changes in customer service telephone numbers
or locations, failure to promptly answer
telephone calls or electronic inquiries, or failure
to clearly identify the name of the underwriter
on correspondence.

Producer Licensing

As of 8/24/2021
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Code

Code Name

2026

Premium Finance Act Violation

2027
2030

2032

2037

2042
2055

2056

2058

2059

2060

Attachment Two
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee
8/16/21

Definition

Finding of cause resulting from non-compliance
with the premium finance act, including but not
limited to licensing, record-keeping, policy
notices and contractual charges.
Surplus Lines Violation
A producer committed a violation of statutes
and/or regulations related to surplus lines
business.
Failure to Meet Continuing
A producer failed to meet the mandatory
Education Requirements
continuing education requirements. This would
also include instances where the producer failed
to maintain one or more qualifications to hold a
license.
Continuing Education
A producer deficient in respects to meeting
Requirements Met
mandated continuing education requirements is
now compliant. This would also include instances
where the failure to maintain a qualification
required to hold a license has been rectified.
Failure to Notify Department of A producer failed to notify the department of a
Address Change
change in address in accordance with statutes
and/or regulations. This would include instances
where the producer failed to notify the
department in a timely manner.
Failure to Pay Child Support /
A producer license was denied, suspended, or
Student Loans
revoked due to the producer failing to pay child
support and/or student loans.
Producer / Adjuster / Other Not A producer is not properly licensed to transact
Properly Licensed
business for a given line of insurance; or adjuster
not properly licensed according to statute or
regulation.
Demonstrated Lack of Fitness or Action taken on a producer license due to a
Trustworthiness
demonstrated lack of fitness and/or
trustworthiness. Action could include, but not be
limited to, licensure denial, suspension,
revocation, or probation.
Misstatement on Application
Action taken on a producer license due to a
misstatement on the application. Action could
include, but not be limited to, licensure denial,
suspension, revocation, or probation.
Failure to Make Required
Action taken on a producer license due to the
Disclosure on Application
failure to make a required disclosure on the
application. Action could include, but not be
limited to, licensure denial, suspension,
revocation, or probation.
Producer / Adjuster / Other Not A producer or adjuster is not properly appointed
Properly Appointed
to an insurer as required by statute or regulation.

2061

Selling for Unlicensed Insurer

2062

Allowed Business from Agent
Not Appointed / Licensed

2063

Employed Unlicensed
Individuals

2064

Paid Commission to Unappointed Agents

As of 8/24/2021

Code
Notes
Status
Delete Used by 4 states, 5 times.
Proposed alternative: use
appropriate “other” code
Keep
Keep

Keep

Keep

Code Previous Code Name “Failure to
Name Pay Child Support”
Change
Code Previous Code Name “No License”
Name
Change
Keep

Keep

Code Previous Code Name “Failure to
Name Make Required Disclosure on
Change
application”
Code Previous Code Name “Not
Name Appointed”
Change
Keep

A producer solicited on behalf of an unlicensed
insurer.
Finding of cause resulting from an insurer
Delete Proposed alternative: (2055)
accepting policy applications from producers at a
“Producer / Adjuster / Other Not
time when they were not licensed or under
Properly Licensed” and/or (2060)
appointment with that insurer as required by the
“Producer / Adjuster / Other Not
state’s laws and the company’s requirements.
Properly Appointed”
Finding of cause resulting from employees of a
Delete Proposed alternative: (2055)
producer or insurer conducting the business of
“Producer / Adjuster / Other Not
insurance without required authorization or
Properly Licensed”
license from the Department of Insurance.
Finding of cause resulting from an insurer or
Delete Proposed alternative: (2060)
producer providing payment or sharing of
“Producer / Adjuster / Other Not
commissions to producers who are not
Properly Appointed”

© 2021 National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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Code

Code Name

2097

Bail Bond Forfeiture Judgment

2075

Failure to Report Other State
Action

2104

Failure to Remit Premiums to
Insurer
Misappropriation of Premium
Forgery / Fraud

2105
2106

2107

Criminal Record / History

2108

Criminal Proceedings

XXXX

Producer / Adjuster Not
Properly Terminated

XXXX

Other Producer / Adjuster
Licensing Issue*

XXXX

Failure to Account for Premium
Funds
Failure to Maintain Separate
Fiduciary Account

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

Commingling of Premiums with
Personal Funds
Other Fiduciary/Accounting
Violation*

Underwriting & Rating

Attachment Two
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee
8/16/21

Definition
appointed with the issuing insurer.
Action taken on a producer license was due to a
bail bond forfeiture judgment. Action could
include, but not be limited to, licensure denial,
suspension, revocation, or probation.
Action was taken on a producer license due to
the failure to report an action taken by another
state. Action could include, but not be limited to,
licensure denial, suspension, revocation, or
probation.
A producer failed to remit premiums to an
insurer.
A producer misappropriated premium.
A producer committed forgery and/or fraud. This
would include, but not be limited to, forgery of
an insurance application, providing false
evidence insurance, misrepresentation to insurer
to obtain policy benefits and/or commission, and
other acts of dishonest or fraud.
Example: Misrepresentation to insurer to obtain
a life insurance policy with the intent to sell
interests in the proceeds.
Action taken on a producer license due a criminal
record and/or history. Action could include, but
not be limited to, licensure denial, suspension,
revocation, or probation.
Action taken on a producer license due to
criminal proceedings. Action could include, but
not be limited to, licensure denial, suspension,
revocation, or probation.
Failure to adhere to all statutes and regulations
regarding the termination of a producer, such as
notification requirements to both the producer
and the relevant regulation bodies.
Any other violation with respect to licensure and
appointment of producers or adjusters not
described by any other reason code and/or
combination of reason codes.
Failure to maintain records showing the deposit,
handling, and proper remittance premium funds.
Failure to create a fiduciary account for the
deposit and remittance of premiums separate
from agency operating funds.
Failure to keep premium funds separate from
personal funds.
A fiduciary violation not included in an above
category, not described by any other reason
code, or combination of reason codes

Code

Code Name

Definition

2005

Underwriting

Finding of cause resulting from the process of
selecting, classifying, and rejecting risks in order
to assign appropriate rates to insureds.

2050

Rate Violation

Finding of cause resulting from use of premium
rates not filed with the Department of Insurance,

As of 8/24/2021

Code
Status

Notes

Keep

Keep

Keep
Keep
Code Previous Code Name “Forgery”
Name
Change

Keep

Keep

New

New

New
New
New
New.

Code
Notes
Status
Delete Proposed alternative: use new,
more specific code(s) related to
underwriting
Delete Proposed alternative: use new,
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Code

Code Name

XXXX

Inadequate or Excessive Rate

XXXX

Incorrect Application of Rate

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
2053
XXXX
XXXX

XXXX
2003

XXXX

XXXX
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Definition

or not aligned with rates that have been filed, or
use of inadequate procedures to determine
premium rates.
Rates are either excessive or inadequate in
New
relation to expected exposure presented by the
risk and/or expected losses, as defined by statute
and/or regulation.
New
Actual rates charged deviate from the insurer’s
established rates or rating plan. This would
include, but not be limited to, instances where
rates charged are not in accordance with state
mandates, filed, do not adhere to filings, and/or
improper documentation of modifications exists.

Example: Inconsistent application of scheduled
rating plan across eligible risks.
Rates Not Filed / Approved
The use of rates that have not been filed or
approved by the state insurance department as
required by statute or regulation.
Rates Unfairly Discriminatory
Like risks are charged different rates in a way not
justified by expected loss costs.
Use of Prohibited Rating Factors Use of factors for rating prohibited by statute or
regulation.
Other Rating Issue*
Any improper rating practice not described by
any other reason code and/or combination of
reason codes.
Forms Not Filed &/or Approved The use of insurance forms that have not been
properly filed or approved by the appropriate
regulatory authority.
Improper Question on
Insurance application contains improper
Application
questions or otherwise not in accordance with
applicate statutes and/or regulations.
Mandated Coverages / Offerings Failure to provide coverage for benefits required
Not Provided
by statute or regulation. This would include, but
not be limited to, using forms that do not comply
with statutes and/or regulations regarding
mandated and/or required coverages.
Other Forms Issue*
Any other form violation not described by any
other reason code and/or combination of reason
codes.
Cancellation / Non- Renewal
Notice of the termination of coverage was not
Notice Inadequate / Not Timely issued, was not issued within timeframes
/ Not Provided
prescribed by statute or policy provisions. This
would include instances where notices are
inadequate and/or did not contain information
required by statutes and/or regulations.
Mandatory Disclosures /
Improper issuance of disclosures or notifications,
Notifications Inadequate / Not
in violation of policy provisions, statute, or
Timely / Not Provided
regulation. This would include notices of
mandated coverage, disclosure of preexisting
condition exclusions, or disclosure that credit
insurance is optional and not a condition for loan
approval. It does not include cancellation or
nonrenewal notices, which have a separate code.
Unfairly Discriminatory
Underwriting practices that treat like risks
Underwriting Practices /
differently and violate statutes and/or
Procedures
regulations regarding the fair treatment of risks.

As of 8/24/2021

Code
Status

Notes
more specific code(s) related to
rating violations

New
New
New
New
Code Previous Code Name “Use of
Name Unapproved Forms”
Change
New
New

New
Code Previous Code Name “Failure to
Name Send Required Cancellation / NonChange
Renewal Notice”
New

New
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Code

Code Name

Definition

XXXX

Other Cancellation /
Nonrenewal / Recession Issue*

Any other improper termination of coverage not
described by any other reason code and/or
combination of reason codes.

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

Code
Status
New

Notes

Example: Rescissions made for non-material
misrepresentations.
Declination Notice – Inadequate Failure to issue notify an applicant or failure to
New
/ Not Timely / Not Provided
timely notify an applicant that coverage is
rejected as required by statute and/or
regulation. This would include instance where
notices where inadequate and/or did not contain
information required by statutes and/or
regulations.
Other Declination Issue*
Other inappropriate declination not described by New
any other reason code and/or combination of
reason codes.

Other Underwriting Issue*

Miscellaneous
Code

Code

2007

Market Conduct Examination

2074

Other States Action

2029

Unfair Insurance Practices Act
Violation

2035

Failure to Cooperate with
Examination / Investigation /
Inquiry

2036

Late or Incomplete Response

As of 8/24/2021

Example: Failure to adhere to internal
underwriting guidelines.
Any other violation related to the determination New
of eligibility for coverage, not described by any
other reason code and/or combination of reason
codes.

Definition

Code
Notes
Status
Finding of cause resulting from examination of
Delete Describes origin of action
the business practices and operations of an
Proposed alternative: (1030)
entity in order to determine its compliance with
“Market Conduct Exam” Origin of
state insurance laws and regulations.
Action code and select the
appropriate Reason Code(s) that
apply to underlying reason for the
action.
Finding of cause resulting from another state’s
Delete Describes origin of action
Department of Insurance activity about an issue
Proposed alternative: (1015)
which also affects the entering state.
“Other States Action” Origin of
Action code and select the
appropriate Reason Code(s) that
apply to underlying reason for the
action.
Finding of cause resulting from unfair methods of Delete Proposed alternative: use new,
competition or deceptive acts being used, from
more specific code(s) related to
this Act or the Unfair Trade Practices Act as
unfair insurance practices
applied to the business of insurance.
Other failure to cooperate with an examination Code Previous Code Name “Failure to
or investigation. This would include, but not be
Name Respond”
limited to, failure to respond to appropriate
Change
requests for information and/or providing
If the issue is late or incomplete
inaccurate or misleading information.
response, then use 2036.
Failure to respond timely and/or failure to
Keep
provide a complete response in response to a
request for information. This would include, but
not be limited to failure to submit timely and
complete mandated filings such as statistical
reports and annual reports.
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Code

Code

Definition

2038

Failure to Comply with Previous
Order

2040
2085
2087
2090
2095
2103

Failure to Timely File
Failure to Pay Tax
Failure to Pay Fees
Failure to Pay Fine
Failure to Pay Assessment
Fiduciary Violation

Failure to comply with an order pertaining to
corrective action, as determined by a follow-up
examination, investigation, or other means.
Failure to make a filing in a timely manner.
Failure to pay tax.
Failure to pay fees.
Failure to pay fine.
Failure to pay an assessment.
Finding of cause resulting from producers
violating positions of trust in relation to insurers
and policyholders.

2110

Reconsideration

2115

Other Miscellaneous*

The Department of Insurance has re-evaluated a
Regulatory Action because of new information
received or because the entity has corrected the
cause of action.
Any other reason not described by any other
reason code and/or combination of reason
codes.

*If checked, you must enter a description of up to 100 characters.

Code
Status
Keep

Notes

Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
Delete Proposed alternative: use new,
more specific code(s) related to
fiduciary violations
Keep

Code Previous Code Name “Other*
Name (enter up to 100 char)”
Change

**If code (2112) is checked, please enter the name of the Military Base in the ‘(xxxx) Other Marketing & Sales Issue*’ box.

Disposition for Action (Revised)
The Disposition field is meant to provide information about the disposition (outcome) of the regulatory action. The code(s) used should
be reflective of the outcome of the action. In other words what happened as a result of the action. Information about the reason
(allegations) and/or origin (source) of the action should be reported in those respective fields. (max 4)
Code

Code Name

Definition

3001

License, Denied

3003

License, Suspended

3004
3006

License, Cancelled
License, Revoked

3009

License, Probation

3010

License, Conditional

3011

License, Supervision

The entity or individual applied for a new
license or attempted to renew a license and it
was denied
The entity or individual’s license was
suspended. The entity or individual is
temporarily prohibited from engaging in the
business of insurance.
The entity or individual’s license was cancelled.
The entity or individual’s license was revoked;
The entity or individual is prohibited from
engaging in the business of insurance.
The entity or individual’s license is subject to a
probationary period during which the entity or
individual is obligated to comply with certain
standards and/or conditions specified by the
issuing authority or the license can be
cancelled, revoked or suspended.
The entity or individual’s license is issued on a
conditional basis under which the entity or
individual must meet certain standards and/or
conditions specified by the issuing authority
before an unrestricted license can be issued.
Failure to meet the conditions may result in
license being cancelled, revoked, or suspended
by the issuing authority.
The entity or individual’s license is under
supervision of the issuing authority and the

As of 8/24/2021

Code
Status
Keep

Notes

Keep

Keep
Keep
Keep

Keep

Keep
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Code

3012
3013

3014
3015

3016
3021

3023

3025

3026

3028
3029

3031
3034
3036
3042

Code Name
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Definition

entity or individual is subject to a formal
supervisory plan regarding a hazardous
financial condition or non-compliant business
practice. Failure to comply with the
supervisory plan may result in the license
being cancelled, revoked, or suspended by the
issuing authority.
License, Reinstatement
The license of an entity or individual was
reinstated.
License, Granted
A license was granted to an entity or individual
as a result of an administrative process
regarding a prior action to deny, cancel or
revoke a license.
License, Surrendered
The entity or individual’s license was ordered
to surrender the license.
License, Voluntarily Surrendered
The entity or individual’s license was
voluntarily surrendered by the entity or
individual. This disposition is typically
associated with situations where the entity or
individual agreed to voluntarily surrender the
license in lieu of the issuing authority pursuing
additional administrative action.
License, Other*
Any other disposition related to an entity or
individual license not described by any other
disposition code or combination of codes.
Certificate of Authority, Denied
The entity’s application for a certificate of
authority or an expansion of an existing
certificate of authority was denied by the
issuing authority.
Certificate of Authority,
The regulated entity’s certificate of authority
Suspended
was suspended for a specific time period.
During this time period, the entity is prohibited
from engaging in the business of insurance in
the affected jurisdiction.
Certificate of Authority,
The suspension of regulated entity’s certificate
Suspension Extended
of authority was extended beyond the initial
suspension period. The temporary prohibition
from engaging in the business of insurance in
the affected jurisdiction is continued.
Certificate of Authority, Revoked
The regulated entity’s certificate of authority
was revoked. The entity prohibited from
engaging in the business of insurance in the
affected jurisdiction.
Certificate of Authority, Expired
The entity failed to take the appropriate action
to renew or continue its certificate of
authority.
Certificate of Authority, Probation The regulated entity’s certification of authority
is subject to a probationary period during
which the entity is obligated to comply with
certain standards and/or conditions specified
by the issuing authority or the certificate of
authority can be cancelled, revoked or
suspended.
Certificate of Authority, Reinstated The regulated entity’s certificate of authority
was reinstated.
Certificate of Authority,
The entity surrendered its certificate of
Surrendered
authority.
Certificate of Authority, Other*
Any other disposition related to a certificate of
authority not described by any other
disposition code or combination of codes.
Cease and Desist from Violations
The entity was ordered to cease and desist

As of 8/24/2021

Code
Status

Notes

Keep
Keep

Keep
Keep

Keep
Keep

Keep

Keep

Keep

Keep
Keep

Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep
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Code

3043
3044

3045

3046

3047

3048
3049

Code Name
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Definition

from engaging in specific activities that are not
compliant with insurance statutes, rules,
and/or regulations of the issuing jurisdiction.
Cease and Desist from all
The entity or individual was ordered to cease
Insurance Activity
and desist from engaging in the business of
insurance.
Remedial Measures Ordered
The entity or individual was ordered to take
specific action in order to remediate a
situation which caused harm to one or more
persons as a result of one or more acts taken
by the entity or individual.
Consent Order
The entity or individual entered into a
voluntary agreement in order to resolve the
issue regulatory issue that is the subject of the
action.
Stipulated Agreement/Order from The entity or individual entered into a
a commissioner
stipulated agreement which was approved via
a formal process (i.e. approved by an
administrative law judge or hearing examiner)
in order to resolve the issue regulatory issue
that is the subject of the action.
Previous Order Vacated / Stayed / A previous order under which the entity or
Set Aside
individual was subject has been set aside,
nullified, cancelled, or rescinded. Or an order
that postpones or suspends a previous order.
Ordered to Provide Requested
The entity or individual has been ordered to
Information
produce information requested by the
jurisdiction under its statutory authority.
Stayed Order
The Department of Insurance stops a
previously issued order from being put into
effect.

3051

Final Agency Order

3052

Ordered to Comply with Specific
Statute or Regulation

3055

Reprimanded / Censured

3060

Hearing Waiver

3065

Show Cause

3070

Re-exam

3075

Rescission of

3076

Involuntary Forfeiture

As of 8/24/2021

The final agency order was issued against the
entity or individual.
The entity or individual was ordered comply
with a specific insurance statute, rule, and/or
regulation.
The entity or individual was formally
reprimanded or censured.
The entity or individual waived their right to a
hearing.
An order directing the entity or individual to
appear before the reporting jurisdiction to
explain why they took or failed to act or why
the reporting jurisdiction should or should not
grant some relief.
The Department of Insurance orders a followup examination of an entity to ensure
compliance with state laws and regulations.
The Department of Insurance retracts a
previous action or order. An additional
Disposition code must be selected to identify
what was rescinded. If Other is selected, text
explanation must be entered into the Other
action disposition field.
The Department of Insurance requires the
surrender of the authority of an individual or
firm to engage in the business of insurance in
the state because of a crime, offense, or

Code
Status

Notes

Keep
Keep

Keep

Keep

Code Previous Code Name “Previous
Name Order Vacated”
Change
Keep
Delete Used by 3 states, 10 times.
Proposed alternative: (3047)
“Previous Order Vacated / Stayed /
Set Aside”
Keep
Keep
Code Previous Code Name
Name “Reprimanded”
Change
Keep
Keep

Delete Used by 4 states, 11 times.
Proposed alternative: (3105)
“Other”
Keep

Delete Used by 0 states, 0 times.
Proposed alternatives: (3102)
“Monetary Penalty” or (3103)
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Code

Code Name

3078

Restitution

3079

Suspended from Writing New
Business; Renewals Ok

3080

Supervision

3085

Rehabilitation

3090

Liquidation

3095

Conservatorship

3097

Hearing

3100

Receivership

3101

Ancillary Receivership

3102

Monetary Penalty

3103

Aggregate Monetary Penalty

3104

Settlement

3105

Other*
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Definition
breach of contract.
The entity or individual was ordered to pay
restitution in order to compensate one or
more persons or entities harmed by actions of
the regulated or unauthorized entity or
individual.
The entity is prohibited from writing new
business. However, it is still permitted to
service current policyholders.
The financial condition of the entity was
placed under supervision and being closely
monitored by the jurisdiction.
The entity was found to be financially impaired
or insolvent. Action is being taken to restore
the impaired or insolvent entity to sound
financial standing.
The entity was found to be insolvent and
unable to become viable. Action is being taken
to liquidate the entity.
The entity and its financial condition are being
evaluated to determine whether the
policyholders and creditors will be best served
by liquidation, rehabilitation, or returning the
entity to private management.
A hearing was brought about as are result of
the action against the entity or individual.
The entity was placed into receivership by
jurisdiction in which the entity is legally
domiciled.
The entity was placed into receivership by a
jurisdiction other than the jurisdiction in which
the entity is legally domiciled.
Monetary fine or penalty imposed on a single
entity or individual in a single action for one or
more violations of insurance statutes, rules,
and/or regulations.
Monetary fine or penalty imposed on one or
more entities or individuals in a single action
for one or more violations of insurance
statutes, rules, and/or regulations.
The Department of Insurance negotiates an
agreement with an entity without legal action
or litigation being undertaken.
Any other disposition not described by any
other disposition code or combination of
codes.

Code
Status
Keep

Notes
“Aggregated Monetary Penalty”

Keep
Keep
Keep

Keep
Keep

Keep
Keep
Keep
Keep

Keep

Keep
Keep

* If checked, you must enter a description of up to 100 characters.

As of 8/24/2021
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Draft: 6/21/21

Market Conduct Examination Guidelines (D) Working Group
Virtual Meeting
June 10, 2021
The Market Conduct Examination Guidelines (D) Working Group of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D)
Committee met June 10, 2021. The following Working Group members participated: Damion Hughes, Chair, and Dennis
Newman (CO); Erica Weyhenmeyer, Vice Chair (IL); Mel Heaps, Teri Ann Mecca and Crystal Phelps (AR); Sarah Borunda
and Catherine O’Neil (AZ); Kurt Swan (CT); Susan Jennette and Frank Pyle (DE); Sarah Crittenden (GA); Lindsay Bates and
Daniel Mathis (IA); Lori Cunningham and Ron Kreiter (KY); Mary Lou Moran (MA); Isaac Kane (MI); Paul Hanson (MN);
Cynthia Amann, Jo LeDuc and Win Nickens (MO); ); Laura Arp, Martin Swanson and Reva Vandevoorde (NE); Tracy Biehn
(NC); Edwin Pugsley (NH); Ralph Boeckman (NJ); Jennifer Catechis and Myra Morris (NM); Hermoliva Abejar and Barbara
D. Richardson (NV); Sylvia Lawson, Sharon Ma, Mark McLeod and Elvis Soto (NY); Rodney Beetch (OH); Landon Hubbart
and Shelly Scott (OK); Alex Cheng, Brian Fordham and Tashia Sizemore (OR); Gary Jones and Chris Monahan (PA); Stacie
Parker and Matthew Tarpley (TX); Julie Fairbanks, Joy Morton and Bryan Wachter (VA); Christopher Antoine and Mary
Block (VT); Jeanette Plitt (WA); Barbara Belling, Diane Dambach, Darcy Paskey, Rebecca Rebholz, MaryKay Rodriguez and
Jody Ullman (WI); and Desiree Mauller (WV). Also participating was: Matt Gendron (RI).
1.

Heard Opening Remarks

Mr. Hughes introduced himself as the new chair of the Working Group, and he also introduced Ms. Weyhenmeyer as the new
vice chair of the Working Group. Mr. Hughes reminded all attendees that this Working Group is the successor Working Group
to the 2020 Market Conduct Examination Standards (D) Working Group.
2.

Discussed New Draft Title Standardized Data Requests (SDRs) for Inclusion in the Reference Documents of the Market
Regulation Handbook

Mr. Hughes said that comments were received on the new Title In Force and the Title Claims SDRs from Rhode Island,
Nebraska, Colorado, the Center for Economic JusticeCEJ and the American Land Title AssociationALTA. Mr. Gendron
presented his comments, indicating that since most states use the NPN field, the field should not be removed from the SDRs,
as suggested by interested parties during the last call. Ms. Vandevoorde presented her comments, agreeing with Mr. Gendron
that the NPN field should remain in the SDRs. Ms. Vandevoorde reminded the Working Group that the purpose of the SDRs
is that they are designed to be modified, and therefore, the SDRs are a listing of fields that might be requested, but not every
single field may be requested by a state market conduct examiner. She said that states that do not need a NPN can remove it
from the standardized data request. Mr. Hughes agreed, saying that SDRs are designed to be flexible to meet examiners’ needs.
Mr. Newman presented his comments, indicating that he had no changes to the Title In Force SDR. He recommended reordering
the fields in the Title Claims SDR as outlined in his comment letter, so that it has a more logical flow, with regard regarding
date-related fields.
Birny Birnbaum (CEJ) said that his written comments were fairly self-explanatory, and the highlights of those include the
following. In the Title In Force SDR: 1) the field PolTyp should include the policy form identifier that the company is using,
as it may provide valuable information about the type of policy and type of coverage issued (he suggested that the policy form
identifier also be added to the Title Claims SDR); 2) in the description of the PolTyp2 field – “reissue” is a rate, not a type of
a policy form; 3) in the description of the field “PropTyp”” – “residential” typically means 1-4 family residential, but it is
unclear if this field is needed if an examiner has requested a policy form identifier, which will indicate whether the policy is
residential or commercial; 4) the fields “Closing Protection Letter,” “Closing Protection Letter Fee,” “Arbitration,” and “Base
Premium” should be added; 5) the field “Endorse” should identify endorsements used, not just that there were endorsements;
and a field “Endorsement Premium” should be added to reflect premium charges associated with each endorsement; and 6) Mr.
Birnbaum suggested using codes “Purchase,” “Refinance,” and “Other” instead of yes/no fields.
Mr. Birnbaum suggested that in the Title Claims SDR: the following fields be added: 1) a field “Arbitration” similar to the
“Litigation” fields found in the SDR; 2) a field “Reason Codes for Claim Denials;” 3) the fields “Outcome of Litigation;”
“Claim Settlement Expense;” and the fields “Litigation Expense” and “Arbitration Expense” (a subset of settlement expense).
Mr. Birnbaum suggested changing yes/no in fields like “Is Claim Currently in Litigation” to data fields like “Date Litigation
Initiated.” “Status of Litigation” (where in the description field he suggested the language “ongoing, settled, court verdict,
appeal of verdict, court proceedings concluded”); “Date Litigation Concluded;” and “Outcome of Litigation,” where in the
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description field he suggested the language: “1 if insurer paid no more than pre-litigation offer, 2 if insurer paid more than prelitigation offer.”
Steve Gottheim (ALTA) said the instructions that examiners provide to a regulated entity with these SDRs should allow for
“Blank If None” on most fields, if not all fields, because the type of information requested on the Title In Force and Title
Claims SDRs is above and beyond what title insurers routinely collect in their policy databases. Mr. Gottheim said since a title
agent is not the insurer’s agent for the purpose of closing a loan, information such as “closing file number,” “address of subject
property,” etc. are not available to the title insurer, and the insurer would therefore need to obtain the information from multiple
sources, which has a significant associated cost, and additional time would be needed. Mr. Gottheim said that title insurers only
have access to data that is on the face of the policy. Additionally, Mr. Gottheim said that a significant portion of the information
requested in the Title SDRs which is accessible to title insurers, is not in a single consolidated system; thus to provide the
information requested in the SDRs, the title insurer would need to utilize significant manual efforts. Mr. Gottheim said that in
both SDRs, clarification is needed for several fields, regarding what type of information examiners are requesting the title
insurer provide, and he said that some fields may be repetitive or ask for information not related to title insurance. Mr. Gottheim
asked what timeline would be provided by examiners to an insurer who has to obtain information from external sources, and
he asked if such information could be requested by examiners in a follow up inquiry, instead of up front. Mr. Gottheim added
that information requested in an SDR may not be held in one database and would therefore not be easily condensed into a
report.
Mr. Gendron said that Rhode Island market conduct examiners would have concerns regarding blank items appearing in a
regulated entity’s response to an SDR. He said that the Rhode Island Division of Insurance requests that a regulated entity
respond to a SDR with a signed Certificate of Completeness which indicates that their answer is complete. Mr. Gendron said
when there is a blank in a response, when accompanied by a Certificate of Completeness, it indicates that the regulated entity
either does not have the information or it does not have access to the information; it does not signify that the regulated entity
will provide the information to RI at a later time. Mr. Gottheim said regarding blanks in regulated entity responses to SDRs, if
the title insurer does not have the information to respond to a particular field in an SDR, they will leave it blank, and he
suggested that it be acceptable to examiners if such missing information could be provided by a regulated entity at a later date.
Mr. Gottheim said with regard to endorsements, sometimes a title insurer may obtain from a title agent a total premium, but
not its components (the base premium, a list of endorsements and their associated premiums).Mr. Birnbaum said that regarding
endorsements and associated premium, which are not shown on the face of a title policy, it is reasonable for examiners to ask
a title insurer regarding the endorsements and the premium for each, since it is a logical expectation that a title insurer would
be able to provide information to examiners regarding how a total title insurance premium was derived and calculated. Mr.
Birnbaum said that the data available to a title insurer would be dependent on what type of agent is being used, examiners
would have a reasonable expectation that the title insurer would more readily be able to obtain data examiners are asking for,
from a direct or affiliated agent, versus from an independent agent. Mr. Birnbaum said that given that the title industry is very
much data driven, title insurers should be able to provide examiners with data on title transactions, since such data is the basis
for the analytics that title insurers are using for automated underwriting purposes.
Peter Kochenburger (University of Connecticut School of Law) said that examiners should be collecting information in the
SDRs from title insurers on arbitration and on litigation. Mr. Gottheim said that it was his understanding that the term
“litigation” in the SDRs refers to the litigation regarding the defense of claims and not litigation between the insurer and the
insured.
The Working Group asked the Title SDR regulator-only subject matter experts (SMEs) to reconvene, review all title insurance
comments received, make revisions where needed to the SDRs, and submit the SDRs to the Working Group as revised exposure
drafts for discussion at the next scheduled call.
3.

Reviewed its Charges and Prioritized its Potential 2021 Tasks

Mr. Hughes said the charges of this Working Group, as adopted by the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D)
Committee, are to:
1. Develop market conduct examination standards, as necessary, for inclusion in the Market Regulation Handbook
(Handbook).
2. Monitor the adoption and revision of NAIC models and develop market conduct examination standards to correspond
with adopted NAIC models.
3. Develop updated standardized data requests (SDRs), as necessary, for inclusion in the Handbook.
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Develop uniform market conduct procedural guidance (e.g., a library, depository or warehouse with market conduct
examination templates, such as an exam call letter, exam exit agenda, etc.) for inclusion in, or for use in conjunction
with, the Handbook.
Coordinate with the Innovation and Technology (EX) Task Force to develop market conduct examiner guidance for
the oversight of regulated entities’ use of insurance and non-insurance consumer data and models using algorithms
and artificial intelligence (AI).
Discuss the effectiveness of a group’s supervision of market conduct risks and develop examination procedural
guidance, as necessary.
Discuss the role of market conduct examiners in reviewing insurers’ corporate governance, as outlined in the
Corporate Governance Annual Disclosure Model Act (#305) and the Corporate Governance Annual Disclosure Model
Regulation (#306).

Mr. Hughes said that he believes that charges 2, 5, and 6 are interrelated and that there is overlap between charges 1 and 3 and
charges 4 and 7. Mr. Hughes said at the last Working Group call, the following were identified as areas of possible revision to
the Handbook: 1) the Suitability in Annuity Transactions Model Regulation (#275) 2) the Insurance Holding Company System
Regulatory Act (#440); 3) the Health Maintenance Organization Model Act (#430); 4) the Model Regulation to Implement the
NAIC Medicare Supplement Insurance Minimum Standards Model Act (#651); and 5) the Standard Nonforfeiture Law for
Individual Deferred Annuities (#805).
Mr. Hughes said that other areas were noted on the last Working Group call that may necessitate revisions to the Handbook:
the new Real Property Lender-Placed Insurance Model Act, recent amendments to the Unfair Trade Practices Act (#880)
regarding rebating practices, recent revisions to the Antifraud Plan Guideline (#1690) and the monitoring of the corporate
governance models referenced in Charge 7.
Mr. Hughes said additional Working Groups and areas the Working Group should monitor on a going forward basis regarding
potential updates to the Handbook are the Mental Health Parity (B) Working Group, the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working
Group, the Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (EX) Working Group, the Long-Term Care Insurance Model Update (B)
Subgroup, the Innovation and Technology (EX) Task Force (referenced in charge 5), and the yet to be adopted Pharmacy
Benefit Manager Licensure and Regulation Model Act.
Mr. Hughes reminded the Working Group that the Group would not draft any guidance, exam standards, regulatory guidance,
etc. based upon models or guidance that is yet to be adopted by the NAIC, but the Working Group is charged with monitoring
developments in other NAIC groups and task forces for future development/inclusion in the Handbook.
Mr. Hughes asked for state insurance regulators to volunteer to: 1) review any of the models on the list of recently adopted
modelsi.e., Model #275, Model #430, Model #440, Model #651 and Model #805; 2) review any of the other identified areas
of revision to the Handbook (such as Model #275, Model #880), etc.); 2) report to the Working Group regarding whether the
Handbook should be updated in these subject areas; and 3) if revisions are deemed necessary, to work together as regulatoronly subject matter expert (SME) volunteer groups to prepare an initial exposure draft for review and discussion by the Working
Group. Mr. Hughes asked if any volunteers arose out of the March 30 Working Group call. Petra Wallace (NAIC) said that an
individual from Kentucky had volunteered to review the Insurance Holding Company System Regulatory Act (#440).
Mr. Gendron asked that a standardized data request be developed to correspond to the Travel Insurance Model Act (#632). Mr.
Gendron said that the revisions to the Suitability in Annuity Transactions Model Regulation would be a higher priority than a
Travel insurance-related SDR, and, with regard to the Insurance Holding Company System Regulatory Act (#440) and the
Standard Nonforfeiture Law for Individual Deferred Annuities (#805)these two models may not impact the Handbook,
however, the models should be reviewed to see if any corresponding revisions need to be made to the Handbook.
Ms. Rodriguez volunteered to review the Model Regulation to Implement the NAIC Medicare Supplement Insurance Minimum
Standards Model Act (#651). Ms. Amann said that if Kentucky does not wish to volunteer for the Insurance Holding Company
System Regulatory Act (#440), Missouri can volunteer to review the model, and she said that Missouri would also volunteer to
undertake Charge 7 regarding the discussion of the role of market conduct examiners in reviewing insurers’ corporate
governance, as outlined in corporate governance models Corporate Governance Annual Disclosure Model Act (#305) and the
Corporate Governance Annual Disclosure Model Regulation (#306). Ms. Amann suggested, regarding charge 5, that the
Working Group ask for a liaison (an individual member of the Working Group associated with charge 5) who can provide a 5–
10-minute update or report at this Working Group’s future calls.
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Mr. Hughes said that regarding other identified models for which there were no volunteers during the call, he will be reaching
out to regulators to ask for assistance in the review of the models, to determine if corresponding changes to the Handbook
should be made, and to form SME groups, as needed, to develop initial exposure drafts for review and discussion by the
Working Group.
4.

Discussed Other Matters

Mr. Hughes asked the Working Group members to participate in as many Working Group conference calls as possible this year
so the Working Group can accomplish the tasks that are planned in 2021.
Having no further business, the Market Conduct Examination Guidelines (D) Working Group adjourned.
W:\National Meetings\2021\Summer\Cmte\D\MCEG\06-10.docx
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Draft: 7/12/21

Market Analysis Procedures (D) Working Group
Virtual Meeting
July 1, 2021
The Market Analysis Procedures (D) Working Group of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee met
July 1, 2021. The following Working Group members participated: John Haworth, Chair (WA); Rebecca Rebholz, Vice Chair
(WI); Teri Ann Mecca (AR); Maria Ailor (AZ); Don McKinley (CA); Susan Kurtz (CO); Kurt Swan (CT); Frank Pyle (DE);
Scott Woods (FL); Erica Weyhenmeyer (IL); Tate Flott (KS); Ron Kreiter and Sandra Stumbo (KY); Mary Lou Moran (MA);
Mariel Kaufman (MD); Timothy Schott (ME); Jill Huisken (MI); Teresa Kroll (MO); Paul Hanson (MN); Troy Smith (MT);
Reva Vandevoorde (NE); Karen McAllister and Edwin Pugsley (NH); Ralph Boeckman (NJ); Leatrice Geckler (NM);
Hermoliva Abejar (NV); Larry Wertel (NY); Guy Self (OH); Landon Hubbart (OK); Jeffrey Arnold (PA); Glynda Daniels and
Rachel Moore (SC); Shelley Wiseman (UT); Will Felvey (VA); Christina Rouleau (VT); and Theresa Miller (WV). Also
participating was: Jo LeDuc (MO).
1.

Adopted its March 19 Minutes

Mr. Haworth said the Working Group met March 19 and took the following action: 1) adopted its Feb. 25 minutes; 2) adopted
revisions to the MCAS Best Practices Guide; 3) adopted a 14-day limitation for Market Conduct Annual Statement (MCAS)
extension requests; 4) adopted a requirement that companies identify their MCAS attesters by line of business and by
jurisdiction; and 5) adopted revisions to the NAIC Market Regulation Handbook training opportunities for market regulation
analysts.
Ms. Weyhenmeyer made a motion, seconded by Ms. Rebholz, to adopt the Working Group’s March 19 minutes (see NAIC
Proceedings – Spring 2021, Market Analysis Procedure (D) Working Group, Attachment Three). The motion passed
unanimously.
2.

Discussed Market Analysis Training

Mr. Haworth said he would like the Working Group to have one more opportunity to discuss market analyst training needs,
and he encouraged additional written suggestions be sent to Randy Helder (NAIC) by July 16. He said the suggestions will be
compiled in time for the Working Group’s meeting at the Summer National Meeting. He said at that time, the Working Group
will consider ways to meet the training needs of market analysts.
Mr. Haworth noted that some ideas for training may include additions to the Market Analysis Techniques online course offered
by the NAIC Education and Training Department; the creation of manuals with descriptions and screenshots; or more in-person
Zoom walk-through trainings like he recently led for the Market Actions (D) Working Group National Analysis project.
Ms. Daniels asked if there could be training on TeamMate. Mr. Haworth said not all states use TeamMate.
Ms. Abejar said it would be good to have training on common market risks for different lines of business. The training could
be provided by line of business.
3.

Discussed the Next Line of Business for the MCAS

Mr. Haworth said the Working Group does not have any written suggestions for adding a new line business, but he invited the
Working Group and interested parties to submit any suggestions for the next line of business to be added to the MCAS.
Mr. Haworth said the process for suggesting a new line of business is located on the Working Group’s web page. He said the
process says a written suggestion should include: 1) a description of how the collection of data for this line of business will
assist market regulation and benefit the consumer, as well as why the MCAS is the best choice for collecting this data; 2)
supporting data on the size of the market, such as the number of carriers, policyholders, and premium volume; and 3) whether
data is collected on a periodic basis in any other jurisdiction or manner.
Mr. Haworth asked that any suggestions be sent to Mr. Helder.
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Discussed the Initial Aggregate Analysis of MCAS Data

Mr. Haworth said he would like to give the Working Group an opportunity to consider any first impressions of the 2020 MCAS
data that was reported in April. He said the scorecards were posted on the NAIC’s MCAS web page on July 1. He cautioned
that the MCAS data is confidential, and the Working Group would not discuss specific companies. As an example, he said he
has noticed that some insurers are reporting far fewer complaints in the MCAS than what the department of insurance (DOI)
has for the company. He said the complaints reported in the MCAS exclude complaints received by the company from the DOI.
He said the expectation is that a company would receive more complaints directly from consumers than they receive from the
DOI. He said he is gathering additional data on this.
Ms. Ailor said there are still validations of the MCAS data ongoing, and she suggested that the discussion should wait for
another month until the validation of the data is complete. She said the Arizona DOI is currently focused on non-filers and
attempting to get all filings in.
5.

Discussed Residency/Issuance Reporting in the MCAS

Mr. Haworth asked whether the Working Group wishes to provide any guidance in the MCAS Data Call and Definitions for
each line of business to guide insurers on which data to report to which state. He said the Working Group has discussed this in
the past, but it has not made any changes to the definitions. He said this issue has most relevance for life, annuity and longterm care (LTC) lines of business due to the much longer policy terms, which create a greater potential for insureds to move
from the state where they originally purchased these policies.
Mr. Haworth said this year, carriers submitted waiver requests to a number of states citing that they did not have approval to
write a specific line of business in the state but had reported premium in the state based on the current residency of the insureds.
He said the company asked for a waiver based on not being authorized to write the specific product in the state. The waiver
requests were approved, but perhaps they should not have been. Mr. Haworth also noted that at least one carrier incorrectly
reported risk corridor payments as premiums in Washington but had no business written in Washington.
Ms. LeDuc said the original intention was to require the companies to report in the MCAS just as they reported in the Financial
Annual Statement (FAS) so there would be a correspondence of reporting between the MCAS and the FAS. Therefore, the
companies were told to report by residency, but only by how they reported in the FAS. Ms. LeDuc said even if a policy is not
issued in Missouri, she would still want the company to report an MCAS if there is premium reported in the FAS due to
residents in Missouri. She said she does not think the waiver should have been approved.
Ms. Ailor asked how this topic is related to the way complaints are handled if, for example, a policy is issued to an association
group in one state, but the certificate holder is a different state. Mr. Haworth said complaints tracking is more situational and
could include third parties to an insurance contract and not the insured. Ms. Ailor said she understands how the tracking of
complaints can be situational, but she said there can be instances where the certificate holder lives outside of a state where a
policy was issued. The certificate holder could file a complaint with the state where the policy was issued, but no premium
would have been reported to the state if the premium is reported by residency. She said in that case, there could be no
comparison of premium to complaints. Mr. Haworth agreed and noted that complaint analysis is not an exact science.
Mr. Haworth said this is an issue that could benefit from some additional training.
Having no further business, the Market Analysis Procedures (D) Working Group adjourned.
W:\National Meetings\2021\Summer\Cmte\MAP\July\07-MAP.dotx
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Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group
Virtual Meeting
July 28, 2021
The Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D)
Committee met July 28, 2021. The following Working Group members participated: Rebecca Rebholz, Chair (WI); Tate Flott,
Vice Chair (KS); Sarah Borunda (AZ); Scott Woods (FL); Sarah Crittenden (GA); October Nickel (ID); Erica Weyhenmeyer
(IL); Lori Cunningham (KY); Mary Lou Moran (MA); Dawna Kokosinski (MD); Jill Huisken (MI); Teresa Kroll (MO); Reva
Vandevoorde (NE); Hermoliva Abejar (NV); Guy Self (OH); Gary Jones (PA); Maggie Dell (SD); Shelli Isiminger (TN);
Shelley Wiseman (UT); and Letha Tate (WV).
1.

Adopted its June 30 Minutes

The Working Group met June 30 and took the following action: 1) received an update on the life Market Conduct Annual
Statement (MCAS) draft edits for accelerated underwriting (AU); 2) adopted edits to the draft homeowners and private
passenger auto (PPA) MCAS on digital claims, and then adopted the amended digital claims MCAS; and 3) considered the
lawsuit definitions and placement of the lawsuit data elements for the homeowners and PPA MCAS.
Ms. Nickel made a motion, seconded by Mr. Flott, to adopt the Working Group’s June 30 minutes (Attachment Five-A). The
motion passed unanimously.
2.

Received an Update on the Life MCAS Draft Edits for AU

Ms. Rebholz stated the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group plans to meet on July 29 to review the latest draft of the
educational paper that is currently out for comment. She stated the Working Group will take oral comments, and all written
comments on the latest draft will be due by July 30. She stated the MCAS Blanks Accelerated Underwriting subject-matter
expert (SME) group continues to wait for adoption of a definition of “accelerated underwriting” by the Accelerated
Underwriting (A) Working Group, and that once that definition is adopted, the SME group will reconvene for further
discussions.
3.

Received an Update on the Other Health Drafting Group

Mr. Helder stated the Other Health Drafting Group is finishing up the work on the other types of health blanks and will be
getting a date set up and sending notification to everyone who was involved in the short-term, limited-duration insurance
(STLDI) blank discussions. He stated that anyone wanting to get involved in these discussions should let him know so they can
be added to that distribution list.
4.

Discussed the Lawsuit Definitions and Placement of the Lawsuit Data Elements for the Homeowners and PPA MCAS

Ms. Rebholz stated there are many details that go along with decisions that the Working Group needs to make related to the
lawsuit reporting for the home and auto MCAS lines of business. She stated that as a result, she would like to form an SME
group for these discussions so a proposal can be brought back to the Working Group for consideration. She stated there is a
distribution list that was used for the Digital Claims proposal that should include property/casualty (P/C) representatives, which
will be used to start the group. Ms. Rebholz stated that those who did not previously participate in the Digital Claims SME
discussions and would like to participate in the lawsuit discussions should contact Teresa Cooper (NAIC) to be added to the
distribution list. She stated anyone who wants to be removed from that distribution list should also let
Ms. Cooper know. Ms. Rebholz asked for a state insurance regulator to lead the lawsuit discussions, and Ms. Nickel volunteered
to do so.
5.

Requested Submission of Suggested Edits to Existing MCAS Blanks and Data Call and Definitions

Ms. Rebholz stated there is a form to be used for the submission of suggested edits to existing MCAS blanks and data call and
definitions, which is located on the Working Group’s web page. She stated any questions or issues with the form can be sent
to Ms. Cooper. Ms. Rebholz stated the Working Group charges include reviewing existing MCAS lines of business, and this
will be a good way to make improvements where needed. She stated proposals for changes can be made by state insurance
regulators or interested parties.
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6.

Discussed Other Matters

Ms. Rebholz stated that while adopting the Digital Claims edits in June, it was decided that the reporting structure for the added
interrogatory would be discussed further. She asked that the SME group working on the lawsuit information for the homeowners
and PPA MCAS also work on this during their discussions on the lawsuit information. She stated the data to be collected has
already been determined, and that it is just the structure for reporting that needs to be discussed. There was no opposition to
this approach.
Having no further business, the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group adjourned.
W:\National Meetings\2021\Summer\Cmte\D\MCAS WG\0728 Meeting.docx
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Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group
Virtual Meeting
June 30, 2021
The Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D)
Committee met June 30, 2021. The following Working Group members participated: Rebecca Rebholz, Chair (WI); Tate Flott,
Vice Chair (KS); Teri Ann Mecca (AR); Maria Ailor and Sarah Borunda (AZ); Scott Woods (FL); Sarah Crittenden (GA);
October Nickel (ID); Erica Weyhenmeyer (IL); Lori Cunningham (KY); Mary Lou Moran (MA); Mariel Kaufman (MD); Jo
LeDuc and Teresa Kroll (MO); Martin Swanson (NE); Gary Jones (PA); Glynda Daniels (SC); Tony Dorschner (SD); Shelli
Isiminger (TN); Shelley Wiseman (UT); John Haworth and Ned Gaines (WA); and Letha Tate (WV).
1.

Adopted its May 27 and May 26 Minutes

The Working Group met May 27 and May 26 and took the following action: 1) adopted its April 28 minutes; 2) adopted the
Travel Market Conduct Annual Statement (MCAS); 3) considered the Other Health MCAS and adopted the draft as the ShortTerm Limited-Duration (STLD) Insurance MCAS blank; 4) discussed digital claims MCAS edits to the Homeowners and
Private Passenger Auto (PPA) MCAS lines of business; 5) discussed the draft edits to the Life MCAS to include reporting for
accelerated underwriting; and 6) adopted the definition of “lawsuit.”
Mr. Flott made a motion, seconded by Mr. Haworth, to adopt the Working Group’s May 27 (Attachment Five-A1) and May 26
minutes (Attachment Five-A2). The motion passed unanimously.
2.

Received an Update on the Life MCAS Draft Edits for Accelerated Underwriting

Ms. Rebholz stated that the subject matter expert (SME) group has not met since before the May Working Group meetings, but
the drafting group under the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group has been meeting weekly in June to review
comments received for its released “Part 1” draft. She stated that the definition it is working on is for purposes of its paper only,
and since it is still releasing drafts and receiving comments, it is likely to be some time before it is ready to adopt the paper,
which will include the definition. She asked if there is any interest in bringing the drafting group back together to review
definition options that were discussed during the May Working Group meetings, or if the Working Group should continue to
wait for the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group’s final adopted definition of “accelerated underwriting.” She stated
that the definition the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group adopts may not be appropriate for an MCAS in defining
data to be submitted. Mr. Swanson stated that he is waiting for the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group to get done
with its work. Mr. Haworth stated that waiting for the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group to complete its definition
may be best; then, the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group can determine how to adjust and edit it
for MCAS purposes.
Birny Birnbaum (Center for Economic Justice—CEJ) stated that the definition being worked on by the Accelerated
Underwriting (A) Working Group is for the purposes of an educational paper and not for MCAS reporting purposes. He believes
waiting for the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group to adopt its definition of “accelerated underwriting” will delay
the process. Ms. Rebholz stated that based on feedback from the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group
members, this topic will be discussed at future meetings and progress from the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group
on the “accelerated underwriting” definition will continue to be monitored and discussed.
3.

Adopted Edits to the Draft Homeowners and PPA MCAS on Digital Claims and Adopted the Amended Digital Claims
MCAS

Ms. Rebholz stated that the drafts for Homeowners and PPA MCAS edits on digital claims were included in attachments within
the meeting materials. She stated that since the May Working Group meetings, comments related to the digital claim drafts
were submitted by Missouri, which include a few additional areas for discussion.
Ms. Le Duc stated that Missouri has trouble with the interrogatory question for the listing of third-party vendors because it
does not see where this information will add value or provide actionable information. She stated that Missouri’s preference
would be not to include this information, as it would just be a list that provides a partial picture, and it leaves out algorithms or
data sources that the company might be producing or using on an internal basis, not through a third-party vendor. She stated
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that if there were indicators of problems with a company’s digital claims, they would have a conversation with them and get
additional information at that point as opposed to collecting it up front as part of the MCAS.
Ms. Nickel stated that she believes the purpose of asking for the listing of third-party vendors is to avoid doing additional
outreach to carriers, and if a company is using third-party vendors, state insurance regulators would then be aware of that
initially.
Peter Kochenburger (University of Connecticut School of Law) stated that one of the problems he sees is that there is no
question for determining whether third-party vendors are being used appropriately, and the most important aspect is that
insurance carriers pay the full value of the claim up to the limits. He stated that it is difficult to easily determine if there is a
predictive algorithm being used that limits the policyholder’s or claimant’s ability or willingness to negotiate or consistently
undervalues claim values whether it is by accident or not. He believes without asking a carrier how they arrived at the settlement
amount each time, it would be difficult to examine the issue without having the basic information up front.
Mr. Birnbaum stated that listing the third-party vendors in the interrogatories is similar to listing third-party administrators
(TPAs) and managing general agents (MGAs), which state insurance regulators have deemed useful. He stated that if the
concern is that third-party vendors are not tied to uses on the digital claims process, a possible solution would be editing the
interrogatory to add at the end of the sentence, “and for each vendor, identify the vendor’s specific role in the digital claims
process” to get the name of the vendor and their role. He stated that the fact that one interrogatory cannot address every possible
concern is not a reason to eliminate it, as it can address a significant portion of regulatory and consumer concern, and he
believes this interrogatory does that and should be included, with the addition of, “and for each vendor, identify the vendor’s
specific role in the digital claims process” at the end of the sentence.
Ms. Ailor stated that she has referred to the Financial Annual Statement in the past when wanting to know what MGAs and
TPAs a company is using, and she asked if Ms. Nickel has found that helpful in the past. Ms. Nickel stated that she believes
this interrogatory goes beyond what is provided in the Financial Annual Statement, and it would be more efficient to have this
information provided in the MCAS.
Ms. Moran made a motion, seconded by Ms. Nickel, to keep the interrogatory as it stands and add, “and for each vendor,
identify the vendor’s specific role in the digital claims process” at the end of the sentence. Ms. LeDuc stated that she would
then recommend that the question be restructured differently so that there would be one line per vendor rather than one large
amount of information all together. Teresa Cooper (NAIC) asked for clarification on how the Working Group would like that
to look. Ms. Nickel stated that including each vendor line by line would be helpful and she would support that. Ms. LeDuc
stated that having each vendor on a separate line in the database with the vendor’s name and additional information would be
helpful. Ms. Cooper stated that there is not a way to continue to add a line if there are more vendors to add, but it would be
possible to add five lines for each vendor to be added on a separate line, but there is not a way to have a variable record count.
Ms. Nickel suggested adding 20 lines and an additional line for carriers to write in if the 20 lines were insufficient so that it
could be revised for the following data year. Ms. Moran stated that she would be willing to amend her motion to include adding
20 lines for vendor information to be entered separately. Ms. Cooper stated that if that many lines were needed, it may be better
to add a separate schedule for the list of vendors. Mr. Birnbaum stated that the motion could still be voted on regarding the
information to be reported, and then the NAIC could determine the details of how that would look. Ms. Cooper stated that this
would work if the motion reflected that. Ms. Moran restated the motion, seconded by Ms. Nickel, to keep the interrogatory as
it stands; add, “and for each vendor, identify the vendor’s specific role in the digital claims process” at the end of the sentence;
and discuss how the details of the data will be reported at a later date. The motion passed unanimously.
Ms. LeDuc stated that she had a suggestion that was related more to appearance. She stated that the paragraph that listed what
should or should not be reported regarding digital claims appeared cumbersome, and a table format seems like it would be
clearer. Mr. Birnbaum stated that the suggestion makes it appear that only certain coverages are to be reported at the digital
claims handling process level of detail, which could be confusing. He stated that he believes the current language is clearer.
Ms. LeDuc stated that her understanding is that only dwelling and personal property coverages would be reported at the digital
claims level, and perhaps there needs to be a rewording to reflect that those coverages would also need to be reported at the
digital claims level. Ms. Nickel asked if the hybrid and traditional claims would still be broken out separately regarding dwelling
and personal property. Ms. LeDuc stated that she has no intention of changing the level of detail being collected, and she is just
trying to make it easier to read, as she found the description of other breakouts confusing. She asked whether it would be clearer
if the phrase above the Xs was removed and replaced with “other breakouts” and what constitutes a digital claim was defined
elsewhere. She stated that she does not see the need to report it in the portion of other breakouts.
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Ms. LeDuc made a motion, seconded by Ms. Nickel, to implement the suggestion for a table format and add the word “also”
so the table description reads, “reported also at the Digital Claim Handling Process Level of Detail.” The motion passed
unanimously.
Ms. Rebholz stated that the next item to review relates to the reporting of the Median Days data element. She stated that this
edit was discussed and already adopted during the May Working Group meetings. The suggested solution to the concerns raised
is to add the sentence, “Additionally, an ‘All’ breakout will be included for the reporting of Median Days to Final Payment.”
Ms. Nickel stated that she believes there was already a median day’s breakout for those particular lines. Ms. LeDuc stated that
unlike when a claim is reported and you can add all the claims reported in each of the breakout buckets, with median days, you
cannot add the median days and get an overall median day because mathematically it does not work. She stated that she is
looking for the overall median days for all three digital buckets together. There were no concerns raised with this sentence
being added.
Ms. Rebholz stated that the final suggestion to discuss is edits to the digital claims-related definitions submitted for review.
Ms. LeDuc stated that she is just trying to simplify the definition based on previous discussions, so the definition stood on its
own and was easily understood. Ms. Nickel stated that she would not be opposed to removing the examples and placing them
in a separate clarifying document to be used as a guidance tool. Ms. Ailor stated that rather than create another document,
maybe it could be worked into the frequently asked questions (FAQ) document that already exists. Mr. Birnbaum suggested
that this type of editing and discussion take place in the SME group as opposed to on a Working Group call. He stated that the
reason examples were provided was to address issues raised by industry stakeholders that participated in the Digital Claims
MCAS SME group discussions. Lisa Brown (American Property Casualty Insurance Association—APCIA) stated that she gets
frequent questions for clarification on specific scenarios from members, and she suggests keeping the information in the one
Data Call and Definitions document, as she believes it is the best way to ensure the MCAS blanks are completed properly, as
opposed to having people refer to more than one document when questions arise. Ms. Nickel stated that she believes examples
would be better in an FAQ document, and questions that are not addressed in the Data Call and Definitions and FAQ documents
will be handled by the NAIC.
Ms. Nickel made a motion, seconded by Ms. LeDuc, to accept the digital claims edits for the Data Call and Definitions
document suggested by Ms. LeDuc and create an FAQ document for digital claims. The motion passed unanimously.
Ms. Nickel made a motion, seconded by Mr. Gaines, to adopt the Digital Claims MCAS with the amendments adopted during
this Working Group call. Ms. Brown asked if the adoption of the Digital Claims MCAS would be for the collection of 2023
data to be reported in 2024 since it was not passed by the June 1 deadline. Ms. Rebholz stated that this would be moved to the
Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee for approval and determining the data year for reporting. Ms. Cooper
stated that the Committee would be made aware that it was not adopted by the June 1 deadline when this information is
presented, and the data year was removed from the template and exposed draft, so it would be passed on for its consideration
without a data year indicated. The motion passed unanimously.
4.

Considered the Lawsuit Definitions and Placement of the Lawsuit Data Elements for the Homeowner and PPA MCAS

Ms. Rebholz stated that there is a situation with the Home and Auto lawsuit definitions and placement, and during the April
Working Group meeting, the Working Group approved the expansion of MCAS lawsuit reporting for Home and Auto to include
non-claims-related lawsuits. However, the Working Group did not have time to discuss the actual placement and definitions
for this expanded reporting prior to the June 1 deadline, and it now needs to determine if there is a way to provide guidance for
the already approved expanded reporting for the 2022 data year to be reported in 2023. She stated that an attachment within
the meeting materials shows a proposed draft that was distributed for review on June 3, and the intent of the exposed draft was
only to accommodate for the already approved, expanded reporting. Comments were received related to the draft from the
APCIA, the CEJ, and Missouri.
Ms. Brown stated that based on the written procedures for the MCAS data element revision process, she does not believe the
updates are just clarifying and providing guidance to industry. She believes the updates are new data elements, and based on
NAIC procedures, they would have needed to be approved by June 1 to be effective for the next data reporting year for
collection in 2023. She stated that she has concerns with how arbitrations are addressed in the definition of “lawsuit.” She
stated that she believes they are not actions brought before a court of law and therefore should not be included, but if they are
to be included, she suggests that the calculation clarification specifically exclude intercompany arbitrations, mutually agreed
upon arbitrations, appraisals, and mediations. Mr. Birnbaum stated that arbitrations are not an action brought in a court of law,
which is what the definition of “lawsuit” says. He stated that there are different types of arbitrations, and most of them are
mutually agreed upon, which is qualitatively different from a what a lawsuit is. He suggested that the reference to arbitrations
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either be deleted, or if it is included, that language be added stating, “include arbitrations demanded by the insurer or claimant
pursuant to pre-dispute mandatory arbitration provisions in the insurance contract. Do not include mutually-agreed upon
arbitrations, appraisals or mediations.” He stated that he believes the model bulletin adopted by the Market Regulation and
Consumer Affairs (D) Committee in August 2018, specifically related to arbitration clauses, supports the CEJ and APCIA’s
positions on this matter. Ms. Rebholz stated that one of the options available is to hold the approval of expanding the lawsuit
reporting to non-claims-related suits until the 2023 data year reported in 2024, without updating the claims-related lawsuit
definition for the 2022 data year. Ms. LeDuc stated that the proposal she suggested is more of a layout proposal to create a
separate schedule so all the information would be contained in a single space and not in two different sections. She stated that
it would be easier to work with and provide the whole picture related to all lawsuits in a single location, as opposed to splitting
it across the underwriting and the claims schedule. She stated that it would just be the lawsuit data elements with the six buckets,
five for the claims-related lawsuits and one for the non-claims-related lawsuits. Mr. Birnbaum stated that the CEJ made this
suggestion a few months back, and it was rejected by the Working Group. He also asked the Working Group to consider
whether it wants to collect the lawsuit data broken out by coverage as opposed to just claims-related and non-claims-related
data. He stated that it is unclear how an insurer reports lawsuits if it involves multiple coverages and how that data would be
interpreted. Ms. LeDuc stated that lawsuit data is currently collected by line of business for the claims. She stated that she
looked at suggesting claims versus non-claims-related lawsuit buckets, and that would have been acceptable for Missouri; but
in looking at the volume of lawsuits in other jurisdictions, she recognized that other states may continue to find value in the
lawsuits broken down by coverage type, so it was kept in the proposal. Ms. Nickel stated that she believes having arbitration
data would be valuable to have, whether it is separate of lawsuits or not. Ms. Cooper stated that another option is to discuss
this further and then adopt for the following data year if the Working Group does not want to expand the definition, as was
previously voted on for the 2022 data year.
Ms. Nickel made a motion, seconded by Ms. LeDuc, to hold on the approval of expanding the lawsuit reporting to non-claimsrelated lawsuits until the 2023 data year reported in 2024, without updating the claims-related lawsuit definition for 2022, and
revert to the prior lawsuit definitions and continue this discussion further. The motion passed unanimously.
Having no further business, the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group adjourned.
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Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group
Virtual Meeting
May 27, 2021
The Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D)
Committee met May 27, 2021. The following Working Group members participated: Rebecca Rebholz, Chair (WI); Tate Flott,
Vice Chair (KS); Crystal Phelps (AR); Maria Ailor (AZ); Scott Woods (FL); Sarah Crittenden (GA); October Nickel (ID);
Erica Weyhenmeyer (IL); Lori Cunningham (KY); Mary Lou Moran (MA); Dawna Kokosinski (MD); Jill Huisken and Randall
Gregg (MI); Paul Hanson (MN); Cynthia Amann, Jo LeDuc and Teresa Kroll (MO); Laura Arp (NE); Hermoliva Abejar (NV);
Todd Oberholtzer (OH); Gary Jones and Katie Dzurec (PA); Michael Bailes and Rachel Moore (SC); Maggie Dell (SD); Bill
Huddleston and Shelli Isiminger (TN); Tanji J. Northrup and Tracy Klausmeier (UT); and John Haworth and Ned Gaines (WA).
Also participating was: Kim Cross (IA).
1.

Discussed Digital Claims Edits to the Homeowners and Private Passenger Auto MCAS Lines of Business

Ms. Rebholz stated that the meeting materials include the pages of the data call and definitions that contain edits for review.
She stated that questions were received from Missouri state insurance regulators, and those questions and answers were posted
for review on the Working Group’s web page. She asked if there were any follow up questions.
Ms. LeDuc asked for clarification on how the median days to pay would be calculated. She stated that the response was that
they could estimate what the calculation is for median days to pay so there could be consistency in looking at how that played
out from prior years, or they could request that the aggregate median be reported. Birny Birnbaum (Center for Economic
Justice—CEJ) stated that companies could be directed to report the median days not only for the individual breakouts, but also
for the total. Ms. LeDuc stated that this would mean a change to the proposal would need to be made. Mr. Birnbaum stated that
this is correct, and he explained that a proposal could be made to amend the blank to include reporting for the median days not
only for the breakouts by digital, but also for the total. Mr. Hanson asked how important it is to have the three categories for
digital claims plus a separate column for the total, other than for transitional purposes. Ms. Abejar stated that she believes there
would be value in having all four columns to identify trends for analysis purposes. Ms. Rebholz stated that one of the solutions
would be to have columns for the three separate digital claims categories and then a fourth column for the total. Mr. Birnbaum
stated that there was previous discussion about using the term “total” or the term “all,” and the term “all” was settled on because
in some cases, the total is not needed, but rather the aggregate, so the term “all” for that fourth column would be recommended.
Mr. Haworth clarified that his understanding of the four categories being discussed here are: digital claims, digital/traditional
hybrid claims, traditional/other than digital claims, and all.
Ms. Ailor made a motion, seconded by Mr. Hanson, to add a total column for median days. The motion passed unanimously.
Ms. LeDuc asked for clarification on why the time frames were chosen of 0–30 days, 31–60 days and 61–90 days for claims
closed with payment. Mr. Birnbaum stated that the primary reason for the time frames is consistency that companies are familiar
with, and it would not require a new data element that would require programming change. He also explained that settling
within 0–30 days is acceptable. He then stated that by breaking out the digital claims time frames this way, the data is more
relevant and useful for the hybrid and traditional claims because they are going to be populating the other date ranges in a more
accurate fashion, and the aggregate would not be skewed by digital claims.
Ms. LeDuc stated that she asked if digital claims applied to both first- and third-party claims, and the answer was yes. She
asked if references to the term “insured” used in the Digital Claims Market Conduct Annual Statement (MCAS) blank should
be changed to “insured/claimant” to be consistent with other MCAS lines of business.
Mr. Haworth made a motion, seconded by Ms. Nickel, to add “insured/claimant” in the Digital Claims MCAS example
language. The motion passed unanimously.
Ms. LeDuc stated that the way the digital claims definition is currently written does not outline the requirement to have an
algorithm applied for it to qualify as a digital claim. She believes the definition needs to stand on its own without having to
provide examples. Ms. Abejar and Mr. Haworth agreed with this. Ms. Rebholz suggested adding “run through an algorithm”
to the definition after “utilizing digital information.” Mr. Birnbaum suggested adding “through an algorithm” after “utilizing
digital information only.”
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Mr. Haworth made a motion, seconded by Mr. Flott, to add “through an algorithm” after “utilizing digital information only” to
the digital claim settlement definition, which is also to be added to the definition of digital/traditional hybrid claim settlement.
The motion passed unanimously.
Ms. LeDuc asked for clarification on a digital/traditional hybrid claim. She stated that her understanding is that the hybrid claim
would be something that started off as a digital claim, then if human intervention later happened in the claim, it would be a
hybrid claim. Ms. Rebholz confirmed that this was correct. Ms. Le Duc stated that she believes some clarity needs to be
provided in this definition because an adjuster may look at a file without doing an in-person inspection or in-person appraisal;
it does not sound like human intervention would be restricted to inspection or appraisal, but it becomes human intervention in
the adjudication of the claim. Mr. Hanson stated that where it says the insurer then performs a visual inspection of the vehicle,
it is unclear if that could mean a review done electronically by looking at photos or if it means in-person inspection needs to
be completed. After some additional discussion among the Working Group about the three categories of digital claims,
digital/traditional hybrid claims, and traditional/other than digital claims settlements, Ms. LeDuc stated that she believes more
time is needed for everyone to review the draft and provide any additional comments, especially given that some revisions were
made today. Mr. Birnbaum stated that the CEJ would strongly object to that, as it would mean the Digital Claims MCAS blank
would not be implemented for 2022 reporting and would be pushed off for another year. He stated that these definitions were
distributed two weeks ago or more for review and for people to raise any questions. Several state insurance regulators expressed
interest in having more time to review the Digital Claims MCAS blank, including Ms. Cross, Ms. Moran, Ms. Arp, Ms. Abejar,
Ms. Dell and Mr. Gregg; as such, the Digital Claims MCAS blank was not adopted at this time.
2.

Discussed the Draft Edits to the Life MCAS to Include Reporting for Accelerated Underwriting

Ms. Rebholz stated that the draft for edits to the Life MCAS to include reporting for accelerated underwriting is included in
the meeting materials. She stated the accelerated underwriting draft is being brought before the Working Group with objection
from industry to the definition of accelerated underwriting. She provided background that last year, the CEJ proposed that
accelerated underwriting breakout reporting be added to the Life MCAS, and in September of last year, the Working Group
voted to move forward with reviewing the proposed definitions with the intent to implement accelerated underwriting reporting.
This was done to provide state insurance regulators with data related to life insurers’ use of non-traditional data sources, such
as facial analytics, credit scores and social media for underwriting purposes, along with algorithms for faster underwriting
turnaround. Ms. Rebholz stated that this data was intended to assist state insurance regulators with understanding the use of
accelerated underwriting and monitoring the growth of the use of accelerated underwriting.
Ms. Rebholz stated that the Life Insurance and Annuities (A) Committee has a working group devoted to accelerated
underwriting. This Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group is working on a definition of accelerated underwriting for
the purposes of its white paper, but it is still in draft form. The subject matter expert (SME) group tried to wait for a definition
of accelerated underwriting from the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group; however, the SME group was unable to
adopt a definition in time for the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group to consider it prior to the June
1 deadline. Ms. Rebholz stated that with guidance from commissioners, it was agreed that the Accelerate Underwriting (A)
Working Group would move forward with a definition, and a note was added to the definition stating the following, “[t]his
definition is for MCAS reporting. In an ongoing effort to collaborate two workstreams at the NAIC, the definition will be
reviewed and may be amended, as needed, upon the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group’s adoption of a definition
of Accelerated Underwriting.” She stated that if the accelerated underwriting edits and definitions are adopted today, that
definition is subject to edits upon receipt of the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group’s final definition. She stated
that the SME group did not reach consensus on a definition, and the edits and most recent definition posted has been moved to
the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group for further discussion.
Ms. Rebholz noted that since posting the final SME group draft, proposed draft definitions were received from the American
Council of Life Insurers (ACLI) and Nevada. She stated that the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group also has a draft
definition that they are working on, and a document was posted showing all four of the draft definitions in one document for
easier review.
Ms. Rebholz stated that new interrogatories were added to indicate that whether accelerated underwriting is used by the
company, and if so, to provide a listing of data categories and sources used for accelerated underwriting. She stated that no new
data elements are added to the draft; instead, in addition to the existing breakouts for cash value and non-cash value products,
breakouts were added for accelerated underwriting and other than accelerated underwriting for those data elements where it
was deemed appropriate. The data elements that include an accelerated underwriting breakout are: 1) total number of new
policies issued by the company during the period; 2) number of policies applied for during the period; 3) number of free looks
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during the period; 4) number of policies in-force at the end of the period; 5) dollar amount of direct premium during the period;
6) face amount of insurance issued during the period; and 7) face amount of insurance in-force at the end of the period.
Mr. Birnbaum stated that when the proposals for digital claims and accelerated underwriting were made, the motivation was
consumer concerns and the work being done by the NAIC on big data and artificial intelligence (AI), specifically related to
insurers’ use of new data sources and algorithms to speed up or replace traditional methods of pricing, claim settlement and
antifraud. He stated that the industry term for the application of big data and AI for auto and home insurance claims is digital
claims or virtual claim settlement. He noted that it is not referred to as accelerated underwriting, even though as with any
consumer-facing big data application, the goals are to speed up the process and improve the consumer experience, lower
insurance costs, and improve profitability. He explained that accelerated underwriting is simply life insurers’ application of big
data and AI to underwriting to speed up the application process, improve customer experience, lower costs, and sell more
products. He stated that the SME group’s definition for both digital claims and accelerated underwriting have always focused
on the key consumer protection aspects of any big data and AI application and the consumer outcomes resulting from the use
of new data sources and the new AI technology, not the benefits the insurer hopes to achieve. He stated that for those reasons,
he does not believe the other definitions proposed are suitable for the purpose of MCAS reporting, as they seek to explain
accelerated underwriting from the perspective of insurers marketing their practices to state insurance regulators and the public
as something new the life insurance industry has invented. He stated that the reasons insurers use accelerated underwriting is
not relevant, and the definition from the SME group provides very clear guidance on which criteria determine whether
something is an accelerated underwriting transaction.
Ms. Abejar stated that the definition should support solving issues regarding the consumer risk that is associated with
accelerated underwriting. She asked why data sets were not included for the use of medical data provided by an applicant, the
use of non-medical data provided by an applicant, and the use of medical data that is not provided by an applicant. She stated
that these data sets can still be misused when there is an algorithm that is faulty or problematic. She stated that not including
those data sets limits the definition. She stated that the second concern is that there is no question asking what methods, tools
or systems companies are using to accelerate underwriting, because each step of the process carries a different consumer risk
and probably a different regulatory approach. Mr. Birnbaum stated that the thrust of the accelerated underwriting is to focus on
new data types used by insurers, and they are using those new types of data, not simply algorithms that speed up the analysis
of traditional data. He provided an analogy of a property/casualty (P/C) insurance company that previously accepted accident
records from a consumer in an application, now using a third-party data provider to get those reports and accident history,
which speeds up a traditional underwriting process but is not introducing new types of data. He stated that regarding the second
concern, the interrogatory asks for a list of vendors that provide the data or the algorithms that addresses the tools and methods
used.
Ms. Rebholz stated that the SME group did not reach consensus on the definition for accelerated underwriting, and if the Market
Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group feels there needs to be more time devoted to this with input from more
state insurance regulators, it can be pushed back another year if needed. Mr. Flott stated that he believes the SME group should
reconvene on this with more representatives from industry and state insurance regulators. Mr. Hanson stated his agreement
with Ms. Abejar, and he believes additional time should be spent on the definition because there is a lot of information that can
be obtained from the consumer and used in a manner that leads to accelerated underwriting. Mr. Huddleston, Ms. Crittenden,
Ms. LeDuc, Ms. Weyhenmeyer, Mr. Gregg, Ms. Huisken, Mr. Bailes, Ms. Moran and Ms. Cross agreed that more time is
needed. Ms. Cross stated that the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group should refer to the Accelerated
Underwriting (A) Working Group for a definition and not make this determination. Ms. Moran stated that she believes the
Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group would seem to be the more appropriate working group to develop the definition.
Brendan Bridgeland (Center for Insurance Research—CIR) stated that he strongly supports Mr. Birnbaum’s recommendation,
and he urged adoption of the proposed accelerated underwriting definition.
3.

Adopted the Definition of Lawsuit

Ms. Rebholz stated that the decision was made by the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group in April
to expand the definition of lawsuits for home and auto to include non-claim related lawsuits. She stated that there are three
options to consider in determining the level of granularity for reporting. She stated that the first option is to report all lawsuits
at the coverage level, and it has been noted that this could be problematic since non-claims related lawsuits do not fit well into
the separate coverage types. She stated that the data elements could be left in the claims reporting section, or they could be
moved to a new section with reporting at that coverage level. The second option is to report lawsuits in total, either in the
underwriting section or in a new section. The third option is to report claims related lawsuits in the claims section and all other
lawsuits in the underwriting section.
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Ms. Rebholz asked if it would be an issue for the lawsuit language to go back to what it had been. Teresa Cooper (NAIC) stated
that since the Working Group voted to expand the reporting to include non-claims related lawsuits, waiting could be an issue.
She stated that it is critical to determine a lawsuit definition for the Travel and Short-Term Limited-Duration (STLD) lines of
business that were recently adopted to move forward. Mr. Birnbaum suggested using the current definitions that were most
recently developed for the other MCAS lines of business (Life and Annuity, Disability Income, Private Flood, Lender-Placed,
Home and Auto, and Long-Term Care [LTC]), as they were vetted and straightforward. Ms. Cooper asked if Mr. Birnbaum is
referring to the lawsuit definition on page 45 of the meeting materials. Mr. Birnbaum confirmed that he is and stated that the
difference between agent or producer is editorial in nature, and clarification changes could be made if needed, since they would
not be substantive between now and when the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee considers this. Ms.
Rebholz stated that if the current language is accepted, making an edit where it was previously suggested for
“claimant/beneficiary” may be warranted. Ms. Crittenden asked if this is regarding option two. Ms. Cooper explained that the
conversation switched from discussing Home and Auto to discussing Travel and STLD, and the question now is whether the
lawsuit definition outlined on page 45 of the meeting materials, with the minor edit for “claimant/beneficiary,” should be
accepted for the Travel and STLD MCAS lines of business.
Ms. Crittenden made a motion, seconded by Ms. Phelps, to adopt the definition for lawsuit as outlined on page 45 of the meeting
materials, with the “claimant/beneficiary” language to be added. The motion passed unanimously.
Ms. Rebholz stated that this adopted definition of lawsuit will apply to the recently adopted Travel and STLD MCAS blanks.
Having no further business, the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group adjourned.
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Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group
Virtual Meeting
May 26, 2021
The Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D)
Committee met May 26, 2021. The following Working Group members participated: Rebecca Rebholz, Chair (WI); Tate Flott,
Vice Chair (KS); Crystal Phelps (AR); Cheryl Hawley and Maria Ailor (AZ); Scott Woods (FL); Sarah Crittenden (GA);
October Nickel (ID); Erica Weyhenmeyer (IL); Lori Cunningham (KY); Mary Lou Moran (MA); Dawna Kokosinski (MD);
Chris Gleason (MI); Cynthia Amann, Jo LeDuc and Teresa Kroll (MO); Martin Swanson (NE); Leatrice Geckler (NM);
Hermoliva Abejar (NV); Guy Self and Todd Oberholtzer (OH); Jeffrey Arnold (PA); Glynda Daniels (SC); Maggie Dell (SD);
Shelli Isiminger (TN); Tanji J. Northrup (UT); John Haworth and Ned Gaines (WA). Also participating was: Kim Cross (IA).
1.

Adopted its April 28 Minutes

The Working Group met April 28 and took the following action: 1) adopted its March 23 minutes; 2) heard an update on the
Travel Market Conduct Annual Statement (MCAS); 3) heard an update on the Other Health MCAS; 4) heard an update on the
Accelerated Underwriting and Digital Claims MCAS; 5) discussed the placement of complaint and lawsuit data elements within
the Home and Auto MCAS reporting blanks; 6) and discussed the MCAS lawsuit definitions.
Mr. Flott made a motion, seconded by Mr. Gaines, to adopt the Working Group’s April 28 minutes (Attachment Five A-2a).
The motion passed unanimously.
2.

Adopted the Travel MCAS Draft

Ms. Rebholz stated that the Travel MCAS draft was provided for review in the meeting materials. She noted that the Travel
MCAS subject matter expert (SME) group has identified Trip Cancellation, Trip Interruption, Trip Delay, Baggage Loss or
Delay, Emergency Medical and Dental, Emergency Transportation and Repatriation, and Other as the coverage breakouts, with
additional breakouts for Domestic versus International coverages. In addition, Emergency Medical is broken out by Primary
versus Excess coverage. Ms. Rebholz stated that the Claims, Underwriting, Lawsuit and Complaint data elements are similar
to other MCAS lines of business; and where possible, definitions from the Travel Insurance Model Act (#632) were used for
consistency purposes. Since travel insurance is represented by a small number of companies and the policies are generally small
in amount, it was decided by the SME group to require reporting for all companies licensed and reporting for any travel
insurance within any of the participating MCAS jurisdictions. Ms. Rebholz stated that the SME group requested input from the
Working Group regarding the definition of “lawsuit” for the Travel MCAS. She stated that lawsuit definitions will be discussed
later in the meeting, the Travel MCAS draft could be adopted now, and the definition of “suits” could be amended, as needed.
Birny Birnbaum (Center for Economic Justice—CEJ) provided two proposed additions to the Travel MCAS draft. He stated
that the first suggestion is to add a coverage breakout for cancel for any reason (CFAR) coverage, and the second is to add a
data element for free-look cancellations. He stated that as a result of the pandemic, travel insurers have significantly increased
the inclusion of CFAR coverage, and this breakout could provide relevant information about this new and growing benefit. He
explained that CFAR coverage increases the cost dramatically for a travel insurance policy, and there are a number of features
associated with it that could be confusing to a consumer. He stated that the CEJ is asking that CFAR coverage be broken out
for Domestic versus International, but not by Primary versus Excess. Ms. Ailor asked if the definition for “cancel by the
consumer” would need to be modified to exclude those CFAR if an addition were made for CFAR coverage. Mr. Birnbaum
explained that cancel for any benefit is a coverage that allows the cancellation of a trip, but it is not the same as canceling a
policy; it is using your policy to get a benefit. He explained that CFAR coverage is a different coverage that allows the
cancellation of the policy for any reason, and the data element in the underwriting section is about cancelling a policy.
Mr. Birnbaum stated that the second suggestion is to add a data element in the underwriting table for free-look cancellations.
This suggestion is made because the current data element does not break free-look cancellations out from other consumerinitiated cancellations and free-looks are included in travel insurance policies. He stated that this greatly limits the analytic
value of the cancellation data since that element would likely include many free-look cancellations, and it is important to break
them out not only to track free-look outcomes, but also to improve the value of the general cancellation data element. He
pointed out that other MCAS lines of business that feature free-look periods include a free-look cancellation data element,
including life insurance and long-term care insurance (LTCI) lines. The CEJ suggestion includes adding the data element for
free-look cancellations during the period and the definition for “free-look” as used in the other MCAS blanks. Ms. Nickel stated
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that she supports the addition of the free-look cancellation data element. Michael Byrne (US Travel Insurance Association—
UStiA) stated that he believes there was a vote in the SME group on this, and he asked what the result of that vote was. Ms.
Rebholz stated that it was a very close vote, and she believes there was only a one vote difference that tipped the vote toward
not including this data element, with three for adding it and four for not adding it.
Ms. LeDuc stated that since this is a new blank, she believes now would be a good time to consider changing the word “states”
to “jurisdictions” to be more inclusive of U.S. territories that may want to participate. She also noticed that the Travel MCAS
blank has three schedules related to providing data—schedules two through four—and schedule one for interrogatories does
not provide a specific line option for lawsuits and complaints where the insurance company reporting could provide additional
comments related to the numbers they are reporting. She believes it would be helpful since the lawsuits and complaints are not
attached to something else, and not having that separate line might not spur companies to provide information that could be
helpful to analysts. She also asked why the number of complaints received directly from the department of insurance (DOI)
was being asked for when that data is already available elsewhere. Ms. Nickel stated that the complaints reported by the carrier
and the ones received by the DOI never seem to match up, so she believes it is helpful to have this data to be able to review
and compare their information. Mr. Gaines agreed and said he sees discrepancies in this area as well, and it can be a red flag
regarding data integrity.
Mr. Byrne stated that the UStiA objects to adding any new items, and it supports the template as presented by the SME group.
He also stated that if additional elements are going to be added, the industry would like the opportunity to comment on them.
Mr. Birnbaum stated that these issues were discussed in the SME group, and there was not consensus, which is why the request
to make these additions is being asked of the Working Group. Lisa Brown (American Property Casualty Insurance
Association—APCIA) stated that she would like more time to get feedback from companies, and she does not support adding
the free look period, which her vote reflected in the SME group. Mr. Oberholtzer stated that Mr. Birnbaum has indicated that
the majority of all cancellations are during free-look periods, so that information is already known. He stated if there were a
high number of cancellations that state insurance regulators were curious about, they could ask the companies to provide
additional information, as needed. Mr. Oberholtzer stated that Ohio does not support breaking out additional cancellation
information. He stated that he supports the Travel MCAS blank as it was presented by the SME group, and that he wants to
voice the position of state insurance regulators that voted not to add the additional data element. Ms. Nickel stated that while
she believes it is important to have the additional data element, and a full premium return is important to differentiate in analysis,
she would defer to Mr. Oberholtzer and his recommendation given his knowledge and expertise on this subject matter. Ms.
Rebholz asked for a motion regarding Ms. LeDuc’s recommendations to change the term in the Travel MCAS draft from
“states” to “jurisdictions” and to add the two interrogatory lines for any comments that companies might choose to add about
lawsuits or complaints for the schedules to align.
Ms. Nickel made a motion, seconded by Ms. Isiminger, to edit the Travel MCAS draft to change the term from “states” to
“jurisdictions” and to add the interrogatory lines for any comments that companies might choose to add about lawsuits or
complaints. The motion passed unanimously. Ms. Rebholz then asked if there was a motion to adopt the Travel MCAS blank,
and she explained that the motion could also include whether it includes adoption of the CEJ proposals.
Mr. Oberholtzer made a motion, seconded by Ms. Kroll, to adopt the Travel MCAS draft without adding the CEJ proposals.
The motion passed with Idaho abstaining.
3.

Considered the Other Health MCAS Draft

Randy Helder (NAIC) stated that the Other Health SME group has been meeting regularly and has focused on short-term
limited-duration (STLD). The final draft of the Other Health STLD MCAS blank was provided in the meeting materials. This
is the product of a large group of state insurance regulators, industry, and consumer representatives who put in many hours of
work. He stated that when work on the Other Health MCAS blank began, the drafting group’s intention was to develop a blank
to cover all the other health products that were not currently part of the Health MCAS blank. It was quickly realized that to
meet the June 1 deadline for adoption, the group would have to concentrate on only one product, which was STLD insurance.
If this blank is adopted by the Working Group, work on the remaining other health products will take place.
Mr. Helder stated the 2019 STLD insurance data call was used as the jumping off point, but it was significantly expanded. The
blank is divided into six sections: 1) interrogatories; 2) policy/certificate administration; 3) prior authorizations; 4) claims
administration; 5) consumer complaints and lawsuits, and 6) marketing and sales. Mr. Helder stated that the data will be
reported in nine categories: STLD insurance products sold through associations used in the state; STLD insurance products
sold through associations not used in the state; and STLD insurance products not sold through an association. Each of these
categories are divided into products with a term of less than or equal to 90 days, less than or equal to 180 days, and 181–364
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days. In the interrogatories, information is requested on where the products are filed and marketed; waiting periods; triggers
for pre-existing exclusions; renewals/reissues and re-underwriting upon renewal; associations and fees; the use of third-party
administrators (TPAs); and other distribution channels, such as independent and captive agents or employees. The policy,
claims, prior authorization, and complaints sections ask the typical questions found in the other MCAS blanks, such as: policies
in-force; policies/certificates issued and renewed; covered lives and member months; cancellations by reason; claims received;
claims paid; days to claims decisions; and claim denials or rejections by reason. The marketing and sales section asks for
information on: applications received, approved and pending; the number of new applications denied by reason and renewal
apps denied by reason; and how the applications were initiated and completed (whether by phone, face-to-face, mail or online); and information requested about commissions paid, unearned commissions returned to the company, and other fees
charged to applicants and policyholders that the company collected. It is specified in the instructions that the threshold is
$50,000 in premium within the jurisdiction, and the STLD insurance products should be reported by the residency of the
individual insured. Mr. Helder stated that the drafting group left the definition of “lawsuit” unfinished. He stated that the
intention is to have a definition of “lawsuit”, since this blank does ask for lawsuit information. It was determined that it would
be best to allow the Working Group to finish its work on the definitions first and to proceed with adoption of this blank, as the
data elements for lawsuits will not change regardless of the definition. The drafting group believes the Other Health STLD
Insurance MCAS blank is ready for adoption.
Mr. Birnbaum stated the data element of 2-20 is for the number of policies/certificates cancelled during the free-look period,
and he asked why the SME group felt this was an important data element. Mr. Helder stated that he did not recall the exact
discussion, but he believes it was kept in the blank, as it was not something they wanted to exclude from the data collection.
Ms. Nickel stated that when the SME group was initially meeting, the idea was that this blank would encompass other health
products, but then the focus changed to just STLD insurance. She suggested just calling this blank the STLD Insurance MCAS
blank, and when work begins for the other health products, calling that the Other Health MCAS blank.
Ms. Nickel made motion, seconded by Mr. Oberholtzer, to adopt the draft as the STLD Insurance MCAS blank. Ms. Crittenden
advised that in line 1-07 there is an extra “to” that needs to be deleted, in line 1-09 a period needs to be added after the
parentheses, and there is a typo in line 2-26 that should be 2-28. Ms. Rebholz confirmed that those corrections would be made.
Ms. Amann asked if there is a comment period after today if the blank is adopted. Mr. Helder stated that comments can be
made between June 1 and Aug. 1, prior to the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee reviewing this. The
motion passed unanimously.
4.

Considered the Digital Claims Edits to the Homeowners and PPA MCAS Lines of Business

Ms. Rebholz stated that Digital Claims edits to the Homeowners and Private Passenger Auto (PPA) lines of business need to
be considered. She stated that two interrogatories related to Digital Claims were added for each line of business. For PPA,
claims-related data elements for the Collision, Comprehensive/Other Than Collision, Property Damage and Uninsured
Motorists and Underinsured Motorists (UMPD) coverages are broken out to identify Digital Claims, Digital/Traditional Hybrid
Claims, and Traditional/Other than Digital Claims. For Homeowners reporting, the Digital claims breakouts apply to the
Dwelling and Personal Property coverages. Definitions were also added for Digital Claim Settlement, Digital/Traditional
Hybrid claim settlement, and Traditional/Other than Digital claim settlement.
Ms. Kroll stated that Ms. LeDuc had to step away, but she had some questions on this agenda item. The first question was why
a list of vendors was being asked for in the interrogatories section. Ms. Nickel stated that digital claims are sometimes processed
through drone companies; and at times, carriers just use a vendor to inspect vehicles or homes and make an analysis, so this
question would provide more information on who the carrier is using to process their claims. Ms. Rebholz stated that there was
some conversation in the SME group that there could be a possible correlation to specific vendors listed and high complaint
numbers, which could be an indicator for state insurance regulators to take a closer look at the data. The next question asked
was regarding the other breakout section and which lines are to be broken out; 2-26 through 2-46 for PPA and 2-23 through 239 for Homeowners. Mr. Birnbaum stated that the breakout applies to the claims-related data elements and only applies to those
coverages that provide property damage benefits, so it does not apply to liability coverages. The additional questions on this
agenda item will be discussed on the May 27 Working Group call.
Ms. Cross asked if the comments that are due by Aug. 1 for any proposals adopted will be reviewed by the Working Group or
directly by the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee. Ms. Rebholz confirmed that the comments would be
reviewed by the Committee after adoption by the Working Group.
Having no further business, the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group adjourned.
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Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group
Virtual Meeting
April 28, 2021
The Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D)
Committee met April 28, 2021. The following Working Group members participated: Rebecca Rebholz, Chair (WI); Tate Flott,
Vice Chair (KS); Crystal Phelps (AR); Cheryl Hawley (AZ); Scott Woods (FL); Sarah Crittenden (GA); October Nickel (ID);
Erica Weyhenmeyer (IL); Dawna Kokosinski (MD); Jill Huisken (MI); Teresa Kroll (MO); Martin Swanson (NE); Leatrice
Geckler (NM); Hermoliva Abejar (NV); Guy Self (OH); Katie Dzurec (PA); Rachel Moore (SC); Maggie Dell (SD); Shelli
Isiminger (TN); Shelley Wiseman (UT); Ned Gaines (WA); and Letha Tate (WV).
1.

Adopted its March 23 Minutes

The Working Group met March 23 and took the following action: 1) adopted its Feb. 24 minutes; 2) heard an update on the
Travel Market Conduct Annual Statement (MCAS); 3) heard an update on the Other Health MCAS; 4) heard an update on the
Accelerated Underwriting and Digital Claims MCAS; 5) discussed the placement of complaint and lawsuit data elements within
the Home and Auto MCAS reporting blanks; 6) discussed the MCAS lawsuit definitions; and 7) adopted a motion to add a note
in the Disability Income blank clarifying that Schedule 3 is designed to only collect claims information about claims that have
payment.
Mr. Flott made a motion, seconded by Ms. Kroll to adopt the Working Group’s March 23 minutes (see NAIC Proceedings –
Spring 2021, Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group, Attachment Four). The motion passed
unanimously.
2.

Heard an Update on the Travel MCAS

Ms. Rebholz noted that the Travel MCAS subject matter expert (SME) group met March 29, April 19, and April 27. She stated
that the most recent draft of the data call and definitions has been sent to the SME group for a final review, with any comments
to be provided by the end of this week. Depending on comments received, the draft will be approved to pass along to the
Working Group, or additional discussion will take place if needed to finalize the draft.
3.

Heard an Update on the Other Health MCAS

Ms. Dzurec stated that the Other Health SME group is meeting regularly, and it is close to having a draft for the Working Group
to review. Currently, definitions are being finalized to ensure that they support the questions and interrogatories, then ratios
will be reviewed. Ms. Dzurec stated that one of the ongoing discussions related to short-term limited-duration (STLD) is the
relationship between insurers and associations. The SME group is trying to ensure that the data that will be requested is data
the companies will have, since associations are their own incorporated entities. Currently, the group is on iteration 5.6, which
is posted on the Working Group’s web page in the “Current MCAS Blanks Discussions” if anyone wishes to review it. Ms.
Dzurec stated that unlike the Health MCAS blank, cost sharing will not be in the Other Health blank.
4.

Heard an Update on the Accelerated Underwriting and Digital Claims Discussions

Ms. Rebholz stated that the Accelerated Underwriting SME group met April 2, April 15, and April 20. Concerns with the
definition of Accelerated Underwriting have been voiced by industry, and the SME group has had difficulty moving forward
with the definition. Ms. Rebholz stated that to ensure coordination amongst committees and working groups, she met yesterday
with the chair of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee and the chair of the Life Insurance and Annuities
(A) Committee’s Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group. They discussed the Working Group’s need for a definition of
Accelerated Underwriting for MCAS reporting purposes and also noted the June 1 deadline. Additional communication with
the Accelerated Underwriting (A) Working Group will take place, and Ms. Rebholz hopes to have a definition available to
review in time for the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group to approve by the June 1 deadline.
Ms. Rebholz stated that the Digital Claims SME group met April 1, April 15, and April 21. Final drafts of the Home and Auto
data call and definitions with the addition of the Digital Claims data element and definitions have been distributed to the SME
group. Ms. Rebholz stated that some input was received, so the SME group is working to finalize the drafts and provide them
to the Working Group for its approval in May.
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Discussed the Placement of Complaint and Lawsuit Data Elements within the Home and Auto MCAS Reporting Blanks

Ms. Rebholz noted that attachment two in the meeting materials outlines the information for this agenda item. She stated that
during its March meeting, the Working Group discussed the reporting of complaints within the Home and Auto MCAS
submissions. Currently, complaints are reported within the Underwriting section of the blank, and they are reported in total
only. No Working Group members have voiced interest in changing the complaint reporting for Home and Auto to report at
the coverage level. Ms. Rebholz stated that the question for the Working Group is whether state insurance regulators need
complaint data by coverage type to perform market analysis or are total complaint counts sufficient for analysis purposes. She
stated that the options are: 1) no change, which means total Home and Auto complaint counts are sufficient for market analysis,
and the complaints will continue to be reported in total within the Underwriting section of the blank; or 2) ask that Home and
Auto complaints be reported by coverage, which means state insurance regulators need coverage level complaint data to
perform market analysis. If option two is chosen, then the Home and Auto complaints data element will need to be moved to
another section of the blank. Ms. Rebholz asked for input from Working Group members, other state insurance regulators, and
interested parties, and there was no discussion. Teresa Cooper (NAIC) stated that if there was no discussion or motion on this
topic, it is assumed that no change is needed. Ms. Rebholz confirmed that would be appropriate, and no change was made.
Ms. Rebholz stated that the next matter to discuss is lawsuit reporting for Home and Auto. Attachment two in the meeting
materials outlined this discussion topic. Ms. Rebholz stated that the question to the Working Group is whether state insurance
regulators need lawsuit counts that include non-claims-related lawsuits to perform market analysis for the Home and Auto lines
of business or is it sufficient to collect only lawsuit counts that are claims-related. She outlined the options as: 1) no change,
which means only claims-related lawsuit counts are needed for market analysis purposes, and Home and Auto lawsuits will
continue to be reported by coverage type within the Claims section of the blank and capture lawsuit data for claims-related
suits only; or 2) include non-claims-related suits, which means lawsuit counts would include non-claims-related lawsuits for
market analysis purposes. She stated that option two aligns with reporting used in other MCAS lines.
Mr. Gaines stated that he supports option two because if someone is suing for an underwriting or policy cancellation issue, he
would like to know about those types of lawsuits. Ms. Crittenden stated that she also supports option two. Richards L. Bates
(State Farm Insurance) expressed concern about how this change would affect the lawsuit ratios. Ms. Rebholz stated that the
ratios would have to be reviewed to ensure that they would still apply as intended. She stated that Home and Auto lawsuit
reporting would also have to be removed from the Claims section, where it is currently located, and a determination would
need to be made on whether expanded reporting would be in total or broken out by coverage type.
Mr. Gaines made a motion, seconded by Ms. Crittenden, to include non-claims-related lawsuit data in the Home and Auto
MCAS blanks reporting. The motion passed unanimously.
6.

Discussed the MCAS Lawsuit Definitions

Ms. Rebholz stated that there are comments in attachment three of the meeting materials for the Working Group to discuss.
Each bullet under the lawsuit definition for the lines of business of Life and Annuity, Disability Income, Private Flood, LenderPlaced Home and Auto, and Long-Term Care (LTC) was reviewed. The issue raised for the first bullet was whether producers
should be excluded, or clarification be added for the term “agent” and whether the term “agent” refers to a conservator or power
of attorney. Ms. Rebholz stated that concern was raised that some companies may not track lawsuits against agents, so asking
for that kind of reporting may not be helpful. Ms. Crittenden asked if the term “representative” would be a better term instead
of “agent.” Mr. Gaines stated that “representative” may be a better term. Mr. Birnbaum stated that he has concern with using
the term “representative” since it is an undefined term and changing “agent” to “producer” might be better since “producer” is
the broader term. He stated that if a lawsuit was filed against a company’s employee, then it would be a lawsuit against the
company also, so capturing that information is covered. Ms. Rebholz noted that there were comments received suggesting that
another option would be to keep the definition and just add clarification to the terms in the definition. She stated that a decision
on this will be considered at a later date.
Ms. Rebholz stated that the next item to review is whether the second bullet should be removed, because comments were
received stating that it becomes unclear when it is combined with the first bullet. A decision on this will be reviewed at a later
date, as there was no discussion suggesting the need for a change here. Ms. Rebholz stated that the third bullet question to
consider is whether there should be separate reporting for arbitrations. A decision on this will be reviewed at a later date, as
there was no discussion suggesting the need for a change here. Ms. Rebholz clarified that absent feedback on these bullet points,
the wording will stay the same. She encouraged anyone that feels changes need to be made to share their thoughts verbally, in
the chat or even after the call, if preferred.
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The next bullet discussed was regarding the use of the term “complainant.” The question is whether the intent was for this to
refer to plaintiffs in a lawsuit rather than complainants. Mr. Gaines stated that he believes “plaintiff” would be clearer than
“complainant.” Ms. Kroll stated that she agrees that “plaintiff” is clearer than “complainant” regarding lawsuits. The last bullet
discussed was regarding whether clarification needed to be added for what a general cause of action is. Mr. Bates stated that
he has concerns with this bullet because having to basically restate a complaint in an explanatory note regarding class action
lawsuits could be problematic. Ms. Rebholz stated that this is the current definition, and she was not aware of any concerns or
issues companies were having in listing a general cause of action; but she noted her interest in hearing from industry
representatives if there have been issues with earlier reporting in providing this information. She stated that a decision does not
need to be made right now, and comments will be included for future discussion as to whether state insurance regulators find
this information useful.
Ms. Cooper stated that she reviewed previous call minutes, and the comment raised on the issue regarding the first bullet was
that it states, “include only lawsuits brought by an applicant for insurance, a policyholder or a beneficiary as a plaintiff against
the reporting insurer or its agent as a defendant.” The second bullet states, “include all lawsuits whether or not a hearing a
proceeding before the court occurred.” The comment stated that these bullets together seem unclear. Ms. Weyhenmeyer
suggested removing “or its agent” from the first bullet and then making bullet two a sub-bullet to the first as a clarification. Mr.
Birnbaum suggested removing the second bullet and leaving the first bullet as it currently reads. Mr. Bates stated that typically
when a producer that acts on behalf of a company is sued, the company is also named in the lawsuit. He also stated that the
lawsuit could be a human resources (HR) action against the producer and have nothing to do with the company, or it could be
that the producer did not explain the policy terms as well as were needed, and the company may or may not be included on
lawsuits like that. Ms. Nickel stated that she believes it is important to focus on what the company is involved in rather than
the agent, since that could encompass a broad range of different relationships. Mr. Birnbaum stated that he believes the HR
example is misplaced since an applicant for insurance, policyholder or beneficiary is unlikely to bring an action against an HR
policy of an agent. He stated that if a lawsuit is brought against an agent, the company is going to know since it would have to
be reported to the company. Michael Byrne (McDermott Will & Emery LLP) stated that he does not believe that was always
the case under every contract of an agent to report all lawsuits against the agent if it has nothing to do with the product being
sold on behalf of the insurer. Ms. Rebholz stated that after hearing the comments on this topic, some proposed draft language
options will be created to review and consider on a future call. She asked that Working Group members think about what data
they would like to capture here and whether or not capturing lawsuits naming agents as a defendant is necessary in the context
of this reporting.
Ms. Rebholz stated that the next topic to discuss is the Lender-Placed Home and Auto MCAS lawsuit definition and reporting.
The question is whether the Lender-Placed insurance should use the same reporting approved in the last agenda for Home and
Auto. The issue with Lender-Placed insurance is that the approved definition aligns with the Life, Annuity, Disability Income,
Private Flood and LTC definition instead of aligning with the Home and Auto definition. Ms. Rebholz stated that this does not
need to be decided on today, and she asked that this question be given some thought so a decision can be made in May.
7.

Discussed Other Matters

Ms. Rebholz stated that in May, the Working Group will have two meetings to allow for ample time to consider all proposals
before the June 1 deadline. She stated that drafts will be posted and/or distributed for review prior to the May meetings.
Having no further business, the Market Conduct Annual Statement Blanks (D) Working Group adjourned.
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Privacy Protections (D) Working Group
Virtual Meeting
July 12, 2021
The Privacy Protections (D) Working Group of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee met July 12,
2021. The following Working Group members participated: Cynthia Amann, Chair (MO); Ron Kreiter, Vice Chair (KY); Erica
Weyhenmeyer (IL); LeAnn Crow (KS); Chris Aufenthie (ND); Teresa Green (OK); Raven Collins (OR); and Don Beatty and
Katie Johnson (VA). Also participating was: Hermoliva Abejar (NV).
1.

Adopted its June 14 Minutes

The Working Group met July 12 and took the following action: 1) adopted its June 14 minutes; 2) discussed the draft of the
initial privacy policy statement; and 3) requested comments in the form of parameters and examples on the initial privacy policy
statement by June 7 for discussion during the next Working Group meeting scheduled for June 14.
Mr. Beatty made a motion, seconded by Ms. Collins, to adopt the Working Group’s June 14 minutes (Attachment Six-A). The
motion passed unanimously.
2.

Discussed Comments Received on the Initial Privacy Policy Statement

Ms. Amann said the Working Group will continue to discuss its latest draft of the privacy policy statement with separate outline
sections for each of the six consumer categories on the minimum consumer data privacy protections that are appropriate for the
business of insurance was distributed prior to this meeting.
In accordance with its November 2019 work plan, Ms. Amann said the Working Group is currently focused on consumer data
privacy protections other than those already in the NAIC Insurance Information and Privacy Protection Model Act (#670), the
Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health Information Regulation (#672), and the Insurance Data Security Model Law (#668).
She said following a delay due the COVID-19 pandemic, the Working Group identified six consumer data privacy protections
as gaps per the analysis in this work plan, posted them, and discussed them during its meetings in November 2020, as well as
in March, May, and June 2021. Ms. Amann said sections in the NAIC models concerning federal acts like the federal GrammLeach-Bliley Act (GLBA) and the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) will be considered, if
necessary, after the six consumer categories identified by the gap analysis and NAIC leadership have been addressed.
As a reminder, she said the six consumer categories identifying corresponding consumer rights that attach to
notice requirements and how insurers may be subject to these requirements are: 1) the right to opt-out of data sharing; 2) the
right to opt-into data sharing; 3) the right to correct information; 4) the right to delete information; 5) the right of data
portability; and 6) the right to restrict the use of data.
Ms. Amann said that while the titles of these categories are listed as rights, they are not to be interpreted as guarantees. She
said the Working Group will not focus on changing the titles of the six consumer protection categories as they were given
to the Working Group by NAIC members. However, it will provide recommendations and examples for additional
clarification. For example, the right to delete data would not include the deletion of factual data such as that contained in
court documents.
Ms. Amann said the Working Group will discuss today comments received since its June 14 meeting. She said the Working
Group requested comments in the form of parameters and examples on the initial privacy policy statement. She said during
the Working Group’s June 14 meeting, Shelby Schoensee (American Council of Life Insurers—ACLI) indicated the ACLI
would be submitting comments. Therefore, she said the Working Group will hear an overview from ACLI staff regarding
comments that were received and that will be posted to its web page following this meeting. Ms. Schoensee said the ACLI
favors the federal preemptive standard over separate state privacy legislation, but that the ACLI would work with the NAIC
as it had in the past to develop privacy model language that would address current marketplace and technology needs.
When Mr. Beatty asked how soon federal action might be forthcoming, she noted that action on privacy by the federal
government seemed to be stalled and could take forever given the current political environment. Kristin Abbott (ACLI) said
states were acting quickly, so the ACLI prefers to collaborate with the NAIC toward a single standard at this time. Ms.
Amann thanked the ACLI speakers for their input and encouraged Working Group members to review the written comments
submitted by the ACLI membership.
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Heard a Presentation on Consumer Data Privacy from the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Georgia

Ms. Amann said the Working Group will hear a presentation from NAIC consumer representatives Karrol Kitt (University of
Texas at Austin) Brenda J. Cude (University of Georgia) on data privacy from a consumer’s perspective.
Ms. Kitt said her comments stem from a micro perspective that state insurance regulators and the insurance industry have
primary responsibility for the privacy of insurance consumers’ data. She said consumers typically underestimate the range and
extent of data being collected on them. She also said that studies have shown the average consumer has 27 online accounts and
that there is a relentless pursuit of consumers through social media advertising. Ms. Kitt said there is no easy way for consumers
to track the use of their data and that consumers simply do not understand. She said what consumers need is an easy way to
track and control their own data. Ms. Kitt said a DataGrail Inc. study indicated that four out of five consumers surveyed expect
to have control over their data and that two out of three expect to be able to opt out of data sharing. She asked how much money
the average company makes from selling third-party information. Ms. Kitt said she prefers to opt in like HIPAA requires as
she is comfortable with where and how her medical data is used or shared. She also said something this important should be
easy to use, especially with the demands of regular life. Ms. Kitt said consumers tend to have knowledge deficiencies and they
lack motivation because there is an informational imbalance between industry and consumers. She said industry lives on the
daily consumption of data and uses its own jargon to earn profit, but this is not the case for consumers who feel they are at a
disadvantage, so they simply do not bother to learn or investigate the accuracy or use of their data. Ms. Kitt said in 2020,
DataGrail’s survey found that 80% of consumers want to control their own data; that 82% reported concerns over protections
that do not work; and that 62% said unsubscribe links do not work. She also said that consumers have a right to be forgotten
after their relationship with an insurance company ends.
Ms. Cude said there are common themes (not just for insurance, in the U.S., or globally) of data. She said: 1) consumers do not
distinguish insurance data from other business data; 2) consumers want rights, but they do not have the technical expertise to
use them effectively; 3) getting consumers’ attention is difficult, as is getting them to learn and understand privacy issues; 4)
greater transparency is needed in the language they do get; and 5) consumers have no opportunity to understand if privacy
terms are written in legalese. Ms. Cude said consumers need to understand what personal data is and how it is used in all the
devices in our homes, via the Internet of Things (IoT) data, shopping habits, vacuums, thermostats, TVs, etc. She said
consumers need to know who is monitoring their data, what type of algorithmic capability those monitoring data have, and that
consumers can suffer discrimination and harm.
Ms. Amann asked if they had any recommendations for the Working Group. Ms. Cude said the Working Group needs to be
aware that the common consumer does not separate insurance data from any other type of financial business data. Ms. Kitt said
one example is that a consumer cannot be charged for a credit card not being accepted for a purchase as Congress made such
charges opt in only. Ms. Amann asked if it made any difference whether opt in or opt out should be used when the subject was
data sharing versus data receiving of information. Dr. Kitt said opt in reduces costs for notices and opt out costs more. She also
said the USAA has an easy privacy notice: It does not share data, period.
With that, Ms. Amann said the next Working Group meeting is scheduled for Aug. 9.
Having no further business, the Privacy Protections (D) Working Group adjourned.
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Privacy Protections (D) Working Group
Virtual Meeting
June 14, 2021
The Privacy Protections (D) Working Group of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee met June 14,
2021. The following Working Group members participated: Cynthia Amann, Chair (MO); Ron Kreiter, Vice Chair (KY); Erica
Weyhenmeyer (IL); LeAnn Crow (KS); T.J. Patton (MN); Chris Aufenthie (ND); Martin Swanson (NE); Teresa Green (OK);
Gary Jones (PA); and Don Beatty and Katie Johnson (VA). Also participating was: Hermoliva Abejar (NV).
1.

Adopted its May 10 Minutes

The Working Group met May 10 and took the following action: 1) adopted its March 29 minutes; 2) discussed the draft of the
initial privacy policy statement; and 3) requested comments in the form of parameters and examples on the initial privacy policy
statement by June 7 for discussion during the next Working Group meeting scheduled for June 14.
Mr. Beatty made a motion, seconded by Mr. Swanson, to adopt the Working Group’s May 10 minutes (Attachment Six-A1).
The motion passed unanimously.
2.

Discussed Comments Received on the Initial Privacy Policy Statement

Ms. Amann said the Working Group would continue to discuss the privacy policy statement on the minimum consumer data
privacy protections that are appropriate for the business of insurance. She said the Working Group would focus on consumer
data privacy protections other than those already in the NAIC Insurance Information and Privacy Protection Model Act (#670),
the Privacy of Consumer Financial and Health Information Regulation (#672), and the Insurance Data Security Model Law
(#668). She also said sections in these NAIC models concerning federal acts like the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) and
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) will be considered, if necessary, after the six
consumer categories identified by the gap analysis and NAIC leadership have been addressed.
Ms. Amann said the six consumer categories identifying corresponding consumer rights that attach to notice requirements and
how insurers may be subject to these requirements are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The right to opt out of data sharing.
The right to opt into data sharing.
The right to correct information.
The right to delete information.
The right of data portability.
The right to restrict the use of data.

Ms. Amann said the titles of these categories are listed as rights, as that is the way these categories were received from NAIC
members; however, these titles are not to be interpreted as guarantees but as points of discussion. She also said the Working
Group will not change the titles of the six consumer protection categories; rather, the Working Group would provide
recommendations and examples for additional clarification to these categories. For example, she said the right to delete data
would not include the deletion of factual data, such as that contained in court documents. She said the Working Group would
discuss comments received since the May 10 call, which is when the Working Group requested comments from Working Group
members, interested state insurance regulators, and interested parties in the form of parameters and examples on the initial
privacy policy statement.
Ms. Amann said comments in the form of parameters and examples on the initial privacy policy statement received by June 7
would be discussed following some brief comments by the attendees who submitted them. She said the templates that she made
will be coming out soon with functional definitions that would be used not to highlight potential areas of concern, but to point
to areas where the Working Group could make recommendations to fix, reinterpret, reword, explain, or clarify.
Bob Ridgeway (America’s Health Insurance Plans—AHIP) said to summarize the comments submitted, he suggested that the
Working Group retain the HIPAA safe harbor contained in Model #672 because it is pervasive in that it has permeated the
entire health insurance world since 2002. He said companies have worked diligently on complying, and it affects more than
just insurance. He said it also affects doctors, providers, companies, third-party administrators (TPAs), as well as those who do
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business with them. He said other business associates follow them regarding how to submit and process electronic claims. He
said HIPAA and the GLBA exempts or carves out insurance. He also said California has this as well, with the California
Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) covering other companies. He said HIPAA already addresses all six rights in that for opt-out
or opt-in, companies are prohibited from sharing data except for treatment or payment, health care operations, or special needs.
He said the opt-in had to be signed indicating what data would be shared and how. He said HIPAA is already extensive as to
how to correct data. Much like the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), he said the right to delete is not in HIPAA
because a patient’s medical history is very important when considering the care a patient will need in the future. He said access
to one’s data is not a concern, as patients can get a copy of their own medical records and take them elsewhere whenever they
like. He said portability means the right to accounting for old data and where health information can be sent, such as to an
attorney, requires a HIPAA release. He said a recent U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) rule about the
disclosure of health information will serve to restrict the use of data under 45 CFR 164.522.
Ms. Amann said it was helpful to have HIPAA citations that address health care insurance, but the Working Group would also
want to address concerns state insurance regulators are hearing from consumers regarding the six categories identified, and she
recommended that the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee address these concerns. When Ms. Abejar
asked how record retention was affected by HIPAA, Mr. Ridgeway said typical record retention was 3–5 years, but claim
processing was required to be kept for a very long time. Chris Petersen (Arbor Strategies LLC) added that the coordination of
benefits and proving continuity of coverage also required records to be kept indefinitely in some instances. Ms. Amann said
state insurance regulators need data to be retained as well for market conduct exams, so the Working Group would need to
include explanations for consumers as to why some of their data could not be deleted, removed, or created as well as how its
use could be limited by the consumer. Ms. Abejar asked about cyber insurance and was given the same answer. She asked if
health insurers notify consumers that the requested change has been made. Mr. Ridgeway and Mr. Petersen said the company
would have to show the consumer where the change they requested had been made in the consumer’s records. Mr. Swanson
asked that the cybersecurity question be revisited. He said the state’s Attorney General’s office may have to be notified, and
other state laws may kick in for the consumers’ protection. As an example, he said he recently got a letter about a breach from
a company that he had not dealt with in many years, so the system worked as it was intended. Mr. Ridgeway asked how
consumers know companies are doing this as required by state bulletins. He suggested that such bulletins be cross referenced
with the Information Technology (IT) Examination (E) Working Group, including the changes made to the Financial Condition
Examiners Handbook to ensure that companies do it. Ms. Amann said consumer rights come with limitations.
Randi Chapman (Blue Cross Blue Shield Association—BCBSA) said HIPAA clearly exempts health insurance, which can be
confusing; and she recommended a clarification that if health insurance companies are not exempt by HIPAA, wording should
be added to NAIC models so they conform with HIPAA. She said the Working Group should not add more requirements to
HIPAA.
Mr. Petersen, speaking on behalf of the Coalition of Health Insurers, said he concurs with everything Mr. Ridgeway and Ms.
Chapman said. He said HIPAA was specific to the insurance industry and its uniqueness to the health insurance industry. He
said HIPAA was concerned about doing harm to consumers by adding to the safe harbor already in the GLBA. He said it is
necessary to recognize HIPAA as a leader and allow deletion only to correct inaccurate data, not to delete all data, as medical
history is needed (especially in the emergency room) and required by record retention laws. He said portability had been
addressed in California and the European Union (EU) because it is needed to move one’s data from one internet to another one
so it is required there, but it is not required generally in the U.S. He said one can share a copy with state insurance regulators
and law enforcement, but one cannot move the data permanently. Ms. Amann said consumer disclosure notices are not just
about what information but how it is distributed or shared. She said maybe notices should only be required when a change is
made. She said the Insurance Holding Company System Regulatory Act (#440) and the IT Examination (E) Working Group
addressed the issue of third-party vendors by referring to them as Essential Services Providers. She said Insurtech is where she
expects problems and where she has concerns because of third-party vendors or business associates, which have HIPAA
responsibilities as well and are required by HIPAA to comply via their contractual relationships. She said there are anecdotal
problems where the law needs more umph. Mr. Petersen said that is not realistic because people give away their information at
the pharmacy and at Safeway all the time just for discounts. Ms. Amann said state insurance regulators can warn consumers,
but they cannot stop consumers from making their own decisions about such trade-offs of data for discounts. She said this
conversation affects all other lines of business trades, not just health insurance.
Mr. Swanson asked if most states had adopted HIPAA. Mr. Ridgeway said most states had a HIPAA carve-out or something
like that already. Mr. Petersen said states had adopted Model #670, which amends access to HIPAA; Model #672, which
provides a safe harbor for health information; or some combination of the two models. Mr. Swanson asked if the Market
Regulation Handbook had been examined for HIPAA compliance already. Mr. Petersen said after the GLBA was added, it
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asserted market conduct over privacy and examined 100 companies. Ms. Amann said underwriting and claims are useful
because if states see something during the examination, they can do a privacy review at the same time. She said new situations
require an understanding of how current requirements can be applied; i.e., how it can be better for consumers. Mr. Swanson
said homeowners insurance is different than health insurance. He said if states do not enforce HIPAA, then the federal
government will. Ms. Amann said she does not want to give the American Council of Life Insurers (ACLI) a heart attack, but
she wants to put them on notice that the Working Group is moving forward with its current framework, and it will include
suggested definitions and requirements or revisions where it is deemed necessary. She said the Working Group would love to
have input from other trades and companies representing other lines of business, but it will move forward without it if necessary.
She said NAIC staff would distribute the privacy policy statement (not a model and not a white paper) for comment. Mr. Beatty
said he saw Sonja Larkin-Thorne (Consumer Advocate–Retired) on the participants lists, and he said any observations she
might have for the Working Group would be useful. He said the Working Group had not heard from the Life and Annuity or
Property/Casualty (P/C) folks, and he encouraged them to provide input in the form of comments, examples, etc. to avoid
unintended consequences with what the Working Group comes up with on their own. Ms. Larkin-Thorne said she had been
following this work personally and for the state of Connecticut. Ms. Amann said it would be great to have more input from
consumer representatives and on other lines of business. She also asked Lois E. Alexander (NAIC) to reach out to them. Shelby
Schoensee (ACLI) said she was just assigned by the ACLI to work with this Working Group recently. She also said she planned
to submit comments soon. Ms. Amann said the Working Group would be moving quickly, as it truly wants to help consumers
understand their privacy issues sooner rather than later.
Ms. Amann said the next Working Group call is scheduled for July 12.
Having no further business, the Privacy Protections (D) Working Group adjourned.
W:\National Meetings\2021\Summer\Cmte\D\Privacy Protections\June 14 Call\Privacyprot_06-14_Min_Rev0701.Docx
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Draft: 6/10/21
Privacy Protections (D) Working Group
Virtual Meeting
May 10, 2021

The Privacy Protections (D) Working Group of the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee met May 10,
2021. The following Working Group members participated: Cynthia Amann, Chair, (MO); Ron Kreiter, Vice Chair (KY);
LeAnn Crow (KS); T.J. Patton (MN); Chris Aufenthie and Johnny Palsgraaf (ND); Martin Swanson (NE); Teresa Green (OK);
Gary Jones (PA); and Don Beatty and Katie Johnson (VA).
1.

Adopted its March 29 Minutes

The Working Group met March 29 and took the following action: 1) adopts its 2020 Fall National Meeting minutes; 2) receive
status reports on federal and state privacy legislation; 3) review the 2021 NAIC Member-Adopted Strategy for Consumer Data
Privacy Protections; 4) discuss comments received on the 2020 Fall National Meeting verbal gap analysis; and 5) announce the
Consumer Privacy Protections Panel at the NAIC Virtual Insurance Summit.
Mr. Beatty made a motion, seconded by Mr. Swanson, to adopt the Working Group’s March 29 minutes (see NAIC Proceedings
– Spring 2021, Privacy Protections (D) Working Group, Attachment Six). The motion passed unanimously.
2.

Discussed the Draft of the Initial Privacy Policy Statement

Ms. Amann said the Working Group completed its work plan in 2020. She said the Working Group received additional guidance
through the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee in the form of the following NAIC Member-Adopted
Strategy for Consumer Data Privacy Protections (Attachment D). She said the Working Group is currently working on item C
because item A and item B have already been completed.
NAIC Member-Adopted Strategy for Consumer Data Privacy Protections
1. Charge the Market Regulation and Consumer Affairs (D) Committee with:
a. Summarizing consumer data privacy protections found in existing NAIC models—the Health Information Privacy
Model Act (#55), the NAIC Insurance Information and Privacy Protection Model Act (#670), and the Privacy of
Consumer Financial and Health Information Regulation (#672).
b. Identifying notice requirements of states, the European Union’s (EU’s) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), and how insurers may be subject to these requirements.
c. Identifying corresponding consumer rights that attach to notice requirements, such as the right to opt-out of data
sharing, the right to correct or delete information, the right of data portability and the right to restrict the use of data,
and how insurers may be subject to these requirements.
d. Setting forth a policy statement on the minimum consumer data privacy protections that are appropriate for the
business of insurance.
e. Delivering a report on items (a– d) above by the NAIC Fall National Meeting.
2. Engage with state attorneys general (AGs), Congress and federal regulatory agencies on state and federal data privacy laws
to minimize preemption provisions and maximize state insurance regulatory authority.
3. Reappoint the Privacy Protections (D) Working Group to revise NAIC models, as necessary, to incorporate minimum
consumer data privacy protections that are appropriate for the business of insurance. Complete by the NAIC Fall National
Meeting.
Ms. Amann said Minnesota, Nevada, Oregon, and Virginia submitted comments on the initial privacy policy statement drafted
in accordance with item D as a framework on which to build minimum consumer data privacy protections that are appropriate
for the business of insurance. She said states on the state insurance regulator subject matter expert (SME) group agreed that all
six categories identified in the statement should stay. Ms. Johnson said Virginia might be including portability in its Uniform
Electronic Transactions Act (UETA), as Virginia said a consumer had to opt-in, meaning that companies could post a disclosure
online, but the company must mail the disclosure to the consumer if the consumer asks for a hard copy of the document. Mr.
Beatty asked Brooke Stringer (NAIC) if the categories listed were sufficient to address federal issues, topics, and concerns.
Ms. Stringer said preemption and private rights of action are two of the top federal issues, so she said the categories identified
are within the realm of federal expectations. Mr. Patton asked how consumers could opt-in and opt-out, as these two categories
seem to be opposites. Ms. Amann said the Working Group’s approach right now would be to consider both and recommend
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one following its discussions. Mr. Patton said the chart should be updated, as Minnesota did address the bill listed even though
the bill did not move.
Chris Petersen (Arbor Strategies LLC), speaking on behalf of the Coalition of Health Insurers, said general statements, such as
those in the Unfair Trade Practices Act (#880), require companies only to maintain records. He said if the right to delete is
allowed, it would be impossible for the company to maintain those records. He said the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) only allowed the right to request, not to delete. He also said adding examples to recommendations
would be helpful as guidance. Ms. Amann said the six categories will serve as the topics to be discussed at a high level, and
examples would be a good idea. She said verbiage would be drafted as a point of discussion, as well as perhaps to specify that
it is for the insurance sector only. Kate Kiernan (Public Policy Consulting) said in Minnesota, opt-in and opt-out are not
mutually exclusive. She said the same law can have opt-in for more sensitive information and opt-out for less sensitive
information.
Angela Gleason (American Property Casualty Insurance Associations—APCIA) suggested that the Working Group not discuss
already regulated issues. Ms. Amann said this general discussion is for today’s call only. She said HIPAA is so controlling that
the Working Group may not be able to change or revise it, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), etc., so these are to be put
aside for now to be folded in later as consumers, industry, and state insurance regulators refine the draft. Bob Ridgeway
(Americas Health Insurance Plans—AHIP) asked why Section A of the draft is separate from Section B. Ms. Amann said she
envisions: 1) Section A to mean why the consumer has the right to correct with policy reasons in favor of it and why; 2) Section
B to mean how an insured could do this, and as a practical matter that the consumer could not correct information fraudulently—
i.e., change information that is proven to be true via public records (arrest records, court documents, etc.)—and the right to
correct could only be within or after 180 days; and 3) Section C to mean how state insurance regulators would enforce this.
Ms. Johnson said states that had adopted Model #670 had accelerated underwriting notice; it says the consumer can correct or
delete incorrect information if the company has taken an adverse action, and it has a limitation on timing of the information.
Ms. Amann said existing limitations would still apply. She said new recommended revisions would not cover all carte blanche,
and the policy statement would help to explain these situations. Mr. Petersen said non-insurance information should not be
looked at by the Working Group, but the Working Group should only look at the insurance industry. He said HIPAA’s right to
request is not absolute. Ms. Johnson said it would be helpful to have information from industry on where the rails should be,
and Virginia would only look at information companies gather. Ms. Kiernan asked if the privacy policy statement would be
final by the Fall National Meeting. Ms. Amann said it would be final and would recommend if a new model is needed or if
revisions would be needed, as well as the parameters for the new model or changes.
Ms. Amann requested comments in the form of parameters and examples on the initial privacy policy statement by June 7 for
discussion during the next Working Group meeting scheduled for June 14.
Ms. Alexander said she would attempt to schedule Working Group meetings every four to six weeks, while avoiding overlap
with other groups working on interrelated issues.
Having no further business, the Privacy Protections (D) Working Group adjourned.
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